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Abstract

This thesis has been conducted in response to increasing corporate needs
regarding virtual design process automation. Current design processes are
already strongly based on virtual representations of the respective product,
substituting costly hardware prototype build-up and testing. This allows
for a multitude of simulations for verification and optimization to be carried
out on such Digital Mock-Ups (DMU). However, despite the wide-spread
use of such simulation tools, Computer-Aided Design (CAD), and virtual
product data, the entire design process is still a highly time-consuming task
requiring a multitude of iterative manual steps. Thus, considering nowadays
sophisticated design and simulation tools, it would be neglectful not to
benefit from such a basis to especially exploit its potential for automated
comprehensive structural optimization - a key component of design process
automation.

Focusing on the digitized product geometry, i.e. the CAD model, this
thesis introduces a new approach to comprehensive automated structure
variation and optimization based on these highly constrained CAD geo-
metries. The work provides a new level of flexibility for the presently
rather restricted structure optimization methods in this field, including the
considerable advantage of optimized ready-to-use CAD solutions. Concepts,
dedicated tools and algorithms are presented and combined to a highly
flexible framework for general geometry-based structural optimization. The
new framework is integrated into an industrial environment along with a set
of solutions to automate nowadays time-consuming manual steps in corpo-
rate design processes. This combination yields a fully automated variation,
simulation and assessment loop for CAD-based structural optimization.
Furthermore, it allows for highly efficient systematic geometry variation
and assessment, impracticable with present manual design processes.

With the successful introduction of such a structural variation and
assessment loop and the possibility of comprehensive geometry-based struc-
tural optimization, the thesis is concluded by an outlook towards further
application possibilities of this concept. In this last step, the application to
advanced CAD spline shape optimization as well as basic geometry-based
structure creation are investigated.

The presented work is based on the hierarchical representations of the
geometrical models, the specification trees, which are additionally provided
by most of nowadays commercial CAD tools. Using these trees to access the
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geometry’s components, the concept of geometry-based topology variation
is introduced, allowing for additional manipulation, insertion and deletion of
entire geometrical sub-components in CAD models. This concept provides
the basis to considerably widen the search and solution spaces of nowadays
geometry-based structural optimization methods, i.e. for comprehensive
structure variation.

The optimization algorithm operating on such specification trees is
based on tailored Evolutionary Algorithms including smart operators for
selective tree node and sub-tree manipulation. Furthermore, to grant a
largest possible CAD-software independence, a dedicated concept is outlined
to separate the optimization algorithm from CAD space. This enables the
optimization module to operate on arbitrary abstract hierarchical graph
representations independently from any specific CAD software.

In a further step, the concept’s efficiency is improved through a new
strategy parameter adaptation and parameter pre-conditioning. A com-
bined deterministic-adaptive method for parameter and sub-component
variation is introduced - shifting from exploration to exploitation - as well
as a method to pre-set newly inserted parameters.

The resulting optimization tool is then included into industrial design
processes and combined with dedicated solutions substituting nowadays
time-consuming manual steps. With the setup of a multi-purpose CAD-
prototype of an engine hood sub-structure for pedestrian head impact, the
tool’s applicability to such a process is evaluated.

To conclude the investigations on the possibilities and issues of the
newly introduced automated geometry-based topology optimization, further
approaches towards CAD-based structure creation are presented. The
application to spline-based CAD structures provides further insights into
possible future research needs to extend the current area of application.



Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit wurde im Zusammenhang mit zunehmenden Bedürf-
nissen der Unternehmen im Bereich der Automatisierung von virtuellen
Produktentwicklungsprozessen durchgeführt. Heutige Entwicklungspro-
zesse basieren bereits grösstenteils auf virtuellen Repräsentationen der
entsprechenden Produkte, die den kostspieligen Aufbau von physikalischen
Prototypen und Tests reduzieren oder vollständig ersetzen. Allerdings
ist der gesamte Entwicklungsprozess, trotz der weitverbreiteten Verwen-
dung von Simulationswerkzeugen, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) und
virtuellen Produktdaten, noch immer ein sehr zeitintensiver Vorgang, der
eine Vielzahl von iterativen manuellen Schritten erfordert. Aus diesem
Grund und unter Betrachtung der heutigen fortschrittlichen Entwicklungs-
und Simulationswerkzeuge, wäre es nachlässig, nicht von einer solchen
Ausgangslage zu profitieren und deren Potential zur automatisierten um-
fassenden Strukturoptimierung, der Schlüsselkomponente der Entwicklungs-
prozess-Automatisierung, auszuschöpfen.

Mit dem auf das digitale Produkt, d.h. die in CAD erstellte Geometrie,
gerichteten Fokus, stellt die vorliegende Arbeit einen Ansatz zur voll-
umfänglichen automatisierten Strukturvariation vor, basierend auf solchen
hochdetaillierten CAD-Modellen. Der Ansatz bietet eine neue Ebene an
Flexibilität für die derzeitigen sehr eingeschränkten Strukturoptimierungs-
methoden in diesem Bereich. Konzepte, Werkzeuge und Lösungen werden
vorgestellt und zu einem Grundgerüst zur allgemeinen geometriebasierten
Strukturoptimierung kombiniert. Die neue Grundstruktur wird zusammen
mit weiteren Lösungsansätzen in eine industrielle Umgebung integriert, um
die heutigen zeitaufwändigen manuellen Schritte in den Entwicklungspro-
zessen zu automatisieren. Diese Kombination führt zu einem vollautoma-
tischen Variations-, Simulations- und Bewertungsprozess zur Strukturopti-
mierung und zur hocheffizienten und systematischen Geometrievariation
und -bewertung, welche mit den heutigen manuellen Entwicklungsprozessen
undurchführbar wäre.

Mit der erfolgreichen Einführung eines solchen automatisierten Varia-
tions- und Bewertungsprozesses und der Möglichkeit zur vollumfänglichen
geometriebasierten Strukturoptimierung, wird die Dissertation durch einen
letzten weiterführenden Schritt abgeschlossen. In diesem Schritt werden
sowohl allgemeine Möglichkeiten in Richtung erweiterter spline-basierter
Gestaltoptimierung in CAD als auch die grundsätzliche Möglichkeit zur
Strukturerzeugung untersucht.
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Die Arbeit basiert auf den hierarchischen Repräsentationen der Geome-
triemodelle, den Strukturbäumen, die heute zusätzlich von den meisten
kommerziellen CAD-Werkzeugen zur Verfügung gestellt werden. Die Ver-
wendung dieser Bäume ermöglicht den einfachen Zugang zu einzelnen Geo-
metriekomponenten und erlaubt die Einführung einer geometrie-basierten
Topologievariation, durch die ganze geometrische Subkomponenten in den
CAD-Modellen manipuliert, eingefügt und entfernt werden können. Dies
erweitert den Such- und Lösungsraum der heutigen geometriebasierten
Strukturoptimierungsmethoden beträchtlich.

Der auf solchen Strukturbäumen operierende Optimierungsalgorith-
mus basiert auf geeigneten Evolutionären Algorithmen mit spezifischen
Operatoren zur selektiven Manipulation der Knoten im Baum. Um eine
grösstmögliche Unabhängigkeit von jeglicher CAD-Software zu gewährleis-
ten, wird zudem ein entsprechend modulares Konzept eingeführt, das den
Optimierungsalgorithmus vom CAD-Raum trennt. Dies erlaubt dem Op-
timierungsmodul frei auf hierarchischen mathematischen Graphen und
unabhängig von jeglicher CAD-Software zu operieren.

In einem weiteren Schritt wird die Effizienz des Konzeptes durch geeig-
nete Strategieparameter-Adaptation und Parameter-Vorkonditionierung
erhöht. Dazu wird sowohl eine kombinierte deterministisch-adaptive Me-
thode zur Parameter- und Komponentenvariation - von Exploration zu
Exploitation wandernd - als auch eine Methode zur Wertvorgabe von neu
eingefügten Parametern vorgestellt.

Basierend auf diesem resultierenden Optimierungswerkzeug wird ein
industrieller Entwicklungsprozess aufgesetzt. Die heutigen manuellen Schrit-
te zwischen Konstruktions- und Berechnungsingenieur werden durch ent-
sprechende Lösungsansätze automatisiert und mit dem Optimierungskon-
zept gekoppelt. Der Prozess wird anhand eines Multifunktionalen CAD-Pro-
totypen zur Topologievariation einer Motorhaubenunterstruktur bezüglich
Fussgänger-Kopfaufprall evaluiert.

Den Abschluss der Arbeit bilden weiterführende Untersuchungen be-
züglich der Möglichkeiten und Herausforderungen der neu eingeführten
geometriebasierten Topologieoptimierung in Richtung CAD-basierter Struk-
turgenerierung. Die Anwendung auf spline-basierte CAD-Modelle bietet
entsprechende Einsichten für weiterführende Forschungsschwerpunkte auf
diesem hochexperimentellen Gebiet.
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Nomenclature

a = acceleration or coefficient of the objective
rating function

ax, ay, az = components of the acceleration vector
α = parameter to calculate objective function

coefficient a
αpost = exponential factor for objective function

slope
b = coefficient of the objective rating function
B(t) = spline curve value at t
bi,n(t) = Bernstein polynomials of degree n
C0 = point continuity
C1 = tangential continuity
C2 = curvature continuity
Ci = homogeneous control point
Cadm tol = tolerance value for target constraint ac-

ceptance interval
Cfeas tol = feasible tolerance (limit constraint rating

function slope)
Climit = limit constraint value, not to be exceeded
Ctarget = target constraint value
C(~p) = constraint value (for evaluation of EA can-

didate solution)
C(~p)switch = constraint value where the rating function

Di changes (modified rating functions)
Dfeas = rating/penalty function value at Cfeas tol
Di(C) = rating function for constraints
Di(~p), Di(O

′(~p)) = rating function for objectives
Dlimit = rating/penalty value at Climit
∆ = horizontal positioning parameter of the

limit constraint rating function
E = set of edges of a graph G
e, e1...en = an edge of the set E
F(g), F(x) = fitness function of an individual
gi(x) = inequality constraints
G(V,E) = graph with a set of vertices (V ) and edges

(E)
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h, hi = parameter to create homogeneous coordi-
nates

hij = hermite base functions
hi(x) = equality constraints
K = elasticity matrix
λ = offspring or slope parameter of the limit

constraint rating function
m = mass of head impactor
m0, m1, mk = tangent slopes (hermite splines)
µ = parent population
N , n = arbitrary number of any kind of entities
Ni,k = spline basis functions
npot = number of pot entities (engine hood)
nside−cutout = number of side-cutouts (engine hood)
Nuser−defined = user defined maximum number of side-

cutouts
N(xi, σi) = gauss mutation with step size σi
O(n) = order
O′estim = estimated objective value after optimiza-

tion
O′init = estimated initial objective value
O′(~p) = objective value (from evaluation of EA

candidate solution)
~p = phenotype vector, candidate solution (pa-

rameters and features)
P0, Pk, Pn = control points (splines)
pinit = mutation probability for population ini-

tialization
pm(f) = adapted mutation probability for feature

variation (CoDAMP)
pmin = minimum mutation probability (Co-

DAMP)
Φ(~p) = cumulative fitness value of a phenotype

(-vector)
Φg = genotype
Φp = phenotype
~r = vector of external loads
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σ = step function slope for target constraint
rating function or slope for adaptive fea-
ture mutation probability (CoDAMP)

σi = parameter-/feature-proper step size for
gauss mutation

t, tmin, tmax = spline polynomial parameter
t1 = first contact between head and engine

hood (time)
t2 = end of time interval yielding the highest

HPC value
u = a vertex of the set V
~u = displacement vector
V = set of vertices of a graph G
v = initial velocity of the head impactor
v, v1...vn = a vertex of the set V
wHPCi = relative weight for HPC limit constraint
wi = relative weight applied to Di(~p)
w(e), w(u, v) = weight assigned to a graph edge
wTi = relative weight for time interval objective
xk, xk−1, xk+1 = knot vector components
x(t), y(t), z(t) = Cartesian coordinates
x′(t), y′(t), z′(t) = homogeneous coordinates
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reduced time-to-market, first time right, efficient testing and concurrent
engineering are only a few of nowadays buzzwords characterizing current in-
dustrial design processes. Such demands for process efficiency improvement
are increasingly met by a shift from physical to virtual product design, i.e.
virtual build-up, verification and testing, reducing the time-consuming and
expensive handling of hardware prototypes. Substituting these hardware
prototypes by Digital Mock-Ups (DMU), concurrent virtual simulation and
manipulation have become possible to verify/adapt product functionality
and integrity along the design process.

The current project has been conducted in response to these develop-
ments, especially regarding the possibility of geometrical variation and
adaptation of such virtual prototypes, requiring comparatively little cost
and time effort to the modification of hardware prototypes. Such virtual
structure optimization has become an increasingly addressed issue due to its
time- and cost-saving potential. The prospect of creating an ideal structure,
before the first hardware prototype has been manufactured, has yielded
numerous concepts in this field. In particular, concurrent engineering and,
more recently, multi-criteria and multi-objective optimization have been
experimentally introduced to partial steps of the design process.

However, existing structural optimization procedures still bear high
time-saving potential as the required iterative steps between design and
simulation engineers are as of yet mostly carried out manually.



2 Introduction

The work at hand originates from a collaboration between Daimler AG
Ulm and the ETH Zurich, investigating future possibilities towards the
automation of such a multi-objective optimization loop. With the focus on
CAD-based optimization, this work provides new and enhanced approaches
for comprehensive automated structure optimization and creation. The
concepts are strongly based on industrial requirements aiming at an ex-
perimental tool fully integrable into commercial software and nowadays
industrial design processes.

This introductory chapter presents current procedures in industrial
processes regarding concurrent product optimization and validation. State-
of-the-art tools, applications, arising challenges and needed solutions lead
to the main focus of the present thesis.

1.1 Design Process in Automotive Industry

Concurrent product validation and verification is becoming increasingly
important in industrial processes. The reason is given by the commonly
known cost-influence curve (Figure 1.1). The earlier a structure is evalu-
ated, the earlier changes can be applied and the lower are the costs. For

100%

0%

100%

0%

Cost - In�uence Curve

Concept Design Construction

Ability to In�uence Project Costs
 fo

r D
esig

n Changes

Figure 1.1: Changes vs. costs in design processes

simulation and validation in concurrent design, an according product proto-
type is needed. Using hardware prototypes, time-consuming and expensive
manufacturing tool build-up, repetitive physical tests and alterations have
to be carried out. Therefore, wherever possible, virtual prototypes are used,
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gradually replacing their hardware counterparts. Changes and simulations
can be rapidly applied causing considerably less effort and material costs.
Modeling such a virtual prototype, however, is an intricate task. Suitable
software has only been developed in recent years.

source: A. Nawotki, VDI 2008 source: DUWE 3D

source: FOCUS online source: IFP source: NASAsource: Dassault, SolidWorks

source: ETHZ, D-MATH/D-PHYSsource: Insights Magazine, 2000

Figure 1.2: Virtual simulation and testing

Such Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) tools and the ever increasing
processing power of ordinary PCs and clusters have brought a considerable
change in design processes. Entire assemblies, such as cars and airplanes
are nowadays digitally modeled and numerous tests are already carried out
on these DMU.

SimulationAssessment SimulationAssessment

Modification

SimulationAssessment

ModificationSet-up

Product Design Process

Figure 1.3: Design process and attendant digital verification

These simulations, including evaluation, weak point recognition, and
subsequent correction, are nothing else than a manual optimization loop.
These loops are present along the entire design process and are - despite
being carried out on DMU - rather time-consuming. Each correction has
still to be applied manually, the simulation is re-run and the model is re-
evaluated and cross-checked with CAE engineers from different simulation
disciplines.
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In this context of repeated (manual) changes on existing structures,
CAD tools, nowadays providing fully parametric-associative models [17, 19],
play a particularly interesting role. Such parametric models allow for easy
changes through single parameters [23, 22]. Even the build-up of CAD
templates1 is possible and increasingly applied [82].

The combination of both, virtual representation and parametric asso-
ciativity provides an excellent basis for the next logical step: automated
structure variation and optimization. This idea is more and more addressed
as it bears enormous time-saving potential for the design process. Experi-
mental substitution of partial sub-processes has been successfully applied
using multi-objective or multi-disciplinary optimization [98, 88, 101, 3].

The following subsection will outline the most common approaches
and state-of-the-art procedures for structure optimization in automotive
industry.

1.1.1 Structural Optimization in Industrial Design
Processes

Presently, the largest part of structural optimization is still done manually
by CAE engineers. The state-of-the-art to reduce the mentioned iteration
steps to a minimum is set by a combination of different approaches:

• Experience/knowledge

• Applying established structural concepts for similar load cases

• Partially automated optimization in single simulation disciplines (i.e.
Structural Analyses, Fluid Dynamics, Modal Analyses)

Usually, a next generation model of a product series contains several
components inherited from its predecessor. These parts need only be
redesigned if their functionality has substantially changed. Such a decision
greatly depends on the designer’s experience and rather leads to a reluctance
to develop new parts to reduce evaluation time.

In addition, each simulation discipline, i.e. division, may have its own
scripts and algorithms to roughly optimize the structure. Information ex-
change between the different divisions eventually yields a globally adapted

1Pre-built CAD models providing a standardized framework for the repeated build-up
of specific CAD geometries.
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structure. Such an approach is highly time-consuming and allows only for
very few iterative steps. Hence, entirely new designs are rarely applied and
cross-checked.

To reduce recurrent simulation model build-up in different disciplines,
the Master Model Concept [126, 5, 106] has been widely adopted. Ideally,
the master model concept provides one single comprehensive CAD geometry
to derive FE meshes for all simulations. Each division derives the needed
geometrical parts from the master model and applies an FE-mesh according
to the required accuracy and mesh specifications if needed.

Apart from promoting consistency, continuity, and interdisciplinary
communication [47], this concept yields a particularly important advan-
tage for iterative alterations and simulations. Changes to the geometric
structure have to be applied only to one single master geometry. Only this
concept places a comprehensive automated multi-disciplinary optimization
within reach.

In response to the mentioned time-consuming iterative optimization
steps between design and simulation engineers, new concepts have been
experimentally used in smaller partial processes. Two basic concepts are
offered by several commercial optimization and CAD tools:

• topology creation, shape, and size optimization in early stages of the
design process using a discretized design space (FE-based structural
variation, see Subsection 2.1.1).

• size and shape optimization using existing parameterized continuous
models (parameter-based structural variation, see Subsection 2.1.2).

FE-based optimization is nowadays used for structure creation to intro-
duce ideas of new structural concepts supporting the design engineer during
the build-up process. The more recently introduced parameter variation
concept is based on parametric associativity provided by today’s CAD
tools. It is mainly used to improve already existing CAD models, adapting
their performance through parameter changes. The methods are explained
in more detail in Section 2.1. Both concepts are applied in differently
advanced stages of the design process. Their basic strengths lie in either
creation of entirely new structures (FE-based) or providing an optimized
ready-to-use CAD model.
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Summarizing, today’s industrial design process is mainly based on CAD,
providing virtual prototypes for an increasing number of simulations and
therefore allowing economic concurrent engineering. Iterative alterations
are easily applied and propagated to the different simulation disciplines
by the Master Model concept. However, structure optimization is still a
time-consuming task, mainly carried out manually and separately by each
discipline.

Nevertheless, having recognized its enormous potential, virtual product
optimization is gaining popularity among CAE engineers. In particular,
automatic structure optimization has become increasingly important re-
garding time-to-market reduction.

Although different experimental setups have already been introduced
in this field, numerous challenges still remain. The following section will
outline the most crucial issues, leading to the goals of this thesis.

1.2 Challenges

Nowadays challenges concerning automated structural optimization loops
in industrial processes can be divided into two main groups: the trade-off
between creativity and reusability (the choice of an according optimization
concept) and variation/simulation process automation (substitution of
manual interdisciplinary iterations).

The choice of a suitable optimization method (FE-based or geometry-
based) mostly depends on the stage of the design process where the op-
timization is to be applied (Section 2.1). However, whichever method
is chosen, the trade-off between creativity and ready-to-use solutions for
further processes requires additional pre- or postprocessing steps to be
considered for automation. The according advantages and drawbacks of
each method are detailed in the following section.

Focusing on the evaluation loop and especially on the used Master
Model concept, the difficulties are:

• In-time availability of all CAD parts - data freeze2 to extract the
master model

• Subsequent changes and actuality of the CAD model

2A data freeze is a clearly defined point in the design process where all CAD parts of
the new Master Model have to be available and must not be changed. Simulations in
every discipline are based on this ’frozen’ stage of the product. There are several data
freeze points for different degrees of maturity of the product.
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• Needed degree of detail, data volume

• Effort to extract needed parts for each discipline, data volume

• Derivation of FE-models for different calculation disciplines with
respective mesh quality

The master model is permanently updated as single parts and assem-
blies undergo changes after simulation, design alterations or due to legal
requirements. It is therefore important to mark milestones where the
actual state is frozen and the simulation meshes are derived. In addition,
a dedicated information policy is needed to notify respective calculation
disciplines if a crucial part has undergone any changes [106].

An additional difficulty is the degree of detail of the master model. The
model has to be as detailed as needed for the calculation discipline with
the highest level of detail. This leads to an additional extraction effort for
other disciplines. For reasons of calculation-effort reduction, as few parts
as possible are included in the according derived simulation model. These
filters are currently built manually and cause additional time-loss.

In the following step, the extracted geometry has to be automatically
meshed (batch meshing, [100]) according to the calculation discipline’s
guidelines. However, the difficulty in nowadays commercial meshing tools
is their unreliability in completely detecting specific geometric entities and
missing general criteria for mesh quality evaluation. Varying topology
additionally complicates reliable mesh area generation. Therefore, mesh
derivation from the master model is still carried out semi-automatically with
manual post-processing and correction, which again causes considerable
time-loss.

Using these suitably meshed virtual models, the required simulations
can be performed.

After the simulation results are assessed, the entire variation, meshing
and simulation process is repeated until a satisfactory performance of the
CAD model is achieved - a multi-objective optimization of a knowledge-rich
initialization carried out manually. The knowledge-rich initialization is the
initial setup of the CAD model generated through an experienced design
engineer.

With the structures and their load case responses becoming increasingly
complex, accurate prediction of an optimum structure becomes difficult.
As a result, completely new structures are rarely found as established
concepts are preferred to reduce these manual interdisciplinary iteration
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steps (Subsection 1.1.1). The design process is therefore frequently reduced
to a verification process of established concepts to slightly varied load cases
or legal requirements.

The so called automated Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO) would
provide a solution to such a development:

• Pareto-optimal3 solutions are automatically found considering several
simulation disciplines simultaneously

• Interdisciplinary manual iteration steps are reduced/eliminated

• Unbiased numerical optimization may provide intuitively unexpected
innovative results

This step however, poses the major difficulties in design process au-
tomation. How to automatically generate geometric structures without
human intuition, how to consider many or all simulation disciplines with
reasonable calculation effort, and how to ensure result quality, are but a
few of the questions to be answered.

The vision would be an automated omni-objective optimization fully in-
tegrated in the design process and yielding a ready-to-use virtual structure.

1.3 Goals and Thesis Outline

For present CAD and FE software, well established structural optimization
tools are available. These tools (optiSLang, TOSCA, LMS OPTIMUS,
modeFRONTIER, MSC/TOPOLOGY, HyperWorks) and CAD software
incorporating basic mathematical and stochastic concepts (CATIA V54)
allow for shape and size optimization on parametric-associative models and
even Topology Optimum Design (TOD) on discrete FE representations,
resulting in conceptual suggestions for CAD structures [98, 109, 95, 20, 44].
They represent the state-of-the-art of today’s structural optimization in
industry and provide the basis for the current thesis.

However, the potential of these tools and structural optimization in
general is still far from being fully exploited. In addition to the previously

3Pareto-optimal solutions are solutions with the same fitness value but different
trade-offs between their objectives.

4Dassault Systèmes, http://www.3ds.com

http://www.3ds.com
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described large amount of manual interaction along these iterative opti-
mization processes, they are usually carried out for isolated simulation
disciplines. Furthermore, a high pre- or postprocessing effort is required to
prepare the virtual model for optimization or to restitute the optimized
product to the design process.

In this work, due to its applicability to nowadays widely used parametric
CAD models, the focus is set on the geometry-based variation method
(Subsection 2.1.2) - the manipulation of highly constrained parametric-
associative CAD models. Exploiting the advantage of geometry-based
parameter variation to generate optimized ready-to-use CAD models, the
search and solution spaces are extended by newly introducing comprehensive
topology variation directly to these geometrical models.

The aim of the present work is to provide concepts and solutions towards
a wider, more general and especially fully automated application of entire
optimization processes based on such virtual CAD models. The driving
question is: How far can the enormous potential of virtual product design
and optimization be exploited by nowadays CAE tools.

The presented work is part of an introductory project, integrating
CAD-based optimization into industrial processes eventually aiming at
fully automated multi-disciplinary optimization. The thesis was funded
and supported by Daimler AG, Ulm.

The document at hand is organized in three parts, representing basic con-
cept development, industrial design process automation and optimization,
and research in structure creation abilities of geometry-based optimization.

Prior to the first part, structural optimization in industry, current de-
velopments and CAE tools are introduced. Common challenges and the
derived goals of this thesis are outlined, followed by the presentation of
nowadays state-of-the-art methods for structural optimization. With the
optimization landscape being highly complex and providing a large number
of free parameters, stochastic optimization methods are introduced. The
focus is set on Evolutionary Algorithms (EA), see Section 2.2, already used
in previous CAD-based parameter optimizations [72, 82, 49].

The first part presents a new approach to include topology variation
in geometry-based optimization. The concept is held as general as pos-
sible, rendering the resulting optimization algorithm independent from
specific CAD software. The required EA-CAD interface for automatic
CAD-rebuilding, however, has been designed for Dassault’s CATIA V5
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using the Component Application Architecture (CAA) interface. A dedi-
cated Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is introduced and extended by efficiency
improvements made possible through topology variation and is integrated
into a stand-alone optimization tool. Part I is concluded with a proof of
concept using simple academical structures.

Retracing the initial goal of a fully automated industrial optimization
loop on CAD models, Part II provides solutions for different stages in the
loop - including the extension of the concept presented in Part I. In this
part, challenges arising with the transition from manual steps to automated
handling are solved. Such challenges range from CAD build-up of complex
structures, to automatic high-quality meshing, and to a high variety of CAE
tools and restricted calculation resources. More than being a simple proof
of concept of the application of Part I to an industrial environment, general
solutions for presently unresolved problems in design process automation
are outlined and implemented. The final chapter presents results regarding
the fully automated topological variation and assessment of an engine hood
considering pedestrian head impact performance.

With the application of geometry-based topology optimization to real-
world models and the comprehensive automation of nowadays time-con-
suming manual optimization and variation procedures, the outlook to the
future potential of CAD-based structural variation remains. Part III con-
cludes the thesis with investigations concerning geometry-based structure
creation. The purpose of this final part is to provide a further step towards
the unmatched creation capabilities of FE-based optimization using CAD
geometry.

A final chapter summarizes the findings and resulting tools for geometry-
based topology optimization and automated industrial optimization loops.
Limitations are pointed out as well as possible further research to be
addressed in future projects.



Chapter 2

Structural Optimization

In this chapter, the main optimization and representation concepts the
current work is based on are outlined. A short overview over the two basic
state-of-the-art structural variation approaches is given as well as an intro-
duction to suitable optimization methods and according representations.

2.1 Structural Variation

For structural design optimization and creation, two concepts can be
distinguished. The concepts mainly differ in their design space definition.
The more established FE-based method is applied to a discrete design space
while the geometry-based approach works on a continuous design space, i.e.
a continuous CAD model.

Depending on the progress of the design process, the former or latter
method is preferred. In early stages of the process, the FE-based method
offers a powerful possibility to create roughly optimized topologies. The
designer may apply this method to receive suggestions for structure layout.
For already further developed structures rather fine-tuning directly on
existing CAD geometry may be required for shape and size optimization.

As will be described in the following subsections, both methods have
their advantages and limitations. The actual thesis focuses on only one of
them - the geometry-based method - considering recent corporate develop-
ments towards a CAD Master Model concept.
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2.1.1 FE-Based Structure Variation

The numerical implementation of this concept was first described by Bend-
sœ and Kikuchi 1988 [12], focusing on structure optimization for minimum
compliance. The concept has been continuously improved since [27, 58],
extending its application to a wide range of different structural optimization
problems. It is also referred to as homogenization method.

The basic idea follows the concept of abstract density assignment to
a finite element mesh - 1D, 2D or 3D - representing a fixed design space.
The density value of each FE-element is a homogenization of a hole inside
the element and its remaining area filled with material. The abstract
densities are varied through respective hole size variation. Considering
given external loads and constraints, an optimization algorithm searches
the optimum density distribution, providing a structure with ’filled’ and
’empty’ FE-elements (Figure 2.1).

a) b)

Figure 2.1: FE-based structure creation in discrete design space [104]

FE-based topology optimization is the most common method imple-
mented in commercial tools such as TOSCA.topology, MSC.Construct,
Hyperworks or OptiStruct.

Applying this concept, topology can be optimized by Evolutionary
Structural Optimization (ESO) [69], removing unused material, or by the
mentioned density allocation using mathematical or evolutionary algorithms
[12, 21, 33]. Due to a comparatively low calculation effort, the more effective
material removal method is usually preferred, being nothing else than
iterative local sizing.

The advantages of FE-based topology optimization are a knowledge-
lean initialization and the ability to create entirely new structures. The
optimization problem is simply set up by defining the area of the solution
space, loads and restraints. Such a knowledge-lean initialization implies few
restrictions of the search space and allows for an extensive exploration of
the design space. It is therefore a powerful method to search for new design
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ideas concerning e.g. optimum force flows or compliance behavior early in
the design process where little is known about the resulting structure [46].

There are however several drawbacks regarding the optimized solution’s
accuracy and its reusability in CAD. The solution accuracy strongly depends
on the mesh size of the design space [70] and the threshold used to leave an
element empty or not [92, 56]. In the simple case of a structure with one
single material type, there can only be regions with or without material. No
intermediate densities or foam-like regions are allowed. The final solution
of the FE-based optimization has therefore to decide whether an element
with intermediate density [24] is converted to an element with or without
material. This is mostly done through a threshold and may result in
considerably different structures depending on the predefined threshold
[68], Figure 2.2.

0.1 0.60.3 0.8 1.0

Figure 2.2: Different thresholds applied to optimized FE solution, source: [56]

The reusability or transformation from FE to CAD model is an addi-
tional crucial issue. The final optimized FE structure has to be transformed
into CAD geometry [104] as it will later be used for different calculation
analyses, packaging and manufacturing.

[70, 33, 44, 29, 102] suggest different concepts to reduce the solution
accuracy’s mesh dependency and in [20, 71] approaches are provided to
convert the optimized data into CAD models. Still, the solution’s depen-
dency on the threshold for density distribution remains and transformation
back to CAD format is still necessary.

2.1.2 Geometry-Based Structure Variation

The geometry-based approach to structural optimization omits these draw-
backs by directly operating on the CAD structure. No transformation from
discrete to continuous geometry is necessary and any FE mesh needed for
calculation can be derived from the same parameterized CAD structure.

Present geometry-based approaches benefit from the parametric-asso-
ciative design method of current CAD tools. Geometric properties such as
position, thickness, or chamfer radius are accessible via associative para-
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Figure 2.3: Geometry-based structure variation in continuous design space
[72, 49]

meters propagating any changes through the entire structure. Parameter
optimization is nowadays state-of-the-art and has been successfully applied
to several CAD geometries [72, 49, 122], including approaches to simple
topology optimization by feature1 (de)activation through parameters [82].

However, the advantages of parameter optimization on a given CAD
structure are gained at the cost of a considerable loss of search and solution
space. As the CAD geometry already has to exist - even if it is only a
rough model - the amount of possible solutions is heavily restricted by
this knowledge-rich initialization. As a result, using the state-of-the-art
parameter variation method, rather shape/size optimization (exploitation)
than topology optimization (exploration) is performed.

Requiring knowledge-rich initial CAD models, a major challenge, es-
pecially in industrial processes, is the availability of a fully parametric-
associative CAD model. Close collaboration between optimization and
design engineers - or the assignment of the optimization task directly to
design engineers - is therefore indispensable. Subsequent adjustment of ex-
isting CAD models to parametric associativity is extremely time consuming
and inapplicable in general industrial processes.

Feature-Based Structure Variation

Improvements in this field have been achieved by the more recently de-
veloped feature-based [105, 52, 72] or component-based [13] representation.
It is basically an extension of the geometry-based concept. The idea is to
add/subtract entire features along with the variation of their parameters.

1A feature in CAD-context is an object that contains mathematical information
(geometry), attributes (material) and associativity information (parents/children) [17].
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The concept is based on modern CAD software as models in these tools
are basically geometric entities aggregated to a more complex assembly.
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Figure 2.4: CAD features and their parameters

Hence, the CAD-based parameter variation may be extended by the
possibility of altering the structure’s topology through added/subtracted
geometric components. This effectively enlarges the search and solution
spaces and mitigates the disadvantage of knowledge-rich initialization.

Peysakhov [105] outlines an approach to represent such assemblies in
a mechanical assembly graph. Such a graph contains information about
connectivity, properties and interaction modes, similar to the specification
tree in CAD software (CATIA V5). Combining basic geometric entities via
a binary tree of boolean operations, Hamza [52] has applied the feature-
based concept to simple structure creation. Finally, with the introduction of
the CAD specification tree by König [72] as representation, basic topology
optimization on parametric-associative CAD structures could be performed
[49].

Although considerably extending geometry-based variation, several
disadvantages arise with this new concept. To add entire sub-parts to an
assembly is a major modification and challenges the already critical update
stability of nowadays history-based2 [51] CAD models. Furthermore, as

2CAD models in history-based tools are built by a sequence of operations and features.
If a parameter early in the structures history is altered, the system has to delete all
operations back to this location, alter the parameter, and rebuild the entire structure
again. Update instability and high calculation effort are inevitable in this concept [31].
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a rather new field of optimization, little experience concerning causality,
representation and optimization algorithm has been gathered.

In parameter optimization, relatively simple real-valued representations
can be used. Representing a combination of features, parameters, sub-
assemblies, and their specific interactions, however, is a more complex
task. The suggested use of specification trees yields further complications
regarding unambiguous mapping as well as changing and level-dependent
component interactions (see Subsection 2.2.1).

Summarizing, the FE-based method is a powerful concept especially
to find new and possibly unexpected topological results in early stages of
the design process. The optimization process operates on knowledge-lean
initializations and yields discretized FE models. Software tools implement-
ing this method are used along with the necessary engineering knowledge
to rebuild according CAD models that are manufacturable. However, it
should be kept in mind that solutions provided by such commercial tools
depend on mesh size and the applied threshold, and provide only rough
ideas for optimized designs. Post-processing is inevitable [25] as the fi-
nal CAD models have to be rebuilt according to the suggested optimized
FE-structure.

The geometry-based optimization method, in contrast, enables shape
and size optimization on existing CAD models, i.e. on knowledge-rich
initializations. Topology optimization is possible to a very limited extent
through parameter (de)activation of CAD features [82]. The resulting CAD
structure can be directly used for subsequent analyses or manufacturing
without any further post-processing.

An extension to the geometry-based method is provided by the feature-
based variation concept, providing a possibility for topology variation
through component addition and removal. Thus, search and solution space
restrictions are mitigated and the benefit of ready-to-use CAD solutions
remains.

The current work will focus on geometry-based structure variation and
its feature-based extension to provide a novel concept for comprehensive
structure topology, shape and size variation solely based on continuous
CAD models. It is important to note, however, that this new concept
does not try to substitute the FE-based method in any way. The structure
creation ability of this method is still unmatched by any geometry-based
approach. The concept rather considers recent developments in companies,
strongly focusing their design processes on CAD (Section 1.1) and exploits
the potential of commonly used commercial CAD tools.
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2.2 Optimization Methods

While the choice of the structure variation method is affected by the pro-
cess stage and the required result quality (Section 2.1), the optimization
algorithm depends on the environment complexity. The complexity is
given by solution space topology, dimensionality, the chosen problem repre-
sentation and available resources. Structural optimization usually yields
highly non-convex solution spaces and a large number of free parameters.
In addition, for geometry-based variation, non-standard representations,
such as graphs and trees, are not uncommon and calculation resources in
industrial processes are usually limited.

In this section, a short introduction to suitable representations and
optimization algorithms will therefore be given for such a demanding en-
vironment. As the project’s aim is to provide general findings concerning
geometry-based optimization and industrial process automation, mathe-
matical analyses of the presented representation concept are not conducted.
However, it may be crucial for further research to analyze efficiency and
performance (e.g. solution space coverage) of both, representation and
algorithm.

Optimization methods can be divided into local and global approaches
[124]. Local methods are highly efficient in convex solution spaces or if a
good estimate of the optimum point exists. Such local optimizers frequently
use first or/and second order derivatives resolving target functions as local
minimization or maximization problems [110, 90]. However, the numeric
calculation of such derivatives, usually through finite differences, bears
a rapid increase in calculation time for large numbers of optimization
parameters. For high-dimensional and noisy problems, such local methods
are therefore rather inappropriate. An alternative to the finite differences
method is provided by the sensitivity formula3 [77], which eliminates the
disadvantage of high numerical calculation effort. However, this formula
has to be implemented in the FE tool, which is not the case for most
commercial FE software.

In the case of structural optimization, solution spaces tend to be highly
non-convex, a large number of free and possibly discrete parameters is
available and objective functions are hardly differentiable. If enough ac-

3The sensitivity formula is the minimized/derived FE equation
δ(K·~u=~r)

δxi
solved for

the translational derivative: δ~u
δxi

= K−1
(
δ~r
δxi

− δK
δxi

~u
)
.
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curate data is available, e.g. from a Design of Experiments (DoE)4, the
optimization problem may be substituted by a Response Surface [127]. The
Response Surface Method (RSM) uses a meta model of the optimization
problem and allows for an analytical description of the solution space. As
it is based on single data points, the RSM has a certain smoothing effect
on noisy solution landscapes and may thus even allow for mathematical
optimization methods. However, although considerably reducing calcula-
tion time, this substitution should only be applied to well known solution
spaces created by sufficiently large amounts of sampling data.

Otherwise, without such smoothing meta-models, global methods are
preferred for such optimization problems as they are less likely to remain on
local optima of noisy environments. They are able to operate on complex
and especially non-convex solution spaces - multi-modal, non-differentiable
or discrete function landscapes. These methods work on a stochastic basis,
iteratively varying the free parameters and evaluating the new solutions.
As a result, good solutions will be found with higher probability, though,
without guaranteeing that it is even a local optimum. Unlike mathematical
methods stochastic methods work with relative comparisons. The new
solution is compared with the previous one and is kept if its performance has
improved, without giving an absolute rating of the structure’s performance.
Generally, due to their stochastic component, these methods usually require
a higher calculation effort than any mathematical counterpart.

Popular representatives of stochastic optimization methods are: Monte
Carlo search, Simulated Annealing (SA) [32] and Evolutionary Algorithms
(EA) [9].

Summarizing, as long as an optimization problem can be substituted
by a derivable and convex mathematical function, local methods tend to
be more numerically efficient than global/stochastic approaches [95].

In recent years, especially EA have been widely used in CAD-based
optimization [110, 52, 72, 82, 117]. EA describe an entire class of opti-
mization algorithms and are a compromise between weak (random) and
strong (directed through gradients) search methods. They can be further
divided into: Genetic Algorithm (GA), Evolution Strategies (ES), Genetic
Programming (GP) and Evolutionary Programming (EP) [9].

4A DoE is a method to retrieve the largest possible amount of information about
the correlation of input and output variables with the smallest possible number of
experiments.
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One of the most popular sub-concepts, which is mainly used in the
presented project are ES. Based on the biological evolution theory, repro-
duction, variation, and selection are applied to a population of genotypes
[8]. ES, and EA in general, are especially suitable for multi-objective
optimization, i.e. finding optimum solutions considering multiple objectives
at the same time [72, 132].

Problem Setup
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Evaluation

Fitness

Termination

Best Individual(s)

Evaluation

Phenotype

Variation

Reproduction

Parent Selection

Best Solution

Figure 2.5: Steps in an EA-based optimization loop (König [72])

A further sub-class of EA is GP, also used in the current project in
combination with ES. GP handles computer program structures, which are
mostly represented by trees [74, 80]. This ability is especially needed when
working with hierarchical (tree) representations as described in Chapter 4.
Koza et al. [75] have already proven that GP may also be applied to other
fields than optimizing computer programs. Further details on GP can be
found in [113, 74, 80].

2.2.1 Representations

In biology, the building plan (genotype) for the organism (phenotype) is
formed by the sum of all genes. The genes are therefore an abstract repre-
sentation of the entire organism that is built through the transformation
of the genetic information into the phenotype.

EA use the same genotype-phenotype concept [38] to create improved
entities from optimized data: Φg → Φp [114]. If Φg 6= Φp, the optimization
algorithm does not work directly on the entity - in the current case, the CAD
geometry - but operates on a representation of the entity that allows easier
processing. Choosing an adequate representation for a specific optimization
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problem, though, is an intricate task that should be carefully handled
[67]. A usable representation has to meet certain requirements [114] and it
ultimately determines the type of the applied optimization algorithm, the
solution quality, and the range of search and solution spaces.

In this section, the most important aspects of choosing and applying
an adequate representation for structural optimization are outlined5.

The behavior of an EA strongly depends on the representation’s prop-
erties [114], such as:

• Optimization purpose: design creation or optimization

• Unambiguity: unique representation of each phenotype

• Causality: correspondence degree of genotypical neighbors to phe-
notypical neighbors

• Legality: permutations of EA-operators on genotypes producing a
valid phenotype

• Non-Bias: uniformly distributed points in Φg resulting in equally
uniformly distributed points in Φp

When choosing an adequate representation, the optimization purpose
is mostly automatically considered. The genotype should cover the entire
search and solution space. In the actual case, either single design parameters
or the entire structure’s components will have to be encoded as alleles,
requiring completely different representation concepts.

Unambiguity is required for proper decoding and encoding. Each geno-
type should encode exactly one phenotype. The advantages or disadvantages
of several genotypes representing one phenotype are still disputed [114].
Redundant representations of this kind, favor neutral mutations, which
may be used as genetic information storage (Neutral Theory by Kimura
1983) however, they also reduce phenotype diversity.

Causality, also called Locality or Continuity is a further important
aspect. The efficiency of EA is strongly influenced by maintaining a search
direction. It would therefore be highly inefficient to disrupt the search path
by receiving entirely different phenotypes through only small changes in

5For more details, the reader is referred to [114] and [67] who give a comprehensive
summary about different aspects and analysis methods regarding representations in
Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithms.
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genotype representations. Hence, preserving the neighborhood structure is
a crucial asset: ”Small changes in genotype space imply small changes in
phenotype space.”.

Keeping legality is a question of the representation being adjusted
to the EA-operators (crossover and mutation). In ’collaboration’ with
these operators the genotype should only allow alterations that produce
phenotypes in the given solution space.

The required Non-Bias of a representation should prevent inefficient
genotype variation. If uniformly distributed genotypes produce clustered
distributions of phenotypes, the EA operators may not be able to thor-
oughly scan the solution space.

Generally, representations are divided into linear (vector of binary,
integer or real value genes) and non-linear (tree, graph) representations
[66, 114]. A large number of optimization tasks can be described by linear
representations. However, for a better description of real-world problems
more complex forms, such as trees or highly connected graphs, are required.

Considering the optimization purpose aspect - being size, shape and
topology optimization - the representation of CAD models is such a rather
complex problem. Geometrical objects (features) as well as Boolean and real
values (parameters) have to be represented. The suggested labeled assembly
graph by Peyshakov [105] and CAD specification trees [72] seem to be most
suitable for such hybrid representations. These rather abstract descriptions
of 3D structures contain features as well as their interdependencies and
allow access to single components of the CAD structure. In this tree-like
description single nodes and entire sub-trees can be exchanged, added or
removed. It can therefore be used as a generative representation [67] which
grows with each instantiation of a geometrical sub-component.

Tree Representations

Such tree genotypes should equally follow the mentioned aspects of repre-
sentations for EA. They are however a special form of genotypes as they
impose further restrictions on the EA-operators. Trees are very vulnerable
to incorrect node and edge handling as one faulty edge can render an entire
sub-structure invalid. As a result, causality becomes an especially crucial
aspect as virtually small changes can alter the entire structure.

Despite such difficulties, these hierarchical structures seem to be an
ideal representation for CAD structures, which are hierarchically built by
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sequentially assembling their components. In the current project, therefore,
these CAD specification trees will be further adapted and extended to be
used for geometry-based topology optimization.

Concluding this section, the need of stochastic optimization methods and
basic considerations about adequate representations have been presented.
With structural optimization yielding non-convex solution spaces for non-
derivable objective functions, EA remain the most suitable optimization
concept. The ability to consider multiple objectives at the same time is
a further advantage and makes these methods most useful especially in
MDO. However, there is neither a possibility to tell whether the actual
solution is a local or global optimum nor is there a guaranty to ever find
the global optimum. In addition, the reader should keep in mind that EA
are not specifically tailored but rather all-purpose solutions. As soon as
dedicated mathematical methods can be applied, e.g. to reliable Response
Surfaces, they should be preferred over EA to reduce calculation effort and
to provide global convergence.

Of the EA class, a combination of ES and GP has been selected in
consideration of the representation concept to be applied. Providing a hier-
archical non-standard representation to combine parameters and features,
the CAD specification tree is chosen as a suitable structure. The choice of
such a genotype requires the application of GP, providing genetic operators
for such tree-shaped architectures.

Although being seemingly appropriate, careful considerations have to
be made regarding the applicability of such a tree representation. Opti-
mization purpose, unambiguity, causality, legality, and non-bias as well as
optimization problem facilitation are the major elements to be considered.

The following chapter will outline the approach of topology optimization
on CAD structures including the application and adaptation of the CAD
specification tree as genotype.



Part I

Structural Optimization
on Specification Trees





Chapter 3

Issues on Specification
Tree Handling

In this part, a new concept for geometry-based topology variation and
optimization is presented. The concept is based on ideas of König [72] and
findings of Giger [49] suggesting the extension of parameter optimization
by feature variation on CAD structures, i.e. their specification trees.

The main subject will be the setup of an appropriate representation
(genotype) for EA, providing best possible coverage of search and solution
spaces and a reliable genotype-phenotype mapping. According evolution-
ary operators are adapted to the representation, leading to a tailored
optimization algorithm based on the presented genotype concept.

The aim is to provide an experimental tool including a dedicated
representation, an optimization algorithm, and according modules for CAD
build-up and evaluation. Applying the resulting tool to a benchmark CAD
model, new approaches regarding efficiency and result quality improvement
are proposed and evaluated.

The resulting tool provides the basis for the following parts addressing
industrial optimization process automation and CAD-based structure cre-
ation.

The current chapter outlines general issues regarding the representation
concept and the derived optimization algorithm. Additional remarks will
concern the framework’s flexibility with respect to software independence
and industrial applicability.
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3.1 Tree Manipulation and Representation
Criteria

As mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1, CAD specification trees provide an
adequate basis for a combined representation of real-valued parameters
and entire geometrical features. In these non-standard tree representations,
parameters appear as leaf nodes and features are represented by single
internal nodes or entire tree-branches (Figure 3.1).

Parameter Node

Parameter Node

Parameter Node

Feature Node

Feature Node

Feature Branch

Feature Branch

Figure 3.1: CATIA V5 specification tree representing a 3D CAD model

Operations such as insertion or deletion of a tree node have a direct
impact on the CAD structure, allowing for structure manipulation on
the tree rather than on the 3D model itself [19]. This is a considerable
advantage as components and parameters can easily be retrieved by naming
and/or position in the tree. Furthermore, interdependencies and build-up
sequences can be partially derived from the hierarchical shape of the tree.

However, considering the criteria for adequate representations presented
by Rothlauf [114] (Subsection 2.2.1), the basic specification tree is far from
being such a suitable genotype.
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Unambiguity is not granted as the tree does not entirely reflect com-
ponent interdependencies by its hierarchy - hence, the only partial inter-
dependency retrieval. Depending on the chosen CAD operation method1,
historically interconnected features may be located in completely different
branches without displaying their connection to other features. Therefore,
a phenotype (CAD structure) can be represented by a multitude of different
genotypes (specification trees) (Figure 3.2).

a) b) c)

Figure 3.2: Ambiguous tree representation of a CATIA V5 3D model

Causality is even more difficult to maintain in tree structures [113] as
smallest variations of nodes are propagated through all their dependent
children. In the case of history-based CAD systems, such a high dependency
between tree components inevitably affects legality as well. Changes are
not only propagated through the node’s directly linked entities but through
all nodes depending directly or as part of a building sequence on the actual
node [128]. Such interdependencies are common for the highly constrained
initializations of geometry-based optimization problems. Also referred to
as update-stability, legality is therefore a major issue in structure variation
on these CAD models.

1Brill [19] distinguishes between Element Logic and Feature Logic. With the former,
the specification tree elements can be freely arranged in the tree in contrast to the latter
method, where the entities are strictly arranged according to their hierarchy.
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Thus, although providing simple access to structural components and
parameters, additional concepts are required for the CAD specification tree
to grant a robust non-standard representation for EA application. Such
supporting methods include node weight distinction, basic build-up rules
and smart EA operators. According solutions will be outlined in Chapter
4.

3.2 Optimization Algorithm

With the general concept of a non-standard representation derived from
the CAD specification tree, an according optimization algorithm has to be
designed. Considering the mentioned difficulties regarding robust repre-
sentation handling and recalling the aim to most general applicability, the
following requirements can be derived:

• keeping strongest possible causality

• granting largest possible exploitation of search and solution spaces

• considering different and multiple optimization objectives

• least possible dependency on specific CAE software

• high efficiency and result quality

As previously mentioned, the combination of ES and GP is suited best
for evolutionary optimization on hierarchical representations. The current
representation concept, however, poses a major difficulty for standard GP
as not every tree node is freely movable. In addition, different nodes are
of different importance to the CAD structure’s size, shape and topology.
Hence, evolutionary operators (crossover and mutation) have to distinguish
between fix and movable nodes as well as to determine the impacting weight
of each node on the structure. Only with such smart operators, causality
and legality of the genotype are increased.

To enable best possible search and solution space coverage, these oper-
ators have to be able to process large and complex hierarchical represen-
tations. Complexity may also include multiple levels of variable features,
which in turn would require the operators to work sequentially from top to
bottom (Subsection 5.1.1).
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Considering multi-objective optimization, an according fitness function
is needed. In the current case, the established weighted sum concept
presented by König [72] was found to provide enough flexibility.

Regarding efficiency and result quality, the newly introduced topol-
ogy variation may provide further possibilities for efficiency improvement.
However, topology variation has to be carefully used in order not to in-
crease search randomness due to its tendency to weak causality. Timed
alteration between parameter variation (exploitation) and feature variation
(exploration) may be a suitable approach.

3.3 CAD Software Dependency

Although the presented experimental tool has been set up with special
focus on CATIA V5, due to its wide usage in automotive and aerospace
industry, a further issue for general applicability is CAE software indepen-
dence. Greatest possible flexibility is achieved by a high modularity, i.e.
completely separating the optimization algorithm from CAD space. Giger
[49] suggests the use of mathematical graphs to map the CAD specification
tree to a more abstract hierarchical structure. Hence, the question about
the necessary amount of (extra) information to be transferred from CAD to
the EA to reliably handle such abstract structures is raised. Furthermore,
a dedicated interface module coupling the autonomous EA optimization
part with the commercial CAD software is required.

The following chapters will detail the solutions to the mentioned chal-
lenges and approaches as well as outline findings about the implemented
tool and remaining difficulties.





Chapter 4

Hybrid Building Set

This chapter introduces a novel hybrid representation concept combining
a knowledge-augmented hierarchical genotype with a learning genotype-
phenotype mapping algorithm and a multi-level variable feature concept
for arbitrary structure complexity.

From the challenges outlined in the previous section, the following
specifications for a robust and general representation concept of CAD
geometry can be derived - in addition to the basic requirements for EA
representations (Subsection 2.2.1):

• independence: allowing detached optimization from any specific CAD
software

• complexity: representation of real-world structures

• generality: handling any kind of user-defined CAD structure

• knowledge capturing: considering design rules and manufacturing
constraints

The aim is to provide a concept to process already existing CAD mod-
els with the least possible preprocessing effort for the designer and the
largest possible search space for optimization. With the Hybrid Building
Set (HBS), introduced in this chapter, an approach to such a flexible repre-
sentation is introduced. Its combination of abstract graph structures and
dynamic CAD knowledge acquisition provides the required high adaptivity
for general applicability.
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In [49], Giger suggests the conversion of the CAD specification tree
to an abstract directed graph representation. Such a graph consists of
hierarchically ordered nodes connected by edges. Each node and edge may
contain information, such as a name, an ID or a weight (see Appendix
D). Operating on such abstract standard graphs renders the optimization
algorithm itself independent from any software-specific specification tree
representation1.

In the present case, the graph is built from the tree-path information
of the free parameters retrieved from the CAD specification tree. This
method ensures that the tree hierarchy is mapped correctly to the graph
and restricts the necessary data to a minimum. Only those branches of the
CAD tree with free features or parameters (i.e. entities to be varied) are
inserted into the graph (Figure 4.1).

However, to correctly reflect the hierarchical interdependencies of the
CAD features by these parameter paths, the specification tree has to already
represent these dependencies by its hierarchical structure (unambiguity,
Figure 3.2). Therefore, a thoroughly built specification tree according to
the guidelines outlined in Section 4.3 is indispensable.
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Figure 4.1: General graph substituting the CAD specification tree

1The optimization algorithm was implemented in C++ using the open source
Boost Graph framework (http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_38_0/libs/graph/doc/
index.html) specifically designed for efficient graph handling.

http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_38_0/libs/graph/doc/index.html
http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_38_0/libs/graph/doc/index.html
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Algorithm 1 Graph Build-Up

1: Get info from parameter ASCII file *.xls ~Iparam ← XLS
2: Initialize graph G← 0
3: for each information line i in ~Iparam do
4: for each component in i.path do
5: if component /∈ G then
6: Add new vertex to graph G← G+ V
7: Add properties to node V ← i.properties
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for

4.1 Structure Complexity & Causality

In his feasibility study, Giger instantiates User-Defined Features (UDF)
in a fix location of a static specification tree. This approach ensures
update-stability and allows for efficient topology optimization on CAD
structures. However, the designer is limited to a predefined hard-coded
tree structure and the usage of closed user-defined features (Figure 4.2a),
which considerably restrict structure complexity.

To satisfy the requirement of higher complexity, i.e. to allow for a more
detailed material distribution, a multi-level concept for variable features is
introduced. Variable features may serve as root nodes for further variable
components on a lower hierarchical level (Figure 4.2b). The previously
used UDF in CATIA V5 are closed geometric entities that allow only
parameter changes - additional features cannot be directly appended to
those nodes. To allow for multiple levels of variable features, therefore,
topology variation has to be extended from closed UDF to more general
features and thus to a dynamic tree structure.

Using such multi-level variable features, a more detailed material distri-
bution is possible, yielding higher developed structures. Figure 4.3 shows
an exemplary structure and load case on which one- and two-level variable
feature optimization was performed. The results clearly indicate the su-
perior performance of an enhanced material distribution (Figures 4.4 and
4.5).

Through this considerable extension to non-static tree structures, how-
ever, causality and update-stability are heavily challenged. Without fixed
instantiation points and closed variable features, virtually any combination
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Figure 4.2: UDF single level a) and general multi-level variable feature b)
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Figure 4.3: Load case a) and free parameters b) for multi-level variable feature
optimization

of branches and sub-components may be generated through non-homologous
crossover [113] and mutation - similarly to GP program tree processing.
To restrain completely arbitrary tree generation, a dedicated distinction
method of tree nodes, their importance and their interdependencies has to
be introduced. Thus, in a first step, variable root and child nodes have to
be uniquely labeled regarding type and parent node to keep strong causality
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by allowing homologous crossover. Causality in this case is kept by the
following restrictions for EA operators (crossover and mutation):

• Exchange either parameters or features (parameter-parameter, feature-
feature)

• Exchange only features and parameters of same type

• Append and exchange only features on strictly defined levels (parents
on same level and of same type)
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Figure 4.6: Docking markers for strong causality during feature crossover between
two individuals

To identify valid exchange counterparts, Docking Markers are introduced
- inspired by dye markers [34] and the DNA base pairs. The concept is
similar to the A-T and G-C base pairs stabilizing the DNA through hydrogen
bonds [89]. Each parent/root node in the tree has a unique marker, which
is passed to its appended child nodes. To distinguish different children node
types appended to the same root node, the counterpart docking markers
are extended by an additional index. Hence, only child nodes of the same
parent node and type are exchanged between two individuals and new
nodes, i.e. features, are appended only at strictly defined hierarchical levels
to their predefined root nodes (Figure 4.6).

4.2 Adaptive Genotype-Phenotype
Conversion

Due to the separation of optimization and CAD spaces, i.e. the variation of
abstract graph trees instead of direct CAD specification tree manipulation,
a dedicated conversion procedure is needed. In addition to the graph
genotype creation from specification tree parameter paths, the highly
intricate genotype-phenotype transition, i.e. the generation of the new
CAD model from abstract graph genotypes is required.

This back-mapping procedure is performed by feature-based topology
variation (Subsection 2.1.2) using the specification tree for feature insertion
and deletion. However, without a static tree structure, fix labeling or
a limited choice of variable features, there is no possibility to base such
back-mapping on any hard-coded scheme or a structural pattern in the
CAD specification tree. Hence, instead of using predefined hard-coded
build-up steps [82, 49, 52], the algorithm has to retrieve the insertion
positions and the build-up ’manual’ from the CAD prototype of the current
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optimization problem and its according specification tree. Such adaptation
can be achieved by concurrently gathering information from the CAD
system during build-up.

The according dynamic knowledge acquisition concept included in the
HBS consists of a CAD prototype set up by the designer and a Smart
Translation Operator (STO) to rebuild the varied graph in CAD. Prior
to the optimization run, the designer builds the desired base CAD struc-
ture including one prototype of each variable feature (Figure 4.7). During
genotype-phenotype mapping, the STO accesses the prototype and acquires
information about the location for feature insertion and according interde-
pendencies. A more detailed description of the STO algorithm is given in
Appendix A.

Prototype Rib: var_Rib.1

Prototype Cutout: var_Cutout.1

Prototype

Variation

Figure 4.7: From prototype CAD structure to structure with instantiated
multi-level variable features

The idea is similar to a LEGO R©building plan. The CAD structure
contains the building plan, the variation algorithm provides the number
of instantiations to be created, and the STO interprets and combines the
provided information. Each variable feature prototype in the main CAD
prototype is marked by a var prefix in the specification tree to be identified
by the HBS.
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With this approach, as much CAD information as possible is left in CAD
space and is dynamically accessed when needed. The designer is therefore
free to create his own variable feature, which at the same time allows for
consideration of engineering knowledge, design rules and manufacturability.

Unfortunately, the STO is CAD-tool dependent as it represents the
interface between CAD and optimization space. Focusing on CATIA V5 in
the current project, the STO was implemented in Dassault Systèmes’ CAA
RADE, the C++ interface of CATIA V5.

4.3 Guidelines for Specification Tree Setup

The introduced extension to non-user-defined features for topology variation
not only allows for a more detailed material distribution but also for a
more general applicability of the variable feature concept. Virtually any
feature displayed in the CAD specification tree, such as a geometrical point,
plane or root node of an entire branch, may be defined as variable entity.
This generalization requires further basic design rules to ensure causality,
update-stability and unambiguity.

As mentioned in Section 3.1 the CATIA V5 specification tree is not
necessarily an exhaustive representation of structural interdependencies
between features. Hence, to provide unambiguity, the initial prototype
specification tree (Section 4.2) has to strictly reflect parent-child interde-
pendencies (Figure 4.8). Several features and operations creating a variable
geometric component are to be grouped below the same root node and vari-
able components depending on each other have to be placed on subsequent
lower levels. This requirement, however, does not restrict the common
design process in any way and is consistent with a clear and structured
CAD design [19].

To mark a variable node for optimization, the corresponding feature in
the specification tree receives a var prefix.

CATIA V5 provides the possibility to access the feature’s internally
located historical interdependencies via CAA RADE. This may allow for
further generalization. However, such an approach would require addi-
tional dedicated interpretation routines, especially for genotype-phenotype
conversion.

Summarizing, with the HBS, a general representation concept was
introduced meeting requirements such as general applicability, handling
of complex structures, modularity, and causality. However, rather than
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Figure 4.8: Flat tree structure a) vs. clear hierarchical interdependencies b)

being a simple representation, the HBS is a compound of an enriched
variable length non-standard representation, a CAD prototype structure
and a highly adaptive but CAD software-dependent STO. This allows to
efficiently use the knowledge stored in the CAD specification tree unifying
predefined hierarchy with flexible multi-level sub-component variation.





Chapter 5

Optimization Framework
& Concept Validation

In this chapter, a tailored evolutionary optimization algorithm is introduced
to operate on the newly developed representation concept for CAD models.
The new concepts are validated and extended by dedicated adaptation
methods to considerably improve efficiency and average result quality.

5.1 Evolutionary Algorithm Framework

Based on the introduced representation concept and its according STO
for genotype-phenotype mapping, a dedicated evolutionary optimization
algorithm can be set up. The aim of this section is to provide a modular
experimental tool allowing for individual settings and operator compositions
as well as for simple and fast optimization setup for CAD-based topology
optimization.

Using a combination of ES and GP, the according standard frameworks
and operators are adapted to a specifically tailored optimization algorithm
to process the enriched graph representation of the HBS.

The general framework of the optimization algorithm is based on the
concept introduced by König [72] using the UniGene container for parameter
and feature node encoding in the representation graph. The according
fitness function has been adopted as well to include arbitrary objective
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values. The fitness value is a scalar value calculated from the weighted sum
of design objective, target and limit constraints (Equation 5.1). The aim
of the optimization runs is to minimize this scalar value - a minimization
problem.

Φ(~p) =
∑
i

wiDi(~p) (5.1)

~p is the phenotype vector - in this case, an n-dimensional abstract vector
containing parameters and features. Di(~p) are normalized objective rating
functions of the phenotype according to [72], see Appendix E. wi is an
additional weight factor.

Two basic Evolution Strategies (ES) are provided: (µ,λ) and (µ+λ).
Of these two possibilities, the latter is recommended for the actual case of
geometry-based topology optimization in static environments, i.e. invariable
constraints. As only the best individuals are chosen from both parent and
offspring, such elitism grants a monotonous improvement. Such behavior is
especially suitable for industrial application regarding limited calculation
resources and time. Usually, the improvement through a least possible
number of calculations is preferred over finding the global optimum at any
cost.

The number of parents (µ), children (λ) and generations can be freely
chosen. However, for (µ,λ) strategies, Bäck [8] suggests the selection
pressure ratio µ

λ to be approximately 1
7 , which was taken over for the

(µ+λ) strategy. Mutation of the generated offspring is performed based
on Gaussian normal distribution with a parameter/feature-number proper
step size N(xi, σi) [8].

The initial population is generated by uniform mutation of the CAD
prototype, set up by the designer (Section 4.2). Recalling the sensitivity
of history-based CAD models to update-stability, such random mutation
usually results in a high rate of invalid individuals, i.e. not buildable
in CAD due to failed update-stability. Hence, to start from an initial
population of only valid individuals, variation of the CAD prototype is
performed until each genotype could be successfully mapped to CAD space
and evaluated. This enhances the possibility of reproducing valid structures
for the following generations and keeps the rate of invalid offspring at a
minimum as experimental calculations have shown.
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5.1.1 Reproduction & Variation Operators

As will be further described in Section 5.2, crossover and mutation operators
hold a particularly important position in the current optimization algorithm.

With the introduction of Docking Markers, the representation’s nodes
receive specific weights (variable feature, parameter, or fix node) and require
according distinctive treatment by the GP operators. In contrast to simple
GP trees, only homologous crossover (inserting exchanged nodes at the same
position in the tree) is allowed. Hence, intelligent operators are required to
perform selective tree node interchange between two individuals (crossover)
[113] and exploration and exploitation (feature and parameter mutation).
Interacting with the docking markers, these operators distinguish feature
and parameter nodes and follow according rules when performing their
standard tasks.

The possibility of multi-level variable features poses an additional
challenge especially for the feature mutation operator. To vary the number
of variable features in the tree, the mutation operator has to sequentially
process the features top-down on exactly defined levels to provide the
parents for the next lower variable entities (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Sequential hierarchical processing of multi-level variable features

The variation and exchange operation itself is carried out by state-of-
the-art1 crossover and mutation operators [14].

5.1.2 Adaptation

The primary focus of the experimental tool was set to the implementation
and inclusion of the most common EA functionality specifically adapted

1EO Evolutionary Computation Framework (http://eodev.sourceforge.net/) provides
an extensive library for evolutionary computation. Further similar libraries are DAKOTA
(Sandia Labs.), JCool, OpenBEAGLE, ECJ.
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to the HBS concept. Being a new field of application for EA, in this
project, geometry-based topology optimization was examined without fine-
tuning of the optimization core itself. Usually, optimization in this field
of application is conducted with relatively small population sizes and a
low number of iterations compared to e.g. standard GA optimizations.
Therefore, it may be questionable for co-evolution2 to have enough ’time’ to
fully develop its effect [125]. Hence, although a basic possibility for step size
co-evolution [53] is available, algorithm tuning by dedicated self-adaptation
strategies [39, 76], diversity maintenance [110, 37], etc. are not or only
partly addressed in this thesis. The focus was laid on large scale factors
considerably influencing efficiency and result quality (Section 5.2).

5.1.3 Modularity

Independently of any specific operator concept, modularity is a crucial issue
to facilitate adaptation of the optimization framework to different system
platforms (Windows, Unix), CAD, FE software, and parallel evaluation.
As outlined by Pedersen et al. [104], from an industrial point of view,
it is indispensable to use a greatest possible amount of already existing
corporate tools and environments for optimization algorithm integration.
Hence, the framework at hand was divided into a main module containing
the ES framework, and different separate modules used for recombination,
variation, CAD build-up, evaluation, and fitness assessment (Figure 5.2).

Every module allows for individual adaptation as long as the standard
interface to the main module is kept for data interchange. The modules
are implemented in C++ or CATIA V5 CAA RADE (genotype-phenotype
mapping).

To grant largest possible applicability, the standard interfaces to com-
mercial software are realized by common file formats - Standard for the
Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP)3 or American Standard Code
for Information Interchange (ASCII). As an exception, the optimization
problem setup module is immersed directly into the CATIA V5 using

2Co-evolution or self-adaptation is performed by including strategy parameters,
such as step size, crossover and mutation probability into the crossover and mutation
operations of the genotypes. The strategy parameters are evolved along with the
genotypes (Chapter 5.2).

3The STEP format is a standard format to describe and exchange geometric product
data between CAE systems. It is defined in the ISO-standard 10303.
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Figure 5.2: Modular optimization framework and interfaces

the Product Engineering Optimizer (PEO)4 GUI to provide a familiar
environment for designers in automotive and aerospace industry.

Concluding this section, the implementation concept of a dedicated al-
gorithm for Feature-Based Evolutionary Algorithm Topology Optimization
(FEATOp) has been introduced. The experimental tool is highly modular
to reduce its dependency on commercial software and to allow for easy
alterations and inclusion of new functionalities. Communication with CAD
and FE tools is managed by simple ASCII and STEP files.

Providing several basic strategies, including smart reproduction and vari-
ation operators, the tool can be individually adapted to different geometry-
based optimization problems represented by the HBS. Dedicated fine-tuning
by co-evolution and other methods, however, was not performed as this
was considered to be of secondary importance at this stage. Nevertheless,
an initial step in further research would be the investigation of fine-tuning
effects with the very limited amount of iterations common in an industrial
environment. For efficiency and result quality improvement in the actual
case, large scale factors such as prioritization of topology and shape/size
variation will be examined in the following section.

4CATIA’s PEO is a workbench dedicated to parameter-based structural optimization.
SA, and gradient-based methods are provided as well as a GUI for optimization problem
setup.
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Algorithm 2 FEATOp Algorithm

1: Prototype build-up and free parameter definition Dproto,
~Iparam ∈ Dproto

2: Convert CAD to abstract graph Dproto → Gproto

3: Initialize population (prototype mutation) ~G(0)← mprob ·Gproto

4: for each individual g in ~G(0) do
5: Convert individual to CAD g → Dnew

6: Evaluate individual F(g)
7: end for
8: Get best individuals ~G(0)best ⊂ ~G(0)
9: t← 0

10: while t ≤ max generation do
11: t← t+ 1
12: while Size(~G(t)) ≤ Population size do
13: Create offspring through crossover and mutation

~G(t)← mprob · ((gi ∈ ~G(t− 1)best) ∩ (gj ∈ ~G(t− 1)best))
14: end while
15: for each g in ~G(t) do
16: Convert individual to CAD g → Dnew

17: Evaluate individual F(g)
18: end for
19: Get best individuals ~G(t)best ⊂ (~G(t) ∪ ~G(t− 1)best)
20: end while
21: End optimization loop
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5.2 Efficiency Improvement

The additional possibility of topology variation in geometry-based optimiza-
tion implies both a considerably enlarged search and solution space and
possible severe disruptions in the optimization path due to disappearing/re-
appearing entire tree branches. In addition, as the optimization algorithm
receives a larger ’playground’, more space has to be scanned for optima,
which leads to a further decrease in convergence efficiency.

This section therefore presents the idea and implementation of a strategy
to improve the convergence, i.e. to reduce the needed population size of
the previously described FEATOp algorithm. The fewer individuals have
to be evaluated, the fewer time-consuming FE-analyses are needed. A
final section provides suggestions to mitigate the impact of newly inserted
variable features on the optimization path.

The presented method specifically focuses on the variation probabilities
of features and parameter values. In EA, mutation operators are applied
according to a certain probability. The respective suitable values and
other strategy parameters, e.g. the step size for Gaussian variation, can
either be defined once at the beginning of an optimization run (static
adaptation) or continuously during the entire run (dynamic adaptation).
Three main classes of dynamic adaptation are distinguished [6, 55, 40]:
Deterministic (predefined adaptation function without feedback information
from the running optimization), Adaptive (using feedback information
from the optimization run), Self-Adaptive/co-evolution (parameters of the
adaptation function are encoded in the chromosomes and are affected by
crossover and mutation).

In this section, co-evolution is not considered due to the reasons men-
tioned in Subsection 5.1.2.

5.2.1 Parameter Variation Probability

In a first attempt to reduce the number of computationally expensive
FE-analyses [59], parameter mutation probability was examined, being the
main driving force for exploration5 in parameter space.

Introducing a deterministic time/generation-dependent cosine function,
the parameters of the structure receive the possibility for alternate exploita-
tion (low mutation probability, focus on crossover) and exploration (high

5Exploitation and exploration in this context are used in reference to the parameter
space only. Later use is extended to parameter-feature space.
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mutation probability). The idea is to alternately focus on fitness increase
and diversity maintenance, which should be in equilibrium for a proper
EA-based optimization [91].

Generally, with small population sizes, parameter mutation probability
has to be rather high to prevent the optimization algorithm from remaining
in local optima (losing diversity). Constantly high mutation rates, however,
turn the EA rather into an undirected Monte-Carlo search. With the
introduced fluctuation, despite a high maximum mutation rate, the search
tends to be slightly more directed by periodical lower mutation rates, i.e.
the EA is able to exploit good solutions.
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Figure 5.3: Deterministic adaptation function for dynamic parameter mutation
probability

This deterministic dynamic function results in light improvements
concerning the population size (Figure 5.6). The effects are modest and
may vary between different CAD-models. Nevertheless, there seems to be
a tendency favoring such fluctuating mutation probability over constantly
high or low probabilities.

5.2.2 CoDAMP - Shifting Variation Focus

Analyzing the basic steps of common manual structure creation and op-
timization, a very effective and established method can be derived and
- with the newly added possibility of topology variation - be adopted by
EA optimization. Intuitively, a new structure is designed by roughly de-
termining its topology and subsequently fine-tuning its shape/size and
some local topological details. Such a tendency could even be observed
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in parameter-based evolutionary topology-optimization [73] and has been
applied in basic topology optimization [41].

The according behavior in FEATOp is forced by separating the fo-
cus on feature (topology) and parameter (size/shape) variation. Hence,
the optimization starts by scanning the entire solution space for roughly
best topologies (exploration) with high feature mutation probability and
gradually changes to the exploitation of the found topology, lowering the
mutation probability for features.

Bearing in mind the ever present trade-off between fast convergence and
finding the global optimum, the question is when to change from exploration
to fine-tuning. For this reason, an adaptive component has been introduced.
It enables the function to autonomously determine the initialization point
of probability decrease. As it is generally hardly possible to a priori fix
the switchover point between exploration and exploitation [112, 121], the
point is determined during the run by population-specific information. The
decrease is triggered by the individuals of the parent population reaching
a 75% fraction of an equal number of same variable features. The idea is
to allow increased topology variation as long as such changes yield better
results. If most parent individuals show a similar topology, the algorithm
starts to focus on parameter variation.

Experimental optimization runs have indicated this combination of
deterministic and adaptive mutation probability (CoDAMP) to be partic-
ularly suitable. The deterministic component is given by a hard-coded
inverse cumulative function (Eq. 5.2). As shown in Figure 5.4 offset and
inclination of the curve can additionally be set.

pm(f) = f · (pinit − δpm − pmin) + pmin (5.2)

f = 1− 0.5 ·
(

1 + erf

(
t− δt
σ ·
√

2

))
(5.3)

Where t is the generation counter, δt a deterministic delay and δpm an
offset from the initial mutation probability. pmin is the feature’s minimum
mutation probability and pinit defines the general mutation probability for
initialization.

With the CoDAMP, the EA may lower the mutation probability too
early due to an accidentally found topological local minimum. To mitigate
such premature convergence, two options are included. First, topology
comparison between the individuals of the parent population is initiated
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Figure 5.4: CoDAMP: Inverse cumulative function for feature mutation proba-
bility adaptation

not until the optimization run has processed δt generations, where δt is set
by the user. Second, the final minimum mutation probability is not set to
zero but to pmin. Therefore, it is not a complete switch-over from feature
to parameter variation but rather a shift between variation foci.

Still, CoDAMP remains a trade-off between fast convergence (few FE-
analyses) and finding the global optimum. Nevertheless, results show a
tendency to both, faster convergence and increased average result quality
with reduced population sizes (Figure 5.6).

The structure and load case shown in Figure 5.5 were optimized to
achieve a minimum deformation energy with a maximum of 20% of the
design space filled with material [72].

The population size reduction is measured in reference to the population
size used by Giger [49] (no adaptation). The reduction steps were chosen
arbitrarily as they should simply show improvement tendencies without
relying on exact population size values, which would in any case be only of
importance for the present model.

5.2.3 Parameter De-Randomization

A grave disadvantage in feature-based topology optimization is the difficulty
to initialize parameters of newly added features. With each added feature
or sub-tree, a set of new parameters is included into the individual. Given
the fact that the structure’s level of detail continuously increases along
the optimization run, the insertion of a new feature with randomly set
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Figure 5.5: Load case a) and free parameters b) for benchmark model [72]
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Figure 5.6: Result quality and population size for deterministic parameter
mutation probability & CoDAMP

parameters could heavily disrupt the optimization path. Hence, to keep
causality in terms of preventing a complete disruption of the optimization
direction, preconditioned parameters of new features would be favorable.

Resorting again to common engineering practice, the following sugges-
tion for parameter preconditioning is made. The feature to be inserted
should most likely resemble the already existing features of the same type.
Referring to the model shown in Figure 5.5, this would mean that the
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thickness and inclination of a newly inserted rib should not completely de-
viate from the thickness and inclination parameters of the already existing
ribs. In addition, experimental calculations suggest a strong tendency to a
convergence of free parameters to a certain restricted band-width of values
(Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Narrowing parameter limit intervals along optimization run and best
individual after 120 generations

As a result, parameters of newly inserted features may be preset accord-
ing to a mean value or still randomly, however, with a reduced band-width
of their upper and lower limits. Both mean value and reduced band-width
are derived from the existing equal parameters of already inserted variable
features in the structure.

It has to be kept in mind, however, that this assumption again is a
trade-off between faster convergence and exploring the entire solution space.
By restricting the boundaries of newly inserted parameters, no entirely
different sub-structures are included anymore into the CAD-model. The
search is therefore increasingly biased, which bears a higher possibility of
premature convergence. However, as only the parameters of newly inserted
features are adapted, their values may later on - via Gaussian mutation -
still achieve any value between the initially set boundaries.
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Figure 5.8: Average results and deformation energy convergence behavior apply-
ing mean value, reduced band-width and no parameter pre-conditioning

As shown in Figure 5.8, comparative runs between mean value, reduced
band-width, and purely random parameter initialization indicate further
improvement potential in result quality. Reducing the interval of allowed
values for random parameter initialization seems to provide the best trade-
off between restricted exploration and fast convergence. The mean value
approach, in contrast, shows some difficulties in leaving local minima with
already highly developed structures, i.e. towards the end of the optimization
run. Hence, although initially providing faster convergence, this parameter
initialization method yields worse results than the random initialization.
Nevertheless, the increased convergence speed of both new concepts (mean
value and reduced band-width) at the beginning of the optimization run is
especially interesting for industrial applications. In such an environment,
usually only few generations can be evaluated and fast improvement is
preferred to time-consuming global optimum search.

With the focus on the efficiency of geometry-based optimization algo-
rithms, this section presented two concepts to considerably reduce popu-
lation size and to raise the average result quality. The main concept is
based on the idea of a separated focus on topology and size/shape variation.
The optimization starts with a rough exploration of the entire solution
space, searching for generally promising topologies and gradually focuses
on exploitation by tuning the structure’s parameters. This concept was
implemented through CoDAMP, a combined deterministic-adaptive muta-
tion probability for feature variation. CoDAMP consists of a deterministic
function to reduce feature number mutation probability and a generation-
and population-based sensor to determine the initialization of probability
reduction.
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The second method, suggested for parameter preconditioning, is an
approach to mitigate optimization path disruption due to new feature
insertion. Roughly guiding the parameter initialization of newly inserted
variable features, the suggested approaches proved to further increase the
result quality.

5.3 Summary and Conclusions

In Part I, an extension to state-of-the-art geometry-based parameter varia-
tion was introduced. Applying feature-based topology variation, the search
and solution spaces for optimization on highly constrained CAD models
could be considerably extended. Such feature variation is performed on
the CAD specification tree, which in turn provides basic properties for a
non-standard representation of such optimization problems. However, to
meet the requirements for a robust and reliable representation in EA, a
dedicated genotype-phenotype management concept is needed. With the
HBS, such a specific environment is provided. Through the additional
conversion from CAD specification trees to abstract directed graphs, a
completely CAD software independent optimization framework is provided.
Furthermore, with the extension from simple UDF to arbitrary feature
addition/removal, the HBS allows for a more general applicability and a
more detailed material distribution by multiple levels of variable features.
Adding one additional level of variable features to the prototype in Figure
4.3, the structure’s stiffness could be increased by 18% through a better
convergence to the limiting weight constraint (Figure 4.4).

Such generality and the complete separation from CAD software in
turn require a dedicated genotype-phenotype transition concept, which is
provided by the Dynamic Knowledge Acquisition method. The STO of
the HBS adapts itself to the actual optimization problem and therefore
allows for a great variety of user-defined optimization problems, including
the consideration of specific engineering knowledge.

With the setup of the HBS, an according optimization algorithm could
be specified. The implemented FEATOp algorithm is highly modular
and thus easily adaptable to different corporate software environments.
Combining ES and GP, a general framework for selection, reproduction and
variation is provided. Standard GP mutation and crossover operators have
been extended to smart operators to distinguish between movable and fix
tree nodes. They are supported by Docking Markers for node identification
and to ensure strongest possible causality.
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Part I is concluded by investigations and improvements concerning the
algorithm’s efficiency. With the newly introduced possibility of topology
variation, a larger search space has to be scanned and the optimization
path might be heavily disrupted due to the addition or deletion of entire
sub-trees. Separating the focus between initial topology and subsequent
shape/size optimization proved to be particularly effective. The introduced
Combined Deterministic-Adaptive Mutation Probability (CoDAMP) allows
for adaptive switching from a high probability for feature variation (ex-
ploration) to rather focusing on parameter variation (exploitation). With
such a separated variation focus an improved average result quality could
be achieved with less than 70% of the population size used by Giger [48].

Additional parameter preconditioning for newly inserted features show-
ed further result quality improvement. However, to find an optimum
combination of population size and number of generations remains an
intricate task to be solved for every single optimization problem [130].

Hence, the resulting FEATOp algorithm is an efficient experimental
tool incorporating parameter and topology optimization on CAD models,
yielding an optimized ready-to-use CAD structure.

However, the tool still bears further potential for efficiency improvement.
Fine-tuning of the strategy parameters and additional dedicated concepts for
parameter preconditioning of newly inserted features may provide a starting-
point to further increase efficiency. Instead of considering single parameters
of existing features to preset parameters of newly inserted features, it might
prove beneficial to rely on rather global criteria. According possibilities
might include the adaptation of all parameters to roughly keep the weight
of the entire structure constant when inserting a new feature, or tracking
parameter developments over several generations to roughly extrapolate a
suitable value for the new parameters.

A promising approach for efficiency increase could also be the introduc-
tion of knowledge-augmented operators as suggested by Pyrz [108]. These
operators would consider stress or strain peaks and act accordingly e.g.
by reinforcing the respective areas. Another issue addressed in [121] is
the combination of global and local search methods, resulting in a hybrid
optimization algorithm for further efficiency improvement.

In addition, although considerably extending structure variation capa-
bilities, the concept’s structure creation capabilities are still no match for
the FE-based method. The aim was to enlarge the scope for optimization on
knowledge-rich initializations and to benefit from the provided ready-to-use
CAD solution. First steps towards structure creation will be described in
Chapter 8.
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Generally, being a new field of application, further uncertainties and
unresolved problems remain:

• The needed population size is still large considering the calculation
effort needed for FE-analyses - especially for non-academical models
(see Part II).

• Optimization on CAD-models is only possible if parametric-associa-
tive prototypes are provided

• Any interaction between free parameters is not considered (up-
per/lower limits of one parameter may depend on the actual value of
another free parameter).

• The tree representation (genotype) is based on the CAD specification
tree, which does not necessarily represent the historical interdepen-
dencies between the features. The designer has to follow basic design
rules to provide a clean hierarchical structure that correctly reflects
the features’ interdependencies.

The interaction of parameter limits will be addressed in the following
part together with additional concepts to improve update-stability of
CAD models in an industrial environment. The remaining issues will be
postponed to further research in this field.
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The present chapter outlines the challenges and issues to be tackled to
introduce the optimization concepts presented in Part I into an industrial
environment. Considering the head impact performance of an engine hood,
an advanced parametric-associative CAD prototype for topology variation
is presented as well as additional solutions to a fully automated and reliable
structural variation loop.

6.1 Introduction

In the previous part, a concept for comprehensive geometry-based structure
optimization, its implementation as an experimental tool and its application
and improvement, using rather academic CAD models have been presented.
The focus was therefore set on the setup of a proper EA-based optimization
framework. Efficient variation and high-quality evaluation of complex
real-world models were considered to be of second priority.

An industrial environment, however, places different and additional
demands on geometry-based structural variation and evaluation such as
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increased structure complexity, design and meshing guidelines, and a patch-
work of different tools for CAD, meshing and simulation. Furthermore,
basic restrictions concerning limited resources (calculation time) and re-
quirements regarding user-friendliness and integration of existing tools
should not be neglected for corporate applicability [104, 99].

Part II will therefore focus on the setup of an automation framework
to meet industrial standards and to provide reliable simulation results
for a fully automated optimization loop. Additional concepts, strategies
and extensions needed for proper application of the introduced topology
optimization approach will be outlined and applied to an exemplary load
case. The reference case was chosen due to its actuality in automotive
industry. Applying the automated structural variation and evaluation
framework, specific areas of the sub-structure of an aluminum engine
hood are investigated regarding pedestrian head impact. The aim is to
automatically generate suggestions for sub-structure topologies considering
a legal maximum of Head Performance Criterion (HPC)1 values. Apart
from a proof of concept, this exemplary case should provide an outlook to
more flexible topological structures for head impact performance compared
to the currently applied standard concepts.

6.1.1 Design Process Automation

As mentioned in Section 1.1, nowadays design verification and optimization
on virtual products is still marked by a multitude of CAE tools [30] and
manual iterative steps. Structural variation on CAD models is done by hand
as is the transition from CAD to FE, due to the fact that fully automated
retrieval of specific mesh areas on topologically highly variable structures
is still an issue in today’s meshing tools. Automatically generated meshes
have to be manually verified and adapted to general and corporate quality
regulations. The subsequent assessment of simulation results and necessary
structural changes are based on communication between simulation and
design engineers (Figure 6.1).

Thus, as indicated by Moser and Schweiger [97], fully automated model
creation and reliable high-quality meshing would provide enormous time
savings - apart from being indispensable for the increasingly used automated
optimization methods.

1The HPC is identical to the general Head Injury Criterion (HIC) calculated over
a limited contact time interval (≤ 36ms) and giving an estimate of the probability of
severe head injuries. The HIC was developed by the US National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA).
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Generally, for such an automated optimization loop in an industrial
environment, each of these design and evaluation steps has to be auto-
mated incorporating the available CAE tools and still yield a result quality
comparable to the current manual steps.

In this chapter, therefore, the following issues will be addressed, yielding
the framework for an automated industrial optimization process:

• automated build-up of complex and highly constrained CAD models

• ensuring high quality for automatically generated meshes

• incorporating commercial CAE tools for variation and evaluation

Geometry Variation

Meshing

Simulation

Assessment

Design Veri�cation 
& 

Optimization Loop

Figure 6.1: Iterative design variation and evaluation loop in nowadays industrial
design processes

In addition, complementary concepts to be included in the FEATOp
tool will be presented, ensuring higher update-stability and allowing for
time-saving genotype-based validity checks.

6.1.2 Pedestrian Head Impact

Pedestrian safety has become an increasingly important issue in vehicle
design during the last few years. Although already considered in the 1970s
[118], it was not until 2003 that the pressure on automotive industry was
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increased by the European Union through an advanced testing routine
added to the vehicle authorization procedure. Regulation 2003/102/EC
[87, 1, 103] amends directive 70/156/EEC2, introducing the entire test
routine in two phases (Figure 6.2a). The routine includes tests concerning
legs against bumper, thigh against engine hood front-end and head impact
against engine hood, headlights, A-column and other front parts of the
vehicle [7].
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m = 3.5kg
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Design Face

Sub-Structure
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Figure 6.2: Head impact regulations a) and engine hood assembly b)

As the tests are not coupled and therefore allow for individual testing
with according impactors, the crucial vehicle parts can be adapted or
optimized independently.

In the current project, the focus was set on head impact simulations on
an engine hood. With its sub-structure and design face (Figure 6.2b), the
engine hood may be thought of as a sandwich compound - the sub-structure
comprising the lower face and soft core in one single part. Following the
idea of a sandwich structure, not only shape and size but also topology
optimization (material distribution) in the intermediate space may be
considered regarding the HPC.

The HPC is an index to provide a pass/fail criterion for structures
concerning head impact. It is the normalized combination of the resulting
head deceleration and its duration. However, there is no direct correlation
between HPC value and severity of the head injury [93]. The limit of 1000 for

2In this project, only regulations from the European Union are considered. However,
pedestrian safety has become a worldwide issue and regulations being defined e.g. in
the US and Japan are comparable to the EU [50].
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the HPC value was set according to tests involving animals, human bodies
and statistical data [57], assuming that up to this value the probability of
scull fracture is less than 50% [116]. The HPC used in the exemplary load
case is calculated as follows [4]:

HPC = supt1,t2

{[
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

adt

]2.5

(t2 − t1)

}
(6.1)

a =
√
a2
x + a2

y + a2
z (6.2)

[t1, t2] is a variable interval ≤ 15ms of the total simulation time (20ms)
yielding the highest HPC value. a is the resulting acceleration of the
impactor’s center of gravity, measured in [g]3.

Approaches

Currently, two main strategies are followed to meet the new head impact
regulations for engine hoods. To increase the head’s deceleration distance,
active engine hoods are, by 2009, already applied by Nissan (Nissan Skyline),
Citroën (C6) and Jaguar (XK, XF). The hood is lifted pyrotechnically or
mechanically milliseconds before the head impacts to allow for more space
between the head and the solid engine blocks.

A more demanding strategy, regarding the extremely limited decelera-
tion way, is the passive engine hood. In this case, the HPC value is to be
lowered by structural optimization of the previously mentioned sandwich-
like hood assembly. Possibilities are specifically tailored materials [81],
material thickness variation and an adapted topology.

The currently most common approach for passive hoods is manual
topological optimization of the intermediate structure. This process highly
depends on the design or simulation engineer’s experience and is a time-
consuming and still grueling iterative process. Current efforts to introduce
aluminum hoods further complicate the task due to the reduced stiffness
of the material and the resulting lower ratio of energy absorption against
deformation.

Generally, the following difficulties are encountered in head impact
performance improvement:

• effects of topology alterations are mostly unpredictable without FE
simulations

31g = 9.81m
s2
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• local variation may result in HPC changes in completely different
locations

• target conflicts between HPC for 3.5kg (child/small adult) and 4.5kg
(adult) head impactors

In such cases, where engineering experience fails to accurately predict
certain system answers, automatic optimization becomes especially useful
[88].

To accelerate this iterative process to a certain extent, experimental
automated optimization loops have been introduced applying parameter or
FE-based optimization methods [62, 7, 88, 101]. However, the disadvan-
tages in these cases are again either restricted search and solution spaces
(parameter optimization) or a discrete model to be transferred into CAD
for further use.

Thus, the main objective of the current part is to provide a possibility
to automatically generate suitable suggestions of sub-structure topologies
as ready-to-use CAD models for further processing. Although not reaching
the structure creation capabilities of FE-based topology optimization, this
framework will provide comprehensive structure variation possibilities to
currently applied corporate design processes.

The following section will outline the build-up of a parametric-associative
variable CAD entity, i.e. the CAD prototype, for the actual load case. In
addition, necessary extensions to the FEATOp and HBS algorithms to
improve CAD update-stability and result quality will be introduced in the
subsequent sections.

6.2 CAD Prototype Setup

Since the focus in this project is set on a passive aluminum engine hood,
the constraining factor for head impact performance is the extremely
limited deceleration distance between hood and engine. Apart from the
material properties, the topology of the inner hood structure provides the
most promising starting point to efficiently use the given space for head
deceleration.

Applying the geometry-based topology optimization tool presented in
Part I, a CAD prototype of the base geometry and its possible variable
entities are needed (Section 4.2). The concept is based on a knowledge-rich
initialization and therefore needs such an existing parametric-associative
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CAD model. In the case of the engine hood, this means that the designer
has to provide a base geometry (an ’empty’ hood) and that he has to
have at least a rough idea about the design of the variable features to be
distributed on this base-structure. The following subsection is therefore
dedicated to the setup and according findings of such a suitable prototype.

6.2.1 Parametric-Associative Variable Entity

Usually, the design of the regions close to the edges of the hood is determined
by the underlying structures such as shock absorbers, radiator or lock.
Therefore, only the central regions of the sub-structure are available for
comprehensive topology optimization with the objective of lowest possible
HPC values.

Analyzing these central regions of existing engine hood sub-structures
(Figure 6.3), basic features such as pot-like bumpers or reinforced cutouts
seem to prevail in the center region. Obviously, these features can be
thought of as individual variable geometric entities whose numbers and
forms may be varied to find an optimum topology, yielding best HPC values
and rigidity.

source: Daimler AG source: ThyssenKrupp AG

Figure 6.3: Engine hood sub-structure topologies

Multi-Purpose Pot Entity

To cover the largest possible number of topologies shown in Figure 6.3, the
straightforward way for a prototype setup would be the build-up of one
prototype feature for each such entity. However, this is avoided here for
the following reasons. To replace e.g. a variable cutout by a pot entity,
the variation algorithm would have to delete the actual cutout and insert
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a new pot at the same location (Figure 6.4a), which is highly unlikely to
happen in one single iteration step (as feature variation is applied by a
certain probability). It would be much simpler for the algorithm to add a
pot to the cutout. This means, that instead of exchanging different variable
entities, a further entity (pot) would be appended on a hierarchically lower
level to the parent entity (cutout) - Figure 6.4b. Such an operation causes
less disruption and therefore contributes to causality during optimization.
In addition, as the aim of the current project also includes the investigation
of more efficient topological structures, such basic prototypes would not
explore any entirely new topological concepts.

Single-Level Multi-Level

a) b)

Figure 6.4: Separate single-level prototypes a) vs. one multi-level prototype b)

As a result, instead of predefining a prototype for each variable entity
- which may be done by UDF [48, 82] - one single multi-level prototype
is set up allowing for cutout, pot and plate generation. Such a setup
additionally allows to prove the multi-level concept’s ability to handle even
highly complex real-world structures.

It is important to keep in mind that these structures may not entirely
meet nowadays manufacturability standards. The primary aim remains
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- apart from the proof of concept - the exploration of new and more
efficient topological structures, which ultimately may also require certain
adaptations in the manufacturing process.

The variable entity is a three-level composite structure. The base is
built by a lowered cutout on which a pot can be added, which in turn can
be treated on the third level by one central and an arbitrary number of
side-cutouts (Figure 6.5) resulting in several bent plates. The prototype is
fully parametric-associative and comprises N = 9 + npot · 3 + nside cutout · 2
free parameters, including the cutout’s shape parameters, the variable
number of pots on the cutout (npot = 0, 1), and side cutouts on the possibly
inserted pot (nside cutout = 0, Nuser defined).

var_Plate.1

var_Cutout.1

var_Pot.1

Figure 6.5: Multi-purpose specification tree and CAD structure providing three
variable levels

Such an immense number of free parameters for each inserted structure
is obviously highly inefficient for optimization purposes. The number
exceeds any reasonable limit to perform an efficient EA-based optimization,
i.e. using small population sizes and a low number of generations. As
mentioned in Section 5.3, the population size and generation number should
be kept at a minimum due to the costly FE analyses.

Hence, to further reduce the number of free parameters per inserted
feature, a compromise regarding the number of levels had to be made.
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Reduced Prototype

As each side-cutout on pots provides two additional free parameters (posi-
tion and width) and to force a uniform distribution of side-cutouts around
the pot, the third level of the variable entity was substituted by a UDF.
The UDF provides one single free parameter to choose a fix number and
distribution of such cutouts. Hence, instead of allowing an arbitrary num-
ber and distribution of side-cutouts, the parameter allows for different
predefined patterns (Figure 6.6) reducing the number of additional possible
free parameters per multi-level pot entity to N = 9 + npot · 3 + 1.

However, predefining such a smart pot prototype with fix side-cutout
patterns is an intricate and time-consuming task. As black-box UDF are
applied for these specified cutout variants, additional rules and checks
are needed to ensure valid input geometries for these UDF. Regarding
preprocessing effort, therefore, the previous three-leveled prototype needs
considerably less knowledge integration (rules, automated checks), which
allows for a more straight-forward prototype build-up by the designer.

The reduced pot comprises two levels of variable features (basic cutout
and pot with a variable pattern of side-cutouts), covers basic as well as new
sub-structure topology concepts and easily includes additional user-specific
features, such as glue-line UDF. These user-defined components are simply
considered by the fact that the designer is free to build his own prototype.
Through the STO’s dynamic knowledge acquisition ability, which uses this
prototype as instantiation master, such case-specific knowledge is implicitly
considered during the automated CAD build-up. The final prototype setup
of the engine hood is shown in Figure 6.6.

To further reduce the search space - without considerable reduction
of the solution space - the hood’s symmetry is taken into account. Each
inserted pot feature is mirrored and inserted into the hood as well (Figure
6.6b).

Summarizing, a highly flexible parametric-associative prototype for
engine hood sub-structure topology variation has been introduced. Instead
of separating the different features (cutout, pot) into single entities, one
single multi-purpose structure was designed. Such a composite structure
allows for smoother variation, provides new topological variants, and is
suited for further investigations concerning capabilities, design-effort and
applicability of geometry-based topology variation in industrial processes.
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Prototype Cutout & Pot

Mirrored Cutout & Pot

b)

'Number of Laces.1' = 0_Plates

'Number of Laces.1' = 4_Corner

'Number of Laces.1' = 4_Side

var_Pot.1

var_Cutout.1

a)

Figure 6.6: Reduced variable entity a) and engine hood prototype for optimiza-
tion b)

6.3 Complementary Concepts

Although appearing as a clean and general solution, the introduced para-
metric-associative prototype bears several challenges. Especially update-
stability in history-based CAD-tools [129] is heavily tested by this configu-
ration: intersecting pots lead to shape fillet errors, and too heavily bent
or inclined curves result in sweep errors. To prevent such occurrences, the
according parameters influencing such features have to be controlled, i.e.
their values have to be kept inside valid intervals. Hence, the allowed upper
and lower limits for parameter variation of pot inclination, cutout lowering,
cutout shape, etc. have to be defined very carefully and may even need to
be re-adapted during optimization or they may depend on each other.

A further particularly demanding concept, especially when using CA-
TIA’s Generative Shape Design (GSD), is the hand-over of features, i.e
the use of Modification Features [17]. A pot structure is inserted into the
hood by combining hood and pot through a shape fillet Modification
Feature. A second pot is inserted into the resulting surface and the new
resulting surface is handed over to subsequent operations (Figure 6.7).
Such sequential operations create interactions between variable features on
different tree levels and have not been considered in the HBS so far.

From these issues, the following additional requirements for a proper ap-
plication of the geometry-based topology optimization concept to industrial
processes can be derived:
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• interdependent parameter-limit adaptation during variation (to in-
crease feasibility without considerable search space restriction)

• genotype-based intersection scan during variation (to check the can-
didate solution’s validity without time-consuming CAD build-up)

• integration of sequential operation update in the HBS

seq_Uebergabe�aeche_fuer_Template_Toepfe_FGS

var_Cutout.1 (incl. Pot)

seq_Uebergabe�aeche_fuer_Template_Toepfe_FGS.1

seq_Uebergabe�aeche_fuer_Template_Toepfe_FGS.2

1

2

1

var_Cutout.2 (incl. Pot)

2

Figure 6.7: Sequential handover of CAD operations

Input adaptation of sequential operations is mainly a software-specific
task and, although included in the HBS, will not be further described in
this section. However, interdependent parameter limits and an intersection
check are generally useful for geometry-based optimization and are therefore
crucial extensions to the FEATOp tool.

The following subsections will present the implementation of these
derived extensions to the concept introduced in Part I, along with further
approaches to industrial process automation for a fully automated variation
and evaluation loop.

In the first section, approaches for valid variant rate enhancement during
variation, i.e. in the EA, are introduced. The second section is dedicated to
design process automation and presents an according concept of a general
automation framework with special focus on CAD-FE model transition.
Although the main subject remains structural optimization, the presented
framework is more than a simple prerequisite for an according optimization
loop. It bears a high potential regarding general corporate efficiency. With
the possibility of automated variant generation and evaluation, a multitude
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of candidate designs in standard processes can be tested against regulations
with considerably less time effort.

6.3.1 Knowledge-Augmented Genotype

The findings derived from the prototype setup in Section 6.2 strongly
suggest increased validity control already during genotype variation to
prevent unnecessary time-consuming phenotype build-up.

However, verifying the validity of a new variant on the genotype, i.e.
without the phenotype build-up in CAD, is an intricate task. As the
genotype is an abstract non-standard representation of the actual CAD
structure, the EA has no direct knowledge about the shape and topology
of the phenotype. Nevertheless, there are still some possibilities to roughly
analyze the structure solely based on the genotype and to guide structural
variation towards more feasible design variants.

An analysis of update errors shows that inappropriate parameter values
and feature intersections seem to cause the majority of invalid structures.
Consequently, more careful handling of parameter variation and preliminary
intersection checks would considerably enhance the feasibility rate of newly
generated variants. The following subsections, therefore, introduce two
approaches for early update error prevention and detection. The concepts
are based on additional knowledge provided by the genotype and the
possibility of the EA to handle dynamic parameter limits.

Interdependent Parameter Limits

A frequently encountered difficulty in both pure parameter and combined
parameter/topology optimization is the determination of reasonable up-
per and lower limits for parameter values. Reasonable in this context
may be either limits that allow only feasible solutions (update-stable or
manufacturable) or limits generally depending on other variable parameters.

To tackle the problem of feasibility, e.g. keeping a geometric object in a
certain area, the area may be simplified and according fix parameter limits
for the feature’s position can be set as usual. This method, however, may
unnecessarily constrain the search space by the fixed and simplified design
space. Thus an adaptive limit definition may be preferred. This equally
holds for interacting dimensioning parameters (Figure 6.8b). As a result,
when defining an optimization problem, not only the possibility for fixed
single-valued upper and lower limits but also for adaptive limits consisting
of entire formulas would be highly useful (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.8: Dependent parameter limits

The introduction of formulas, however, results in interdependencies
between the limits and values of the listed free optimization parameters.
When varying such parameters in the EA (crossover, mutation), it is there-
fore essential to provide a hierarchical processing framework to sequentially
adapt impacting parameters before impacted parameter limits (upper/lower
limits depending on the impacting parameter). For this reason - apart
from a dedicated formula interpreter (in C++) - a hierarchical concept
has been introduced to FEATOp to parse, order and correctly process
interdependent parameter sequences (Figure 6.9).

Impacting parameters (root parameters) undergo mutation first, then
the limits of the according impacted parameters are adapted before their
values are possibly varied or adapted.

A further extension regarding the now variable limits may be either
the adaptation of the parameter’s step size or the normalization of the
parameter limits. With varying parameter limits, the initially defined step
size may become inappropriate for according Gaussian mutation. σ = 4 for
an interval of [1,10] has not the same effect as on an adapted interval of
[1,1000].

Bounding Boxes and Collision Check

With the newly acquired possibility to consider parameter interdependencies
during variation, a genotype-based validity check regarding feature collision
can be introduced. When varying geometry, the designer may want to
prevent intersections of a variable feature with a defined area border or with
another feature. The reasons may be manufacturability, optical appearance
or - currently the most probable case - update-stability. The basic idea,
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Algorithm 3 Hierarchical Parameter Processing

1: Get all free parameters ~R
2: for each parameter r in ~R do
3: if r.levelID == [empty] then

4: Get all its impacting parameters ~Rimpr ∈ ~R

5: Get lowest dependency level LlowestLevel ← Lmax(~Rimpr )
6: Assign new level-ID r.levelID ← LlowestLevel + 1
7: end if
8: end for
9: Initialize level counter L← 0

10: while L ≤ LlowestLevel do
11: Get all parameters of actual level ~Rlevel ⊆ ~R ← {r|r ∈ ~R ∩

r.levelID == L}
12: for each parameter r in ~Rlevel do
13: Adapt the parameter’s limits r.min→ r.min′; r.max→ r.max′

14: Vary the parameter values r → r′ with r.min′ ≤ r′ ≤ r.max′
15: end for
16: L← L+ 1
17: end while
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Figure 6.9: Interdependent free parameters and according sequential processing
tree

therefore, is to run a pre-check on feature collision already on the genotype
in the EA, without wasting time by trying to rebuild a possibly corrupt
phenotype in CAD.

In order to perform collision checks, each variable entity’s dimensions
have to be known. The EA, however, has no knowledge about the geometric
shape of the feature as the only description of the variable entity is an
abstract sub-tree consisting of a root node (the feature marked by ’var ’ in
the CAD specification tree), child nodes (features) and several leaf nodes
(parameters). Consequently, further knowledge has to be included into the
genotype. This is done by the additional definition of abstract dynamic
bounding boxes, roughly defining the actual feature’s dimensions. The
bounding box dimensions, position and orientation are defined during
the optimization problem setup, linking them to the according feature’s
parameters. The designer thus simply indicates which free parameters
of the variable feature’s sub-tree influence which dimension, position or
orientation angle of the according bounding box (Figure 6.10).

Using such bounding boxes, which are automatically adapted if an
according parameter value is changed, the EA is able to run collision
checks without any CAD-software, i.e. without time-consuming genotype-
phenotype mapping. If a collision is detected, parameter mutation on the
according feature is repeated until no more collisions occur or a maximum
of repetitions is reached (in this case, the variable feature is deleted). To
minimize the number of deleted features due to collisions, re-initialization
is done on a hierarchical basis. All colliding features are saved as nodes in
a graph connected to their intersecting neighbors by edges. The features
with most edges, i.e. colliding with most other entities, are varied first
(Figure 6.12).
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Algorithm 4 Collision Detection

1: Get variable features ~Fvar
2: Set counter c← 1
3: Initialize collision tree C ← 0
4: while c == 1 OR size(C) > 0 do

5: for each feature fref in ~Fvar do

6: for all features f in ~Fvar such that f 6= fref do
7: if fref ∩ f 6= 0 then
8: Add both features to collision tree C ← f, fref
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: if c ≤ maxTries then
13: Vary strongest connected feature (fmax ∈ C)→ f ′

14: c← c+ 1
15: else
16: Delete feature from collision tree (fmax ∈ C)→ 0
17: Reset counter c← 1
18: end if
19: end while
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Figure 6.10: Rectangular bounding box roughly representing the variable entity’s
dimensions
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Figure 6.11: Using basic bounding boxes for genotype-based collision checks
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Figure 6.12: Colliding variable entities mapped to a graph

The time savings and increase of feasibility rate regarding engine hood
and pot distribution were found to be significant. Instead of needing
approximately 10 minutes for each build-up in CAD, the EA adapts and
checks several hundred configurations in a matter of seconds. In the case
of the engine hood, the validity rate could be augmented from less than
50% to an average of 75% of the entire population.
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As shown in Figure 6.11, different basic types of bounding boxes can be
handled; they will cover most of any variable feature geometries. Orienta-
tions are defined by the Eulerian angles and provide full collision detection
ability in 3D.

However, this concept carries some minor disadvantages. Providing
only basic shapes for bounding boxes, the variable feature’s shape is only
approximated and may result in unnecessary collision detection for complex
structures (Figure 6.10). In addition, initial populations nearly always
show feature arrangements with a small number of entities (as features are
deleted if repeated collisions are detected). In this case, the question of
the trade-off between time saving collision checks and time lost due to a
slow approach to dense packing should be considered. A smart variation
operator detecting free spaces may considerably accelerate the process.
Instead of randomly re-initializing colliding features, the feature could be
placed in the empty spaces.

6.3.2 Automated High-Quality Meshing

An EA-based optimization with elitist selection criteria requires a measure
to assess the generated variants. In the present case, this is done by FE
analyses and the extraction of displacements, stresses, deceleration (HPC)
etc. The simulation data is inserted into a cumulative fitness function
(Equation 5.1) and the resulting scalar value is used for ranking.

Hence, each generated CAD variant has to be automatically evaluated,
i.e. meshed and submitted to the according simulation tool. For static
analyses, it may be argued that, as EA are based only on relative comparison,
the mesh quality is of second priority during the optimization loop. The
resulting final solution may be verified one last time with manually applied
high mesh quality before continuing the design process. This may hold in
cases of simple geometries where only rough improvement has to be achieved.
However, there are several reasons why already during optimization high
mesh quality should be applied:

• Non-linear FE simulations are highly sensitive to mesh quality. Geom-
etry simplification due to rough meshes may yield completely different
results.

• Specific crucial areas, not automatically identifiable by today’s mesh-
ing tools, may need particular properties (e.g. weld lines and their
adjacent heat influence zones).
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• Optimization may result in mesh quality rather than structural im-
provement as different meshes yield different results.

• Subjective factor: corporate acceptance of fully automated optimiza-
tion is higher if a comparative quality to manual processing is provided
at all stages.

In this subsection, therefore, an approach to automated high-quality
meshing is provided. The concept is based on the Enriched CAD Model
Concept developed at Daimler AG concurrently to the work at hand.

Enriched CAD Model

For general automated meshing, several high performance software tools
are available: ANSA (BETA CAE Systems S.A.), Medina (T-Systems),
ANSYS (ANSYS, Inc.). Such tools allow for specific meshing of defined
areas and topological features. Automated area distinction is usually
done through inclination angle comparison between neighboring areas.
As a result, different areas on completely smooth surfaces may not be
distinguished (heat influence zones of weld lines, specifically treated zones
around holes).

source: Dr. J. Sprave, Daimler AG

Reliable Mesh 
Area Retrieval

Heat In�uence 
Zones (Welding)

Connector Meshing
(Glue Line)

Figure 6.13: Examples for mesh area distinction

In addition, considering topologically changing structures, a reliable
assignment of meshing properties to specific area types defined in the
prototype is impossible. The tools are usually not able to recover the
corresponding areas from a topologically different structure.

The Enriched CAD Model Concept therefore suggests the definition of
separate areas already in the CAD model [122]. This added FE-view, i.e.
the partitioned patches, can be exported as separate sets via STEP file
format to the mesher, which will recognize these explicitly defined areas
(Figure 6.14).
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Figure 6.14: Automated UDF-based a) and filter-based b) face partitioning in
CAD

To define such separated areas in CAD, additional preprocessing is
required, which may result in a particularly tedious task to consider topology
changes as well. Partitioning may be performed by two different methods,
both being a trade-off between preprocessing effort and maintainability.

Resorting to the black-box UDF features provided by CATIA V5,
additional user-defined parametric-associative features can be defined for
mesh area partitioning [131]. These features are immersed into the CAD
structure after topology variation and automatically adapt themselves to
the new structure - implicitly partitioning the new CAD geometry (Figure
6.14a). Thus, the CAD model is enriched by a facial representation with
correspondingly partitioned areas - a so-called FE view. This approach
implies a considerable preprocessing effort due to the necessary additional
definition of according entities to ensure correct adaptation to the new
topology. For each different variable feature, an according partitioning
UDF has to be defined.

Recalling the idea of a generally operating geometry-based optimization
tool, a less problem-specific approach would be favorable. With the CAA
RADE interface of CATIA V5, a partitioning process can be introduced,
which resorts to the Dynamic Knowledge Acquisition concept of the HBS.
Instead of separately defining facial UDF, the corresponding meshing
areas are interactively defined only once on the prototype itself during the
optimization problem setup (Figure 6.14b).
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The general idea is to assign each facial patch of the prototype geometry
to an according group, representing a mesh area. During optimization, the
HBS will recognize similar faces in the newly built CAD geometry and
assign them to the according group. The retrieval of such patches is done
via a semantic filter defined during the prototype setup. To build such a
filter, CATIA V5 provides an internal creation history list for each face
(see Figure 6.15, internal lists). The list contains all features involved in
the creation of the final facial patch. Hence, a group of face patches (a
mesh area) can be defined as the group of all faces that are impacted by
several common features. Therefore, the definition of the filter later used
by the HBS is nothing else than an ASCII file containing N lists of common
impacting features to define N groups, i.e. mesh areas.

Plane.1

Plane.2

ShapeFillet

ShapeFillet
  - ShapeFillet
  - Plane.2
  - Sketch_Plane.2
  - Plane.1
  - Sketch_Plane.1

Filter De�nition (for 3 separate areas):

  [1] Plane.1 [N] ShapeFillet
  [2] Plane.2 [N] ShapeFillet
  [3] ShapeFillet

Plane.1
  - Plane.1
  - Sketch_Plane.1

Plane.2
  - Plane.2
  - Sketch_Plane.2

Internal Lists of Impacting Features/Operations for:

[1]

[2]

[3]

[1] ShapeFillet
[2] Plane.1
[3] Plane.2

OR
FE View With Partitioned Areas

CAD Model & Speci�cation Tree

Figure 6.15: Filter-based automated mesh area partitioning

Each list in the ASCII file is a combination of common or excluding
features defined by AND [+] or NOT [N] expressions.

With this approach, the possibility where two faces match the same
filter rules but should not belong to the same meshing area cannot be
excluded. Generally, however, the filter rules and the sensitivity to the
sequence of the N filter lists provide enough flexibility to reliably detect
and extract meshing areas. This could be shown in the case of the highly
topologically variable engine hood sub-structure.

Nevertheless, this is a rather experimental approach requiring a dedi-
cated GUI to support the user during filter definition. As the face history
information is entirely internal, the setup of a complete filter with the right
sequencing to reliably consider all areas requires several iterative trial and
error steps. In addition, the necessity of a CAA environment for any slight-
est algorithm changes or maintenance of the supporting GUI renders this
approach unsuitable for corporate use. It may rather be a suggestion for an
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additional function in CATIA V5 to provide an integrated environment for
general CAD enrichment as a further step towards automatic high-quality
meshing and design process automation.

6.3.3 Automation Framework

For proper control of each automated step in such an industrial optimization
loop where a multitude of different CAE tools are applied, an according
managing framework is needed. As nowadays tools still have a very limited
support of process automation, according intermediate scripts are required
to:

• ensure data transfer between the tools

• adapt CAE-tool proper scripts to process the imported data

• initiate the process steps

• control calculation resources and parallelization

• post-process data output

• provide a robust error and failure management

The framework at hand is controlled by C++ (FEATOp in- and output)
and platform-independent python scripts (meshing, simulation pre- and
postprocessing) to alleviate maintainability.

Summarizing, in this section, mandatory extensions and new concepts
were presented to increase update-stability, search space definition accuracy,
and validity rate improvement. To provide automated reliable high-quality
meshing, the Enriched CAD Model Concept was introduced, allowing for
automated mesh area retrieval and mesh property assignment to predefined
areas. Such batch meshing is not only a prerequisite for optimization
loops but also for general efficiency increase in design processes. Reliable
automatic meshing with the possibility of corporate meshing rule definition
is a general difficulty found along the entire design process. Hence, the
Enriched CAD Model Concept together with the presented automation
framework may provide a further step towards general time reduction in
virtual continuous design verification.
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Figure 6.16: Automation framework for structure variation and evaluation in
industrial design processes



Chapter 7

Automated Industrial
Design Variation Process

In this chapter, the load case and results of automated topology variation
concerning pedestrian head impact performance on a passive aluminum
engine hood are presented and discussed. The exemplary search problem
is a proof of concept of a fully automated CAD-based topology variation
loop in an industrial environment.

7.1 Environment & Design Objectives

The introduced FEATOp, its extensions and batch meshing for comprehen-
sive process automation are included in a framework of different platforms,
CAE tools and massive parallel simulation. Each candidate solution gener-
ated by the EA is evaluated regarding N different impactor points, each
impactor point being a separate load case. The load cases are distributed
to CPU clusters for parallel processing (Figure 7.1).

Head impact simulation is performed by dynamic calculations on LS-
DYNA, using its include-file concept to remain flexible in material, impactor
mass and impactor position choice. Hence, the simulation input-data is a
combination of separate files containing hood assembly, material definitions,
impactor and main vehicle, which alleviates swapping between steel or
aluminum and the variation of impactor coordinates, mass and velocity
(Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.2: Separate include files combined to a simulation deck.

7.1.1 Load Case

Comprehensive design verification of an engine hood includes the sim-
ulation of a multitude of different criteria: pedestrian safety, buckling,
Noise/Vibration/Harshness (NVH)1, (torsional) stiffness etc. Obviously,
an omni- or even multi-criteria optimization would be utopia considering
the limited calculation resources and time. Hence, for the actual proof

1NVH includes all issues concerning audible and sensible vibration on the vehicle.
For design optimization, specific vibration modes are to be suppressed.
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Algorithm 5 Parallel Load Case Evaluation

1: Build CAD g → Dnew

2: Remesh the geometry
3: N = number of impactor positions
4: for i = 1 to N do
5: Create simulation input deck (impactor position i)
6: Send input deck to simulation tool
7: end for
8: while number of recovered results ≤ N do
9: Try to recover result

10: end while
11: Calculate fitness F(g) of individual g

of concept, the ’optimization’ was limited to a short search of suitable
topological structures considering the head impact performance introduced
in Subsection 6.1.2 and a certain rigidity of the hood. Starting from scratch,
i.e. an empty sub-structure, the task was to find good suggestions for the
chosen impactor points with the least possible calculation effort.

Generally, head impact performance is verified in up to several hun-
dred different locations on the engine hood [63]. Such a high number
of simulations for each candidate solution is still beyond any reasonable
calculation effort. Therefore, for the actual experimental setup, the number
of impactor points was heavily reduced to a few critical locations on the
border of the inner hood area (Figure 7.3). It is assumed that the outer
region of the hood has already been approved and that the inner area is
symmetric along the center line of the hood. To further reduce calculation
time, the HPC was only optimized for a child/small adult head (3.5kg2)
without considering the adult head (4.5kg).

Obviously, with such a degenerated load case, the resulting sub-structu-
re will be far from globally optimized. Nevertheless, if suitable structures
can be automatically found for the applied load cases, the applicability
of geometry-based topology variation as well as the automation of entire
and nowadays time-consuming manual industrial design processes would
be proven. The optimization problem can easily be extended to further
impactor points, different head sizes, and simulation disciplines if enough
calculation resources are provided.

2Phase II of [103] defines the child head as a 3.5kg impactor.
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Small Adult Head
v = 35km/h
m = 3.5kg

Phase 1 (2005)

L1
L2

L3 L4

L5

Figure 7.3: Applied impactor points for actual study case

7.1.2 Objective Function

From equation 6.1 it can be seen that either a small interval of [t1, t2], or a
sufficiently smooth deceleration result in a low HPC. With an objective
function simply considering the HPC value, the optimization run for the
applied impactor and velocity (Figure 7.3), tends to favor engine hood
sub-structures with very few pots. Apparently, for the considered impactor
positions, such structures yield the lowest HPC values. This may also be
due to the considered time interval being too small ([t1, t2] ≤ 15ms) to
detect secondary impacts on the rigid engine block elements below (Figure
7.4).

[t1,t2] with highest HPC: 12.2ms
max[t1,t2]: 15ms
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Figure 7.4: Delayed second peak due to secondary impact
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As such results do obviously not meet buckling and stiffness criteria,
the objective function has to be extended to force stiffer structure creation,
i.e. to force pot creation. Hence, although only focusing on the HPC
criterion, the question is raised, whether the stiffness criterion could also be
considered to a certain extent without additional FE-analyses. Recalling
the possibility of a small [t1, t2] interval to lower the HPC value, this may
provide an according option.

A resulting HPC based on such a small interval implies nothing else than
a sufficiently short and high deceleration of the head. This can obviously
only be achieved by a stiff impact structure, annihilating the main energy
right on impact by underlying pots. As a result, instead of directly lowering
the HPC value, t2 is minimized with the additional constraint of still valid
HPC values.

[t1,t2] with highest HPC: 15ms [t1,t2] with highest HPC: 11.06ms
HPC=675HPC=530
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Figure 7.5: Reduced interval [t1, t2] due to a stiffer pot structure

The applied objective function to the exemplary load case is therefore
composed of the primary objective to minimize t2 and the limiting constraint
of an HPC ≤ 700 for each considered impactor point i.

Φ(~p) =
∑
i

wTiDi(~p) +
∑
i

wHPCiDi(~p) (7.1)

With the according weights being wTi = 0.3 (to reduce t2) and wHPCi =
0.15 (to keep HPC ≤ 700).
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7.2 Results

Being a proof of concept for fully automated geometry-based structural
variation and evaluation in an industrial environment, the search runs were
carried out over very few generations (30 individuals, 30-40 generations).
The aim was to investigate the framework’s ability to automatically find
basic pot arrangements from scratch. The arrangements should roughly
meet the HPC requirements at the defined locations and consider the hood’s
rigidity to a certain extent.

The calculation effort for variation and evaluation of a candidate solution
(offspring creation in the EA is negligible) was composed as follows:

• CAD build-up on Windows XP, CATIA V5 R16, 2.13GHz, 2GB RAM
laptop: 10 minutes

• Meshing on Centos 5.1 Linux, Medina 8.1.5, 3GHz, two quad-core
CPUs, 16GB RAM: 4 minutes

• Parallel simulation of five impactors, each on Suse 9.1 Linux, LS-
DYNA mpp971.7600-1224, 2.4GHz, eight AMD dual-core CPUs, 2GB
RAM: 90 minutes

In a first series of search runs, the extended cumulative fitness function,
including the minimization of the [t1, t2] interval as objective and the HPC
value as limit constraint, was applied. All runs invariably resulted in very
few and rather stiff pots below the impactor points (Figure 7.6).

Impactor L4

Impactor L2

Figure 7.6: Pot distribution yielding a minimized [t1, t2] interval for the chosen
impactor points

To find a balance between a small time interval and the required HPC
limit, an adequate weighting ratio between the limit constraints and the
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design objectives would have been required. In addition, the optimization
run would have needed an excessive number of generations to achieve such
a balance for each impactor point.

An alternative was investigated by the additional inclusion of an ob-
jective to raise the number of pots. With such an explicit pressure on pot
insertion, the probability of a pot lying below or near an impactor point
was increased. In addition, the higher number of pots allowed to reduce the
weight for the minimum time interval objective in the cumulative fitness
function as the increasing number of pot entities automatically provided
a more rigid hood. As a result, slightly more emphasis was set to the
HPC limit constraints, yielding softer and a greater number of pots. The
arrangement displayed in Figure 7.7 shows already a good tendency towards
a suitable pot arrangement.

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L1
L2

L3 L4

L5              HPC     t2

L1 669 14.9ms

L2 586 15.9ms

L3 721 15.0ms

L4 309   6.6ms

L5 553 16.1ms

Figure 7.7: Increased pot number due to explicit pot number maximization
objective

Considering these results and tendencies, the following conclusions can
be drawn. The main difficulties regarding the optimization of an engine
hood’s head impact behavior are a suitable definition of the fitness function
and - as expected - the excessive calculation effort needed for evaluation.

Regarding the limited calculation resources, an alternative to arbitrary
pot variation and positioning is suggested by Weiss et al. [131]. Starting
from an initial arrangement on a stretchable grid instead of an ’empty’
sub-structure for arbitrary pot placement requires less free parameters
and less time to achieve a certain number of pots. However, the required
increase of included knowledge in the prototype again raises the question
about the trade-off between more flexibility and less calculation effort. This
question - among others - is subject to current investigations at Daimler
AG.
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Further on, with the findings gathered during these search runs, it seems
to be inevitable to explicitly include additional stiffness analyses into the
optimization run as the rigidity constraint cannot be entirely covered by
any form of fitness function solely based on the HPC equation. In addition,
for a full optimization, a greater number of impactor positions would have
to be considered, as mentioned before.

Nevertheless, the objectives, this section was aiming at, were successfully
covered:

• The geometry-based topology variation concept introduced in Part I
and extended in this part was successfully applied to highly complex
and multi-level real-world structures.

• The multi-purpose variable entity introduced in Section 6.2 provided
the required high flexibility for individually adapted pot entities.

• With the automated framework, a large number of candidate solutions
could be generated and evaluated, extracting suitable combinations
of a high number of free parameters and topological entities and
providing ready-to-use parametric CAD models.

Summarizing, although only touching the vast and highly complex
subject of head impact optimization, the automated framework and struc-
tural variation concept impressively showed their potential. They not only
allow for automated search and optimization runs but also enable exten-
sive (systematic) geometrical studies and structural variation possibilities,
unthinkable with the present manual iteration steps.

7.3 Summary and Conclusions

Concluding Part II, general findings, restrictions and suggestions for fur-
ther research in the field of geometry-based topology optimization in an
industrial environment will be outlined in this section.

In response to the particularly demanding challenges of an industrial
environment, this part was dedicated to the integration of a comprehensive
geometry-based structural variation and evaluation framework into corpo-
rate processes. With the aim to fully automate nowadays time-consuming
iteration steps between design and simulation engineers, dedicated concepts
were introduced to ensure corporate quality and design guidelines.
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The introduction of adaptive parameter limits and a highly efficient
collision check of variable features to FEATOp lead to a considerable
increase of feasible variants generated by the EA. This is essential regarding
the limited time and CPU resources in corporate environment.

With the Enriched CAD Model method, a further step towards fully
automated high-quality meshing was presented. The concept allows for
individual meshing property assignment to chosen areas and reliable re-
trieval of such areas in topologically altered structures. The presented
approaches are a trade-off between high preprocessing effort (UDF) and
low maintainability (CAA).

Focusing on the highly topical subject of pedestrian head impact, the
process automation framework was applied to the sub-structure of a passive
aluminum engine hood. For topology variation, a dedicated parametric-
associative variable feature was generated including reinforced cutout,
bumper structure, and single bent plates. Bearing three levels of variable
features, the multi-purpose structure was reduced to two levels to limit
the number of free parameters. With the parametric-associative CAD
prototype and the process automation framework, structural variation was
performed regarding the head impact performance (HPC) value at specific
critical points of the engine hood.

7.3.1 Conclusions

Considering the efforts undertaken to provide a reliable and robust fully
automated design optimization loop in an industrial environment, such
an approach is still highly experimental. Nevertheless, with this setup,
a further step towards efficient design verification and optimization has
been made. The framework is not CAD model specific and can be used for
’simple’ variant generation and evaluation as well as for entire optimization
loops.

The most critical part of geometry-based structural variation in an
industrial environment remains the availability of parametric-associative
and update-stable CAD models. Although CATIA V5 is widely used in
automotive and aerospace industry, such parametric-associative models are
rarely available for several reasons:

• Parametric associativity has to be already considered during the
build-up of the CAD model. However, the designer cannot possibly
know which parameters will be used for optimization.
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• CAD models undergo constant adaptations and changes under time
pressure - there is rarely time for thorough consideration of parameter
interdependencies.

• In history-based CAD software, it is impossible to keep a model fully
update-stable for any arbitrary parameter changes. Usually, it can
only be configured for limited variations.

Generally, to promote suitable parametric-associative models in indus-
trial design processes, closer collaboration between design and simulation
engineers would be necessary. Thus, before the build-up of a CAD model,
the free parameters should be defined in consideration of all - or the most
crucial - involved criteria of a later multi-criteria optimization.

However, the general difficulty of geometry-based topology variation
needing knowledge-rich initializations remains. This leads to the author’s
following reflections regarding the application of geometry-based structural
optimization to industrial processes:

• If the Master Model Concept is applied in the design process, it is
highly recommended to include parametric associativity into such
a model, considering the most relevant parameters. This requires
a higher design effort, however, as this model will be used as base-
model in the entire design process, it will easily return this effort
by facilitating further variation and optimization during the design
process. The application of geometry-based structural optimization to
such a CAD base-model is a further advantage as the solution is again
available as CAD model, which can be used for further simulation
processes.

• As geometry-based topology variation requires the definition of dedi-
cated variable features, the following guideline has to be considered.
The less is known about the appropriate shape of the variable fea-
ture, the more general it has to be designed and the higher is the
preprocessing effort to ensure update-stability.

• Update-stability remains the main issue in geometry-based variation.
The newly introduced adaptive parameter limits provide increased
robustness, however, they require higher preprocessing effort to define
the according formulas (knowledge augmentation).
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• The evaluation of topologically varied CAD structures in an opti-
mization loop remains time-consuming - especially for non-linear FE
analyses. Such optimization runs can only be carried out if large
CPU resources are available (e.g. during non-working hours) and if a
particularly stable framework for error-handling is provided.

Concluding, although the applicability of geometry-based topology op-
timization to an industrial environments could be proven, this field still
remains highly experimental. Nowadays CAE tools provide poor support
of any kind of process automation, which makes an additional framework
of tailored scripts necessary to ensure a robust automation/optimization
environment. In addition, the required large amounts of calculation re-
sources and the necessary fully parametric-associative CAD setup are
further essential factors to be considered for the application of automated
geometry-based structural variation in industrial standard design processes.

7.3.2 Research Needs

According to the findings of this experimental setup, several areas could be
identified where further research is needed. The recommendations rather
focus on suggestions for practical corporate applicability of the current
field of research.

Considering the main issue of update-stability, it might be well worth to
consider alternative non-history-based CAD tools being currently developed
and released (see Subsection 10.2.2). This may additionally reduce the
mentioned build-up effort of suitable CAD models.

To decrease the number of intermediate scripts managing the highly
heterogeneous landscape of CAE tools, an investigation about suitable
commercial managing software is recommended. Several tools such as LMS
OPTIMUS (LMS), Insight & Fiper (Dassault Systèmes), SimExpert (MSC)
provide interfaces for (optimization) process build-up and management. A
single tool with corresponding visualization and managing interfaces would
considerably enhance standardization and framework control.

With enough CPU resources for simulation, the CAD build-up time
may again become relevant for optimization duration. A further extension
of the FEATOp tool may therefore be the additional parallelization of CAD
build-ups. Due to the algorithm’s modularity, such an extension would be
a minor effort.

Additional difficulties, concerning general automated assessment of FE
simulations, are a suitable formulation and reliable detection of target
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values. For certain simulation disciplines, e.g. mode tracking in NVH, the
relevant values to assess candidate solutions can hardly be automatically
extracted. According concepts would extend the applicability of multi-
objective optimization.

Generally, omni-objective optimization of entire products (car, aircraft
etc.) still remains utopia for the reasons mentioned above. Nevertheless,
the application of the presented concepts to small-scale parts and even
assemblies in CAD has clearly been proven and is highly welcome in design
processes.

In Part III, a short outlook to the structure creation abilities of geometry-
based structure variation will be given. The aim is to provide a starting
point for further extensions of CAD-based structural variation and opti-
mization.



Part III

CAD-Based Structure
Creation





Chapter 8

Spline-Based CAD
Structures

This chapter gives an introduction to common spline-based structural opti-
mization methods and presents a new concept for advanced spline structure
optimization in CAD. The concept combines the idea of feature-based ge-
ometry variation from Part I with the setup of according spline-based CAD
structures, allowing for knowledge-lean initializations for geometry-based
structural optimization. The presented concepts are an outlook towards
geometry-based structure creation.

8.1 Introduction

In Parts I and II, geometry-based structural optimization was performed on
knowledge-rich initial CAD models. The parametric-associative base struc-
tures were highly constrained, allowing only for shape and size optimization
through parameter variation. Additional topology variation was performed
by adding and removing predefined - and thus also knowledge-rich and
highly constrained - parametric-associative variable entities.

Thus, although providing considerably extended search and solution
spaces through the newly introduced topology variation, the structure
creation capabilities of the geometry-based concept still remain very limited
due to these knowledge-rich initializations.

The main issue of such initializations (base structure and its variable
entities) is therefore the requirement that, on optimization problem setup,
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the rough shape of these structures has to be already known. As mentioned
in Subsection 7.3.1, the less is known about the optimum shape of the
variable entity, the more general it has to be defined and the higher is the
preprocessing effort to keep update-stability in history-based CAD-software.
Hence, variable entities are usually kept simple with few degrees of freedom
and thus again restricting search and solution spaces.

The aim of Part III, therefore, is to provide an outlook beyond the
optimization on knowledge-rich CAD initializations. Motivated through
the possibilities of spline-based shape optimization and the still unmatched
capabilities of FE-based topology creation, this part provides basic studies
and ideas as a further step towards geometry-based structure creation. The
purpose is not to introduce entirely new concepts for spline-based structural
optimization as such methods have been thoroughly investigated over the
last few years [41, 15, 68]. The focus is rather set on the combination of
spline-based continuous geometries, structural optimization and the newly
introduced feature-based topology variation on CAD structures in this
work. The resulting findings may provide a basis for further research and
applicability of CAD-based structural variation and creation.

8.1.1 Spline-Based Structural Optimization

Spline-based structural variation and optimization have long since been
applied for continuous structure handling [41, 61, 2, 16] and reduction of
design variables [15]. Apart from structural optimization through spline
variation, the spline concept has also been used for FE-to-CAD transition
of topologically optimized FE-structures (Subsection 2.1.1) [71, 60]. Leon
et al. [85] introduce the spline concept to FE-based topology optimization
in combination with morphing. As all boundary FE nodes are kept, CAD
spline control points can be directly linked to these nodes resulting in
automatic CAD update when changing the FE nodes’ positions. A simi-
lar approach using Fixed Grid FE-analyses was introduced by Garćıa and
Gonzalez [45]. Cervera and Trevelyan [25, 26] describe a hybrid optimization
approach in 2D and 3D applying FE-based topology optimization and using
adaptive spline curves to keep outer structure and inner hole boundaries
smooth.

The advantages of splines are therefore their smoothing and parameteri-
zation properties. Depending on their type (interpolating or approximating,
see Appendix C), their control points or the points of their according
control polygon can be parameterized and allow for parameter-based varia-
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tion [2]. Due to their boundary properties (C0-, C1-, and C2-continuity1),
they grant smooth contours, frequently required by CAD models, and are
therefore especially suitable for CAD-related structure variation.
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Figure 8.1: Spline-based data interpolation a) and control point approximation -
control polygon & B-spline b)

For purely spline-based topology optimization, Kim et al. [68] apply
closed B-spline curves for hole creation in addition to the boundary splines
defining the structure’s shape. Keller [64] introduces a graph-based method
applying spline and control point number variation for 2D TOD.

Initial Boundary
of Design Domain, γ

Control Points

γ

γHole

Spline

Control
Polygon

Figure 8.2: Spline-based topology optimization [68]

Apart from Keller’s method, such spline-based structural optimization
is usually based on a fixed number of control points for each spline. Hence,
either a higher number of control points than possibly needed has to be
defined prior to the optimization run or the number of necessary points
has to be determined through dedicated reduction procedures [16].

Thus, with the newly available possibility of adding and subtracting
general CAD features - hence, splines and their control points as well -

1C0 = positional continuity, coinciding end points;
C1 = tangential continuity, identical tangent at breakpoint;
C2 = curvature continuity, identical curvature at breakpoint.
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the actual FEATOp algorithm provides a suitable tool to extend such
spline-based structural variation and to generally introduce spline-based
structural optimization into commercial CAD tools.

8.1.2 Control Point Feature Variation

Introducing the spline concept into CAD tools, the shape and topology of
such a CAD geometry are rendered considerably more flexible. Instead of
assembling knowledge-rich - and thus highly constrained - variable features
to a final geometry, the inner and outer boundaries of the initial design space
are varied before filling it with isotropic material (Figure 8.2). The amount
of necessary knowledge for the initial structure is considerably reduced,
which further extends the search and solution spaces for geometry-based
structure variation up to actually allowing for structure creation.

The idea is to use the cubic or quintic interpolation splines of CATIA
V5 to define the boundaries of the continuous initial design space in CAD
and to fill the space with a homogeneous material. Such an initial design
space is nothing else than the continuous counterpart to the discrete design
space used in FE-based topology optimization. However, instead of deleting
finite elements or reducing their density, the design space boundaries are
adapted and holes, created by closed splines, may be inserted to alter shape
and topology of the filled design space (Figure 8.3).

a) b)

Figure 8.3: Scheme of FE-based a) and spline-based b) topology variation
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The initial design space is simply defined by corner points marking the
maximum extension of the initial search space. Two neighboring corner
points are linked by splines resulting in linear boundary segments. Hence,
only the starting and end points of the splines are set without any intermedi-
ate control points. Such points are later inserted during optimization using
the feature-based structural variation concept (Subsection 2.1.2). Each
such control point is a variable feature that can be inserted (or deleted) to
allow for a varying spline shape complexity. As a result, a more and more
developed and adapted spline structure is created (Figure 8.4).

Spline.1CtrlPoint.1 CtrlPoint.2

Initial Design Space

new CtrlPoint.5
new CtrlPoint.6

Optimized Structure

F FF

Figure 8.4: Initial design space and adapted space through control point insertion

Splines in CATIA V5

CATIA V5 provides the according interpolation splines and their control
points as separate parametric features, which alleviates their access via
the specification tree. The control points are simple points in 3D space,
connected by a spline curve. They are included in a list of control points
of the spline feature, and connected according to their sequence in this
list. Therefore, when adding a new control point, its position in the list is
essential for the shape of the spline (Figure 8.5).

The 3D splines used in this project are of cubic or quintic type, de-
pending on whether additional tangency constraints are applied or not.
Generally, CATIA V5 provides different types of splines in its workbenches.
The GSD workbench uses common interpolation spline features or Non-
Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) curves and faces for free-form sweep
and fill operations. In the Freestyle Shaper (FSS) workbench, Non-Uniform
Polynomial B-Splines (NUPBS) are used, a non-rational spline type with
control point changes having global effects on the curve. A more detailed
description about general spline types and further CATIA spline distinction
is given in Appendix C.
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Point.1

Point.2

Point.4Point.3

List of Control Points

Figure 8.5: 3D spline in CATIA V5 and its specification tree representation

According to the idea of feature-based spline point variation (Figure
8.4), CAD-based shape variation can then be performed as shown in Figure
8.6.

Start_Point.5

End_Point.5

Start_Point.5

End_Point.5

var_Point.1

Initial Spline-Based CAD Model Varied Spline-Based CAD Model

Figure 8.6: Spline-based shape variation in CAD (CATIA V5)

However, although providing a suitable specification tree representation,
CATIA V5 spline features yield several issues concerning curve control.
Due to the fact that the curves are of interpolating character and thus do
not provide a control polygon for manipulation, the curve behavior becomes
hardly predictable on interpolation point variation. Too close points or
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New Point.2

New Point.1

Figure 8.7: Uncontrolled spline behavior due to badly placed control points

too abrupt direction changes may result in uncontrolled break-outs along
the entire curve yielding invalid or unnecessarily complex CAD structures
(Figure 8.7). For this reason, careful setting of every point’s position
parameters is required.

The following section, therefore, presents an additional extension to
the FEATOp algorithm to generally increase parameter variation control
and thus to reduce spline curve break-outs on control point insertion or
variation.

8.2 Constraining Spline Curve Behavior

As CATIA V5 does not provide a parameterized control polygon that binds
the spline to its convex hull, control points lying directly on the spline
curve have to be varied. This inevitably leads to a hardly controllable curve
behavior. Always considering its C2 continuity, the curve may show break-
outs due to badly placed control points (Figure 8.7). Such behavior may
lead to invalid CAD structures and does not meet the causality criterion
(small changes in genotype should lead to small changes in phenotype) for
efficient optimization.

8.2.1 Point Position Variation Control

To lower the possibility of excessive spline curve break-outs on control
point variation or insertion, a dedicated parameter variation of the point’s
positioning parameters is required. Hence, a concept is needed to roughly
consider the neighborhood of the current point to be varied, i.e. its
neighboring interpolation points, to keep the varied position values close to
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the values of the neighboring points. As a result, considering the already
existing points’ positions when varying the actual point, would favor a
smooth curve behavior.

The required algorithm, thus, has to be able to sequentially vary these
interpolation points, always considering the previous, i.e. the already varied
points, to restrict the variation limits for the new location of the next point
(Figure 8.8).

Global Upper Limit

Global Lower Limit

Local Limit Box

Global Upper Limit

Global Lower Limit

a) b)

Figure 8.8: Global parameter limits a) and improved curve behavior through
local sequential limits b)

A more general formulation, not only restricted to spline control points,
would incorporate the possibility to retrieve any sequence of variable entities
of equal type in the CAD model and to equally adapt the limits of their
according sequential parameters.

For spline control points, Lee et al. [84] introduce an approach using
a Move Ranges definition for each control point. The ranges are based
on a predefined formula including the distance to the neighboring control
points and thus defining dependent upper and lower parameter limits for
the according coordinate variation. The actual concept is roughly based on
this approach, however, considering generalization to any variable feature
and the additional insertion and deletion of such variable entities, further
dedicated constraint handling is required.

Sequential Dynamic Parameter Limits

Resorting to the introduced interdependent parameter limits in Subsection
6.3.1, the concept is extended to sequential parameter limits. Initially only
considering interdependent parameters of the same variable feature, the
extension allows for parameter limit adaptation in reference to parameters
of preceding variable features of equal type.
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Thus, prior to the variation of such a sequential parameter, its upper
and lower limits are adapted considering the already set values of the same
parameters below preceding variable features of equal type. The parameter
value may then be varied between the new limits. Applying this procedure,
global limits, i.e. the global maximum and minimum values, of a parameter
can be defined as well as the dynamic and sequentially dependent local
limits (Figure 8.9).

Global Upper Limit

Global Lower Limit

Adapted Limit of CtrlPt 3

Adapted Limit of CtrlPt 3
CtrlPt 1

CtrlPt 2 CtrlPt 3
LowLim CtrlPt 2 UpLim CtrlPt 2

LowLim CtrlPt 3 UpLim CtrlPt 3

CtrlPt 1
(x,y,z)

CtrlPt 2
(x,y,z)

CtrlPt 3
(x,y,z)

Value variation

Value variation

Value variation

Limit adaptation

Limit adaptation

LowLim CtrlPt 1 UpLim CtrlPt 1

Figure 8.9: Local limits defined by previous control point and according sequen-
tial parameter variation scheme

The definition of these global and local limits is done during the op-
timization problem setup using according formulas or fix values (Figure
8.10). As the control points are inserted into the spline feature’s list of
control points according to their numbering, their sequence for the adaptive
parameter limits is also given through their numbering. The first control
point substitutes the according ’var ’-reference in the formula for local
limits by its initial value (Figure 8.10).

Spline_Cube\Spline_shape\Spline.1\var_Point_1.1\X | "var_Point_1.1"-10.0;"var_Point_1.1"+30.0 | 20.0 | 0.0 | 60.0 

Spline_Cube\Spline_shape\Spline.1\var_Point_1.1\X | 20.0-10.0; 20.0+30.0 | 45.0 | 0.0 | 60.0

Spline_Cube\Spline_shape\Spline.1\var_Point_1.2\X | 45.0-10.0; 45.0+30.0 | 37.0 | 0.0 | 60.0 

Parameter Name Local Lower Limit Local Upper Limit (Initial) Value Global Low-Limit Global Up-Limit

10.0 ≤ new value ≤ 50.0

35.0 ≤ new value ≤ 60.0 (global upper limit)

Prototype:

Instantiated Point 1:

Instantiated Point 2:

Figure 8.10: Extract of the text file containing the CAD prototype and according
parameter limits
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Control Point Assignment

As the correct assignment of control points to the spline feature is software-
dependent - in this case adapted to CATIA V5 - this extension is only
shortly described. The order of the spline feature’s list of control points
provides the sequence according to which the control points are connected
by the spline. Thus, keeping the starting and end point and guaranteeing
a sequence that coincides with the interpolation points’ positions between
these fix first and last points is essential.

The according algorithm is included in the HBS - as it is part of the
CAD phenotype build-up - and is combined with the already implemented
procedure to update CATIA operations containing lists of variable entities
(Appendix A.1.2). The lists of such operations, e.g. Join, have to be
updated during the CAD build-up if additional variable features of the
same type are inserted into the specification tree. This concept was extended
by the consideration of the sequence of variable features to be added to
such an operation.

List of Control Points List of Control Points

Figure 8.11: Spline list with starting and end point a) and with additional
intermediate control points b)

Having added further curve behavior control through sequential local
parameter limit restriction and a dedicated variable feature list update,
according optimization runs in CAD can be performed.

In the following chapter, two basic setups for advanced spline-based
shape variation and multi-level structure creation will be presented. The
examples will provide basic findings concerning behavior and main issues
of such advanced geometry-based structural optimization.



Chapter 9

CAD Spline Structure
Variation

In this chapter, basic case studies are presented to indicate the possibilities
and restrictions of advanced CAD-based spline structure variation. In
addition to a general outlook towards geometry-based structure creation, the
sections provide alternative suggestions for the specific issue of controllable
spline variation in CAD space.

9.1 Study Cases

The presented study cases in this section are run on very basic and aca-
demical CAD structures. The aim is to investigate optimization run and
structural behavior, applicability, and effectiveness of geometry-based struc-
tural optimization using CAD spline curves. According findings will provide
a basis for further research and application of this highly experimental ap-
proach towards geometry-based structure creation. The used CAD software
is again CATIA V5.
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9.1.1 Single-Level Volume Optimization

This study case was set up according to a similar example used in FE-
based topology optimization by the Frauenhofer-ITWM1 - with slightly
different boundary conditions at the bottom and a facial instead of a point
force. The aim was to investigate the ability of geometry-based feature
variation to operate on comparatively knowledge-lean initializations of 3D
solid structures. Although actually not being topology but rather advanced
spline shape optimization, the current case is suitable to investigate the
method’s extended capabilities for structural variation using CAD spline
features.

source: ITWM

Figure 9.1: FE-based topology optimization of a cube with top load (Frauenhofer-
ITWM)

The optimization problem setup was performed as described in Section
4.2. The CAD prototype is a continuous design space volume defined by
cubic spline curves, which define the according faces bounding the volume.
The volume is the continuous counterpart to the discretized initial design
space used in FE-based topology optimization. Each spline edge contains
an according variable control point prototype to be instantiated N times
during optimization to allow for more complex spline shapes than the initial
straight lines in the prototype.

The CAD model is single-leveled regarding the levels of variable features:
only the number of control points is to be varied on each spline, whereas
the number of splines is kept constant. To reduce calculation time, x-
and y-axis symmetries were considered, resulting in a quarter of the final
structure. As further symmetry can be used on this quarter, only half of
the quarter was subjected to spline point variation (Figure 9.2).

1Frauenhofer Institut für Techno- und Wirtschaftsmathematik: http://www.itwm.

fhg.de/sks/projects/sks_structo/topo/topo.php

http://www.itwm.fhg.de/sks/projects/sks_structo/topo/topo.php
http://www.itwm.fhg.de/sks/projects/sks_structo/topo/topo.php
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Movable Spline Start & End Points
Intermediate Spline Control Points

var_Point_2.1var_Point_4.1

var_Point_9.1

var_Point_10.1

Point.9

Point.5

Point.3

Point.1

symmetry Point Name  Free Coordinates

Point.1   Z
Point.3   Y, Z
Point.5   Y
Point.9   X, Y

var_Point_2.1  X, Y, Z
var_Point_4.1  X, Y, Z
var_Point_9.1  X, Y, Z
var_Point_10.1 X, Y

Y

Z

X

Figure 9.2: Cube: CAD prototype, variable control points and free parameters

Because the analysis workbench of CATIA V5 only allows for load and
restraint application on static boundary representations of the CAD geome-
try (faces, edges), the according areas are not to be modified. CATIA V5
uses non-static naming of boundary representations and therefore changes
the name, i.e. the reference used by the load and restraint components,
upon each change of the face. Thus, static face patches had to be defined
for the top force application area, the bottom fixation, and the lateral
sliders substituting the rest of the symmetric structure (Figure 9.3).

To control curve behavior (Section 8.2), the global and local upper and
lower limits had to be carefully defined. Using the newly added sequential
parameter consideration, the intermediate, i.e. the variable control points,
are kept roughly between the start and end point positions with slight
variations (Figure 9.4).

The optimization run was then performed using the FEATOp tool,
applying minimum energy as design objective and a mass restriction to 10%
of the initial design space. There was no buckling considered to simplify
the optimization run.

As shown in Figures 9.5 and 9.6, the structure development is mainly
driven by the aim to reduce the mass from 100% to the 10% fraction of the
initial design space. However, the design objective (keeping the deformation
energy at a minimum) still successfully guides the shape towards optimum
force flows and thus drives the resulting structure towards the roughly
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F = 7·106 N/m2

A = 1.6·10-3 m2

40mm
40mm

40mm

40
0m

m

200mm

200mm
R=30mm

30mm

Figure 9.3: Load case and static facial patches

Local Upper Limit for var_Point.2

Local Lower Limit for var_Point.2

var_Point.1

var_Point.2

Start Point

End Point

Figure 9.4: Local limit definitions and resulting CAD spline

expected shape for the applied load case (Figure 9.1). Due to the rather
simple structure, few interpolation points had to be inserted to adapt the
boundary splines - generally one point per spline.

A particularly interesting development can be observed between energy,
mass and fitness development from the beginning of the optimization
run to generations 70 to 86 (Figures 9.5 and 9.6). While considerable
mass changes are required at the beginning to compensate the penalty of
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Figure 9.5: Cube: optimized CAD structure and fitness development
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Figure 9.6: Cube: mass and energy development during structural optimization
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energy increase, the large energy peak from generation 82 to 83 is easily
compensated by a relatively moderate mass reduction. This behavior clearly
reflects the characteristics of the applied modified fitness rating functions
for constraints. The initial functions introduced by König [72] were designed
to operate on populations yielding constraint and objective values within
a reasonable range of the optimum value - hence the requirement to have
a good idea of Climit, Ctarget, etc. (Appendix E.1). If the values lie far
outside such a range, no gradient for the respective constraint is available
anymore. Thus, the according constraint rating remains constant and
the other constraints and objectives are optimized possibly at the cost of
further deterioration of the actual component. To prevent such a behavior,
the rating functions had to be slightly modified by adding a gradient for
any point in the function (Appendix E.2). The effect of these modified
functions can now be clearly seen. Starting at a point far outside the
allowed mass value range of Climit = 0.1 · 43.2kg = 4.32kg, the mass rating
function has only a slight gradient to indicate the direction towards the
valid range. This means, that - if the mass is lowered - the increase in
the energy objective penalty has to be compensated by a large enough
mass reduction. Thus, the EA continuously approaches the valid area of
the mass limit constraint by losing considerable weight and keeping the
energy increase at a minimum - the fitness changes only slightly. Finally, at
generation 83, the EA has reached the valid range where the mass penalty
gradient is much higher. This means that a further step towards Climit
easily compensates the penalty of even a large energy increase. Hence
the peak, which is rapidly mitigated again through further optimization
between generations 85 and 86.

An according suggestion towards higher convergence efficiency through a
more suitable constraint rating function is provided by Giger [48]. Through
the increase of the weight factor of a constraint violating a limit, the opti-
mization algorithm temporarily receives a stronger focus on this constraint.
For the present case, this means that also small mass reductions may
compensate temporary energy increases due to a possibly higher penalty
weight of the mass constraint.

Although an acceptable result was achieved, the optimization on such
a structure revealed further issues. Despite the application of spline point
variation control (Section 8.2), still a high rate of infeasible individuals could
be observed due to the mentioned hardly predictable interpolation curve
behavior. This high sensitivity can be found again in large fluctuations of
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the average population fitness (Figure 9.5). Furthermore, the FE-solver
of CATIA V5 tends to remain in eternal mesh adaptation loops if heavily
distorted geometry is submitted to FE-analyses, which requires several
interruptions and restarts of the optimization run.

Nevertheless, with the achieved optimum structure, the applicability
of the introduced geometry-based optimization concept to comparatively
knowledge-poor initializations could be proven. The optimization is ob-
viously able to add as many additional interpolation points as needed to
achieve the optimum spline shapes. Thus, geometry-based advanced spline
shape optimization could be successfully introduced into commercial CAD
tools.

This concept may be further extended by the introduction of variable
hole features, allowing for additional topology optimization. These hole fea-
tures may be basic cylindrical shapes or even closed splines (see Figure 8.2).
Their number and position can be varied during optimization according to
the general feature-based topology variation concept described in Parts I
and II. However, although such topology variation on the knowledge-poor
initialization of the 3D cube would be the final step towards geometry-based
structure creation, this subject will not be further addressed here. Instead,
the focus is set on the investigation of interpolation point and spline number
variation - a general multi-level issue not only arising when inserting spline
holes but also when generally extending the degrees of freedom in shape
optimization.

The next subsection will therefore investigate this multi-level issue on
a very basic sheet geometry, including basic topology variation through
simple hole insertion.

9.1.2 Multi-Level Sheet Variation

The multi-level case was set up as a second investigative example aiming
towards sheet structure optimization. Recalling the need of an already
highly developed engine hood base structure for pot entity distribution in
Part II, an earlier step in the design process may be the generation of such
an optimized base structure. Equally, it may be well worth to investigate
the general creation of reinforced sheets modifying their proper structure.
Hence, the actual academical load case is dedicated to the creation of such
an optimized sheet structure applying two levels of variable features. The
number of splines defining the face may be varied as well as their number
of intermediate control points. A variable number of holes was additionally
allowed to provide a possibility for material removal.
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a) b)

var_Hole.1

Distributed Force: 26.59N/m2

Figure 9.7: CAD prototype a) and load case b) for sheet structure optimization

The aluminum plate is loaded with a facial distribution force of 26.59 N
m2 ,

simulating its weight, and a line force of 19.62Nm at its free end. The design
objectives were chosen to be deformation energy and mass minimization.

In Figures 9.8 and 9.9, the results of an exemplary run are shown.
The algorithm initially favors deformation energy reduction until a certain
threshold is reached. In the subsequent iterations, a Pareto-frontier between
minimum mass and energy is searched, slowly lowering both values. The
resulting geometry - after several generations without further improvement
- is obviously not (easily) manufacturable. This clearly shows the trade-off
between knowledge-rich and knowledge-poor initializations. Allowing for
greater flexibility in structural variation, usually implies less control over
manufacturability and validity of the optimized structure.

Concluding this section, two study cases were investigated regarding
the advanced shape and basic topology creation capabilities of geometry-
based structure variation using spline curves for continuous design space
definition. The cases proved the advanced shape optimization ability
of CAD-based structural variation on knowledge-lean initializations as
a further step towards geometry-based structure creation. However, the
concept implies several issues mainly resulting from the fact that CATIA
V5 uses interpolating instead of control point based approximating splines.
This leads to a hardly controllable curve behavior and extremely high rates
of invalid CAD structures, which are increased if solid structures are built
from NURBS surfaces, resulting in further unpredictable behavior of the
geometry.
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Figure 9.8: Sheet: optimized CAD structure and fitness development
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Figure 9.9: Sheet: energy and mass development during structural optimization
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9.2 Alternative CAD Spline Control

Considering the findings of the previous section, it would be neglectful
not to provide further thoughts about alternative spline curve variation
possibilities in CATIA V5. This section, therefore, provides according ideas
for further research as a starting point for projects involving CATIA-related
spline-based structure variation.

9.2.1 ASCII-Based Control Polygon Variation

As the main issue in CATIA’s GSD workbench is the lack of a (parameter-
ized) control polygon to encapsulate the curve and prevent curve break-outs,
the definition of such a polygon might be of first priority.

Although the FSS workbench temporarily provides such a polygon for
interactive curve manipulation, it is neither displayed in CAD space nor
accessible through the specification tree after exiting the curve edition
mode.

3D Curve.1 (Spline)

Control Polygon

Polygon Control Points

Figure 9.10: Control polygon in the CATIA V5 FSS workbench for curve
manipulation

There is, however, a workaround via non-parametric geometry. Exami-
ning the spline description in a STEP file written by CATIA, the parametric
interpolation spline is converted into a B-spline with an according control
polygon. If the STEP file is again imported into CATIA, the former spline
control points are non-parametric simple points lying on the curve, without
any linkage and significance anymore to the curve itself.

Hence, focusing on the created control polygon in the STEP file, the
according polygon points may be altered through simple parameter varia-
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a) b)

Figure 9.11: Parametric geometry a) and imported non-parametric spline curve
with points

Control Polygon Points

Former Spline Control Points

Control Polygon Points Knot Multiplicity Knot Vector

Figure 9.12: Spline description in STEP, including newly generated control
polygon points

tion. Such altered files can be again imported in CATIA (Figure 9.13) to
display the modified curve - the initial parametric interpolation points are
not used anymore.

Imported Modi�ed Control Polygon

Imported Modi�ed B-Spline

Initial Parametric Spline

Modi�ed Control Point

Figure 9.13: Robust curve shape change due to polygon point variation
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Such parameter variation may be done by any available EA or other
variation algorithms. The approach may even be extended to the variation of
the number of polygon points, simply inserting or deleting according ASCII
lines in the STEP file for additional points. A dedicated file format handling
would then be necessary to grant valid STEP files to be imported into
CATIA. Such an approach, however, is not anymore based on specification
trees (Parts I and II) and requires an accordingly adapted optimization
algorithm. Nevertheless, it may be a considerably more robust alternative
to the parametric spline control point variation.

9.2.2 CAA-Based Spline Variation

A further possibility for more robust spline variation may be given by the
CAA RADE interface of CATIA V5. The interface grants access to the
core structures of the CATIA Geometric Modeler (CGM) - amongst others,
to the underlying mathematical descriptions of curves and splines. This
approach again differs from the feature-based concept introduced in this
work and requires an accordingly tailored optimization algorithm.

Using classes such as CATSplineCurve, CATNurbsCurve, and CATKnot-

Vector, the user may retrieve all needed information to mathematically
describe the actual curve. As a result, shape variation can be performed
directly via the mathematical equations, which may be easier to monitor.

However, for this approach, the expensive CAA RADE environment is
needed as well as sound knowledge of C++ and CAA. Nevertheless, the
CGM offers a vast variety of interfaces for direct geometrical manipulation
and information retrieval. Such access to mathematical descriptions of
geometrical CAD objects may even provide a possibility to link CAD with
current structural variation methods carried out on rather mathematical
than CAD models [61, 64].

9.3 Summary and Conclusions

In this final part, general investigations concerning advanced geometry-
based shape variation were conducted on knowledge-lean initializations,
providing a further step towards geometry-based structure creation. With
the introduction of spline-based CAD models, considerably less restricted
structural variation than using predefined and highly constrained variable
features (Parts I and II) could be performed.
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In CATIA V5, the spline curve and its interpolated control points are
represented in the specification tree, which allows the application of the
introduced feature-based structural variation concept, varying the number
of splines and control points. The optimization results of the described
study cases prove the general applicability of geometry-based structural
variation using knowledge-lean initializations and commercial CAD tools.

However, as the spline interpolation points are manipulated instead of
an according control polygon, the spline curve behavior may become highly
unpredictable. The curve is not constrained through the convex hull of
the polygon and may thus result in break-outs to meet the C2 continuity
requirements of two neighboring curve segments.

Through the addition of dynamic sequential parameter limits to define
locally dependent ranges for parameter variation, curve control could be
enhanced. Nevertheless, especially in volumetric structures, defined by
spline face boundaries, the rate of invalid variants remains extremely high
due to additional facial intersections. As the faces are automatically created
between the spline curves, too strong curvature may result in even heavier
distorted surfaces intersecting with other neighboring facial boundaries of
the volumetric structure.

A further issue results from the rather uncommon and possibly inappro-
priate shapes generated through spline variation. The included CATIA V5
meshing algorithm in the FE-analysis workbench tends to remain in eternal
mesh adaptation loops for too narrow or small areas in the volumetric
body.

Hence, considering these issues, the optimization effort, and the rather
average results, general application of such feature-based structural varia-
tion may currently not be the appropriate approach for spline structure
optimization in CATIA V5. Although the applicability of geometry-based
structural variation to knowledge-lean initializations could be proven, it
is not yet recommended for other than experimental application. More
suitable approaches for CAD-based structural optimization may be the
concepts outlined in Section 9.2 serving as a basis for further research
projects.

Concluding, the application of the feature-based variation concept to
spline structures provides a considerable step towards geometry-based
structural creation. Even though further research is needed for compre-
hensive application of this concept, it provides a new level of flexibility for
geometry-based structure optimization on CAD models.





Chapter 10

Conclusions and
Prospects

In this final chapter, the conducted research and according findings are
recalled. The thesis is concluded with suggestions to a number of research
subjects to provide a starting point for further exploration of the highly
topical and challenging field of geometry-based structural optimization.

10.1 Conclusions

In the presented work, a new concept to introduce geometry-based structural
topology optimization on CAD models has been designed and implemented.
The concept is based on specification trees, which are provided by commer-
cial CAD software as an abstract representation of the geometric model.
Through these trees, sub-components, i.e. features, of the model can easily
be retrieved and manipulated (inserted, deleted or exchanged), resulting
in the desired topological changes. Thus, through the automation of such
tree manipulations, the state-of-the-art parameter-based shape and size
variation of CAD models could be significantly extended by feature-based
topology variation. This extension provides a new level of flexibility and
finally allows for comprehensive CAD-based structural optimization with
the unique benefit of optimized ready-to-use parametric-associative CAD
models. Considering current corporate efforts towards increased virtual
testing and product optimization on such CAD models, the introduction
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of such an extended concept for comprehensive CAD-based optimization
provides a considerable step towards extensive design process automation.

With the introduction of such an extended structural variation method
using non-standard tree representations, a new optimization algorithm
concept became necessary and, at the same time, entirely new approaches
for design process automation became available. In Parts I and II, therefore,
these new requirements and possibilities were exploited.

Part I outlined the complete implementation of the automated CAD-
based topology, shape, and size optimization concept using commercial
CAD tools. Furthermore, a dedicated CAD software-independent EA-
based optimization algorithm was designed, operating on abstract directed
mathematical graphs.

To link EA and CAD spaces, a sophisticated representation concept
was introduced allowing for arbitrary user-defined CAD structures to be
automatically read, varied, and rebuilt in CAD. Thus, a highly flexible and
dynamic framework was provided, combining a knowledge-augmented graph
representation with the required adaptive genotype-phenotype mapping
algorithm (HBS & STO). The STO module is able to interpret any
user-defined CAD model through its unique dynamic retrieval method
to recover the needed build-up information from the prototype geometry
during phenotype creation. Using a Docking Marker concept for node
distinction in the abstract graph representation, no fixed tree structure
is required anymore. This allows for virtually any graph node, i.e. the
corresponding feature node in the CAD specification tree, to be treated as
variable entity and thus provides highest possible flexibility for CAD-based
structure variation.

Including the HBS in an adapted ES framework with smart GP opera-
tors, an experimental tool (FEATOp) was set up. The tool was extended
by a dedicated handling of parameter and feature variation probabilities
(CoDAMP) and new approaches for parameter pre-conditioning. This suc-
cessfully increased the optimization algorithm’s efficiency by considerably
reducing the required population sizes for the EA and thus lowering the
number of costly FE-analyses.

The tool was designed on a highly modular level in order to facili-
tate later inclusion of additional components such as new operators and
evaluation result post-processing.

With the focus on the build-up of a general experimental optimization
algorithm for the newly introduced non-standard representation, high-
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quality meshing and evaluation process automation were considered to
be of second priority. The evaluation of simple benchmark CAD models
directly in CATIA V5 made an according automation framework obsolete.

However, to incorporate such geometry-based structural optimization
into industrial design processes, evaluation process automation, data re-
liability and the inclusion of existing commercial CAE tools are essential
issues. Moreover, the time-consuming manual steps in nowadays design
processes have to be completely automated. In Part II, therefore, solutions
for general design process automation were presented along with the trans-
fer of the concepts from Part I to a real-world industrial design process.
Considering head impact performance of selected areas of an engine hood,
according approaches to a fully automated CAD variation and evaluation
loop were presented.

Introducing a new multi-functional parametric-associative variable entity
to be inserted into the engine hood for topology variation, revealed the
necessity of additional extensions for the FEATOp tool to be applied to
complex real-world structures. To considerably increase the validity rate
of generated candidate solutions, a highly sophisticated parameter limit
handling through dynamic formulas and efficient genotype-based collision
detection were introduced.

Based on the Enriched CAD Model concept, a new approach towards
automated high-quality meshing - an ever since unresolved issue with high
time-saving potential in general process automation - was provided.

Applying the extended FEATOp tool and the dedicated prototype
to head impact considerations, according topological suggestions for the
selected areas on the engine hood could be found. With this result, the ap-
plicability of the introduced geometry-based topology optimization concept
to real-world structures and a highly heterogeneous industrial environment
could be successfully proven. Furthermore, essential solutions for general
design process automation, such as automated CAD model variation and
high-quality meshing could be provided.

Concluding the work, in Part III, an outlook to further possibilities of
geometry-based structural variation was given. With the introduction of
spline-based structures, the search and solution spaces could be further
widened, allowing for knowledge-lean initializations. Hence, with this
outlook, a further step towards geometry-based structure creation was
introduced, outlining difficulties and restrictions as a basis for further
research projects.
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10.2 Prospects of Geometry-Based
Structural Optimization

Considering recent corporate developments towards entirely CAD-based
design processes and an increasing number of highly sophisticated CAE
tools, geometry-based structural optimization bears high time-saving and
economic potential. Its applicability to standard CAE tools and the ready-
to-use optimized CAD models are a major advantage.

However, being a rather new field of application, geometry-based, i.e.
feature-based, topology optimization and non-standard representations in
EA still bear several issues. Although a highly flexible and general opti-
mization tool is provided by the FEATOp algorithm and its incorporated
concepts and approaches, much work remains to be done in this particular
field as well as in general industrial design process automation. Insights into
real-world design processes during the current project equally revealed the
complexity of such processes as well as basic needs that would considerably
reduce time-to-market. The presented issues and conclusions were drawn
from the author’s own experience and are suggestions for further research
in the current field of activity.

10.2.1 Industrial Design Process

Basic difficulties of nowadays design processes are among others: redundant
work, limited communication, incomplete information, and the difficulty to
introduce new concepts into standard processes. Considering especially the
needed parametric-associative CAD models for geometry-based optimiza-
tion - parameter or/and topology optimization - such models do scarcely
exist in nowadays design processes. Although powerful CAE tools are
available, little of their potential is actually used due to a simple lack of
knowledge, time pressure during build-up, and the lack of communication.
The setup of such a dedicated CAD model would require thorough commu-
nication between design and simulation engineers to identify the variable
parameters, which in turn leads to more time effort during build-up.

To introduce geometry-based optimization into standard design pro-
cesses, therefore, a revision of the currently rather separated view of design
and simulation tasks might be necessary. Design and simulation are not
two separate processes, they are strongly interconnected and may both be
summarized under the more general term of (Optimum) Design Creation. A
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stronger linkage between these two engineering fields is essential, supported
by corresponding management and automation software.

A major issue concerning such linkage in efficient design process au-
tomation remains the automated high-quality meshing. This stage of the
design process bears enormous time-saving potential. However, there are
presently no reliable methods and no specific criteria available for com-
prehensive automated mesh quality assessment and, thus, to efficiently
verify automatically generated meshes. Each mesh is still manually revised
and corrected. A first step to alleviate such automation is provided by
the Enriched CAD Model concept. Nevertheless, the definition of general
mesh quality assessment criteria would be a decisive step towards reliable
automated mesh generation and control.

The general difficulty to introduce any new optimization and automation
methods into industrial standard processes is very accurately summarized
by Lobenwein and Quadbeck [88]:

These [optimization] methods, however, have one common agony; it
takes time to apply these new techniques, but even more time to overcome
ones own indolence and standard processes.

10.2.2 Geometry-Based Structural Optimization

With the focus on geometry-based structural optimization, this work pre-
sents an optimization concept yielding ready-to-use CAD models without
the need of further post-processing. However, operating on such highly
constrained CAD models implies a considerable preprocessing effort, several
issues during structural variation, and restrictions concerning search and
solution spaces.

The main issues by operating on history-based CAD software remain
update-stability and the possibly large time effort for model update during
genotype-phenotype mapping. As every operation in the tree is based
on historically preceding operations and features, slightest changes at the
beginning of the tree have to be propagated through the entire structure
and may cause update errors with high probability. Recently developed
technologies and upcoming CAD tools may provide an alternative to such
highly constrained structures. Siemens/UGS introduced Synchronous Tech-
nology1 in May 2008, which works entirely history-free and still provides

1http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/campaigns/breakthrough/

http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/campaigns/breakthrough/
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full parametric associativity [31]. A similar concept has been announced by
LEDAS for 2009, referred to as Variational Approach2 [129]. Both concepts
would considerably reduce preprocessing effort by alleviating posterior
parameterization of the existing geometrical model. New parameters are
included directly on the boundary representation of the according sub-
components without considering their entire build-up history.

A further issue in CAD and abstract graph handling is the trade-off
between generality in application and maintainability of the STO. In the
current work, the STO was implemented in CAA RADE, providing compre-
hensive access to internal data structures and concepts of CATIA V5. Only
with such internal access, it was possible to render the STO largely flexible
towards user-defined CAD models and specification tree structures, i.e.
the actual optimization problem. However, the CAA modules are difficult
to maintain or to alter as expert knowledge and an expensive developer
environment is required. Thus, corporate application of this module may be
an issue regarding its maintainability. An alternative may be a translation
module based on Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), which is a more
intuitive and standard scripting language. The disadvantage, however,
would be its restricted access to CAD structures. Such a VBA module
would not be able to reach the entire flexibility of its CAA counterpart.
Nevertheless, for corporate use in standard processes, it may still be an
adequate solution. Hence, the STO module currently accessed by the HBS
may as well be substituted by an according simplified VBA module.

Algorithm Efficiency

Providing a major field for future research, the optimization algorithm’s
efficiency remains a crucial subject. Although a considerable reduction
of population sizes was achieved in reference to previous geometry-based
structural optimization algorithms, its efficiency still bears improvement
potential.

Varying the number of CAD sub-components during optimization, i.e.
the variable entities, has the largest disrupting impact on the optimization
path. Improvements on this subject may be achieved by keeping the entire
structure’s volume, i.e. its mass, constant while the number of entities are
varied [64]. However, no efficient general method could be designed so far
to determine the mass of the CAD phenotype by simply considering the

2http://www.ledas.com/group/white_papers/

http://www.ledas.com/group/white_papers/
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graph genotype. Due to intersections, immersion and split operations in the
CAD structure, it is not possible to predict the phenotype’s mass without
actually performing a costly CAD build-up.

In addition to optimization path disruption, the general difficulty of
unnecessary variant generation remains. During optimization, variants
lying in areas of the solution space already known to yield bad solutions
may be repeatedly generated, which reduces the algorithm’s efficiency. It
may therefore be an idea to couple cluster analysis (in [86, 11] used for
improved feasibility rate) or general RSM with the running algorithm. A
more and more detailed image of the solution space could be depicted by
these meta-models to better guide the optimization algorithm. However,
the efficiency of such a coupling has to be carefully investigated as the
solution space is most probably highly non-convex and there may be too
few calculations to provide reliable data for such meta-models.

As a further issue, it was discovered that the initial setting of the
weights of the aggregating fitness function (Equation 5.1) did not always
lead to the desired results. The optimization runs had to be re-run with
altered weight distributions. Thus, approaches as suggested by [54], [134]
or [48], using dynamic and adaptive weights during optimization may be
worth further investigation.

Furthermore, to include an efficient robustness check at the end of
an optimization run, again, the application of RSM may be investigated.
The response surface may be continuously built and updated during the
optimization run and could be used at the end to verify the final solution’s
robustness. Parameter values may be arbitrarily varied, and instead of
running expensive FE-analyses for evaluation, the variants could be placed
in the generated Response Surface.

As a last field of research, investigations concerning the inclusion of
ESO methods adapted to continuous geometry models are suggested. From
FE-analyses, the algorithm may detect zones of low stress and select these
specific areas for hole creation/insertion. Thus, using the evaluation feed-
back for a more directed - but local - topology optimization.

Finally, the fundamental question about the feasibility of MDO on large
products (entire car, aircraft) in industrial processes remains. With the
still rather limited calculation resources, MDO of entire products nowa-
days is still utopia. Furthermore, additional difficulties remain concerning
the formulation of certain objective functions, such as mode tracking in
NVH, and numerically biased simulation results (crash). It is therefore
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recommended to rather focus on sub-components that can be individually
optimized, e.g. the engine hood, and to consider the disciplines yielding
the most difficult target conflicts to handle.

From experience, even Moore’s law3 will not provide considerable
changes in the near future, as instead of providing faster FE-evaluations, the
increased performance will be rather used to further decrease the mesh size
for more accurate results and thus yielding again comparable FE-analysis
times.

3Moore’s law describes a trend in computing hardware, which indicates that the
computational power (i.e. the number of CPU transistors) can be doubled approximately
every two years.



Appendix A

STO - The Smart
Translation Operator

The following chapter outlines the basic steps of the STO implemented in
CAA. This module is the key component for fully automated CAD structure
variation and therefore essential for general design process automation as
well as for structural optimization.

The STO, included in the HBS (Chapter 4), was implemented in CAA
RADE, the C++ interface of CATIA V5 and is therefore specifically designed
for CATIA V5. It represents the interface between the EA and CAD spaces,
providing functions to read information and to rebuild the CAD structure
from ASCII files containing varied parameters and a varied number of
variable entities. The CAD rebuilding process is nothing else than the
genotype-phenotype mapping of an abstract directed graph to CAD space.
Furthermore, independently from any optimization environment, the STO
is an autonomous module converting text files into CAD models (Figure
A.1), e.g. for efficient fully automated CAD variation.

CAA was chosen due to its possibility to access and alter internal
CATIA V5 data, which would not be possible to such an extent using
CATIA’s VBA or CATScript. Nevertheless, some basic concepts may still
be implemented in VBA with workarounds and simplifications to provide a
genotype-phenotype mapping module that is easier to maintain. For this
reason, each stage of the back-mapping process carried out by the STO will
be shortly described in this appendix. This description may simply provide
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CAA (STO)

Proto
CAT*

New
ASCII

New
*.xls

New
*.ini

New CAD Geometry

Figure A.1: Components needed for automated CAD build-up

general ideas for (partial) implementation of the back-mapping process in
programming languages other than CAA RADE. A comprehensive manual
for the FEATOp tool in general and the guidelines for the STO module
are provided by a separate electronic document.

A.1 Stages

Generally, the different stages are ordered and carried out sequentially
similar to the manual reconstruction of a CAD model. The input for the
STO module are two ASCII text files and a CATIA V5 prototype of the
actual CAD structure to be optimized.

• * GenXXX IndiXXX.xls: ASCII file containing the parameters, in-
cluding their tree path and value. The upper and lower limits,
individual mutation probability and step size are included as well for
the EA-based optimization algorithm (see Part I).

• * GenXXX IndiXXX Settings.ini: ASCII file containing the variable
feature’s prototype names, number to be instantiated, required FE-
analyses, and further settings for CAD processing and output.

• *.CATPart, *.CATProduct or *.CATAnalysis: Prototype CATIA V5
document providing the general building plan.

Due to historical reasons and for a better overview, the parameter
and variable feature input are divided into two separate ASCII files. One
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containing the parameters and their values (*.xls), the other containing
the number of variable features and additional settings regarding connectors
and FE view generation (* Settings.ini). The CAD prototype is nothing
else than the basic CAD model to be optimized containing one single
instantiation of each variable feature. The prototype base model and these
instantiations are built by the designer (Section 4.2). If the instantiated
features are to be published, there should be a publication of the prototype
feature - the STO will automatically detect this publication and publish
every new instantiation of the same type.

The output of a concluded CAD build-up process is:

• * GenXXX IndiXXX.CAPart for internal FE-analysis in CATIA V5
or * GenXXX IndiXXX.stp of the altered CATPart documents for
external evaluation.

• DCWeldMEDINA GenXXX IndiXXX.txt containing the discretized con-
nectors built through DCWeld UDF for MEDINA meshing (Daimler-
specific)

• * GenXXX IndiXXX.RESULT containing the analysis results from the
internal CATIA analysis run (if required)

The back-mapping process run by the STO can be schematically de-
scribed by Algorithm 6 (these procedures are contained in the CAAFeaTOpB-

Map.exe CAA module).

A.1.1 Reading Input Data

Apart from the CAD prototype (CATAnalysis, CATProduct or CATPart),
which is used to derive build-up information and procedures, the STO has
to parse the *.xls and *.ini files. The parameter path contained in the
*.xls file depicts the location of the parameter in the specification tree.
Using this path, the STO can directly retrieve each parameter in the newly
built CAD model and assign its new value.

The Settings.ini file contains the features to be instantiated already
with their accordingly named parents to indicate the STO where to insert
each entity in the specification tree. Additional settings concerning the
possible generation of the FE-view and any CATAnalysis results to be
written into the *.RESULT file are included in this file.
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Algorithm 6 Genotype-Phenotype Mapping

1: Open the CAD prototype D ← file
2: if Type(D) == CATAnalysis then

3: Get its linked CATPart document ~P ← Dproto ⊂ D
4: else if document type == CATProduct then
5: Collect its CATPart documents ~P ← ~Dproto ⊂ D
6: else
7: Store the CATPart ~P ← Dproto = D
8: end if
9: Get info from feature ASCII file *.ini ~Ifeat ← INI

10: Get info from parameter ASCII file *.xls ~Iparam ← XLS
11: for each p in ~P do
12: Get features ~F 0 ← p
13: for each f in ~F 0 do
14: Mark prototype var features f.name← ’ proto’
15: Add ID attribute to RELATIONS/PARAMETERS f ← ar, ap
16: Add ID attribute to GSM-Operations containing var features

f ← agsm
17: end for
18: Build var features on fix supports ~F 0 ← ~F 0 + x · ~F 0

proto fix

19: Build var features on variable supports ~F 0 ← ~F 0 + x · ~F 0
proto var

20: Assign new parameter values p← ~Iparam

21: Update GSM-Operations containing variable features as input
22: if UpdateError check == on then
23: Save CATPart before updating (for later update error tracking)
24: end if
25: Remove prototype features ~F 0 ← ~F 0 − ~F 0

proto

26: update CATPart p→ p′

27: end for
28: Create enriched CAD model (FE-view for automated high-quality

meshing) p′ → p′ + pFE

29: Update/Create DCWelds
30: if Type(D) == CATAnalysis then
31: Run INTERNAL evaluation
32: end if
33: Close prototype
34: Create DCWeld report (VBA-call)
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A.1.2 Preprocessing

As the STO uses the given variable feature prototypes in the CAD proto-
type model to derive the according instantiations of each variable entity,
these initial prototypes are marked by ’ proto’ suffixes. Each time such
a variable entity has to be instantiated, the STO retrieves the according
’ proto’ branch in the CAD specification tree and replicates it. The marked
prototypes, i.e. the tree branches, are deleted after the CAD build-up is
completed.

var_Cutout_proto.1

var_Pot_proto.1

Prototype Speci�cation Tree

Engine Hood
var_Cutout_proto.1

var_Pot_proto.1

Figure A.2: Automatically marked variable prototypes

Further preprocessing is required to reliably identify sub-features of in-
stantiated variable tree branches that are included in other static operations
(Figure A.3).

To reliably track such features, CATIA’s internal attribute concept
is used (see Appendix B.2). Before the build-up process is started, the
prototype CAD geometry is scanned and any entity appended below a
variable branch in the specification tree and at the same time serving as
input feature for another operation in the tree, is marked. It receives a
unique ID that is saved in a newly appended attribute to the feature (as
tk integer) and in a list attribute of the affected operation (tk integer
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Figure A.3: Operations to be updated due to additionally inserted variable
entities

list). These attributes are kept during instantiation resulting in N features
bearing the same ID, which can be collected and be inserted in the operation
originally containing only the one prototype input feature.

In cases of the operation also being part of a variable sub-tree, the STO
distinguishes between such operations and their input features on different
variable trees by analyzing the relative hierarchical levels of the prototype
specification tree and searching for matching hierarchical structures in the
new tree.

Attribute_IDList (Integer List) = [1]

Attribute_ID (Integer) = 1

Attribute_ID  = 1
Attribute_ID  = 1
Attribute_ID  = 1

Attribute_IDList = [1]

Spline.1: List of Control Points

Spline.1: List of Control Points

a) b)

Input
Input

match

Figure A.4: ID attributes and input features
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A.1.3 Feature Instantiation & Parameter Adaptation

For feature instantiation - the main part of the CAD build-up process -
the STO distinguishes between variable features with a fix parent node
in the tree and entities that are appended below an also variable parent
node/feature.

Fix support for:
- var_Spline.1
- var_Spline.2
- var_Hole.1

Variable support for:
- var_Point.1
- var_Point.2

var_Spline.1

var_Spline.2

var_Point.1var_Point.2

var_Hole.1

Figure A.5: Variable features with fix and variable parent nodes

In a first run, the STO inserts/instantiates all features with fix sup-
ports, listed below the ’# Individual Features:’ entry in the * GenXXX -

IndiXXX Settings.ini file. The run is then repeated to insert the features
with variable support, listed below the ’# Features with var support:’
entry, in the sub-trees of the previously inserted features with fix support.

Parameter value adaptation is then performed by simply retrieving the
according parameters from the new CAD model through the path names
provided by the * GenXXX IndiXXX.xls file.

A.1.4 Evaluation

If the input CAD prototype is a CATAnalysis document, the STO assumes
that an FE-analysis has to be performed using CATIA’s CATAnalysis
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workbench. Therefore, after completing the CAD build-up, an according
module is started, recalculating the predefined load case in the CATAnalysis
document. The module allows for different result outputs defined by the
user via the names of the limit- and target-constraints and the objective
function. The according names of the required results are again listed in
the * GenXXX IndiXXX Settings.ini file below the ’# Analysis:’ entry.
Allowed and tested entries are:

• DISPLACEMENT: Nodal displacement values in x, y, and z direction

• POINT MASS: Nodal mass values

• VONMISES ELM: Nodal vonMises values

Further results are (not tested):

• POINT FORCE SGP: Force per single node

• POINT FORCE E: Force per element on each node

• STRESS: Nodal stress components

• STRAIN: Nodal strain

Additionally appended Global Sensors to the load case are considered
as well. Such sensors might include an Energy or Mass sensor.

All analysis results are written to the *.RESULT ASCII file from where
they are further processed by a separate module (’ResultPostProc.exe’) to
a standardized input format for the FEATOp algorithm.

A.1.5 FE-View Generation

The FE-view, i.e. Enriched CAD Model, generation is a new concept
introduced to improve the quality of automatically generated FE meshes.
As described in Subsection 6.3.2, the mesh areas are already defined in
the CAD model to provide clean user-defined partitioned areas when
exporting the CAD geometry to the meshing tool via STEP format. Hence,
after rebuilding the new CAD geometry, the STO has to add such a
partitioned FE-view to the CAD geometry and to perform the according
export operation. As this module is highly experimental and to be thought
of as a first try for optimization-problem independent automated CAD
enrichment, the algorithm only considers 3D CAD models built by a
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Sensors (Energy, Mass)

Load

Restraints

Linked CAD Geometry (Prototype)

CATAnalysis Document

Figure A.6: Typical (static) load case of a CATAnalysis document, including
Energy and Mass sensors.

ThickSurface operation in CATIA V5. This means that, to use this
module, the according CAD model has to be a solid (instead of a facial)
geometry and this solid geometry has to be created through the ’thickening’
of an initial facial geometry, e.g. the engine hood in Chapter 7. The
procedure may then be described by Algorithm 7.

The first step to provide a partitioned FE-view is the retrieval of the
mid-surface of the initial 3D solid geometry. The mid-surface is simply the
facial representation of the geometry located exactly between the upper
and lower surface at any point of the geometry. Hence, the retrieval of
upper and lower surface followed by the offset of half the solid’s thickness
provides the required intermediate surface.

In some cases, it may not be necessary to re-mesh the entire CAD
structure as only some areas were altered in the geometry. Therefore, the
user has the possibility to predefine a cutting mask, i.e. CAD geometry,
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Algorithm 7 Automated FE View Generation

1: Retrieve the upper and lower surface of the solid body
2: Create an offset of the lower surface (the surface coinciding with the

INPUT FACE of the ’ThickSurface’ operation)
3: if only a cutout of the new geometry is to be remeshed then
4: Split the new offset with a geometry predefined by the user
5: end if
6: Partition the remaining face patches according to predefined mesh

areas/groups
7: Copy the groups into the predefined FE-template (separate CATPart)
8: Export the CATPart to STEP

to trim the new CAD model and to export only the needed part of the
geometry into STEP format. For this reason, the STO is able to detect
such a cutting mask and to apply it to the newly created mid-surface.

The final steps provide the partitioned mid-surface to be handed over to
the meshing tool. Each facial patch of the remaining mid-surface geometry
is compared with the filter groups in the * FEFilter.txt file (Subsection
6.3.2). Every single line of this filter file is a rule to be matched with the
build-up history, i.e. the impacting features, of such a facial patch. Hence,
each line represents a specific group or meshing area to which the according
faces of the mid-surface are to be assigned.

During such CAD enrichment, the STO obviously has to detect differ-
ent specific features and operations, such as the 3D solid geometry, the
ThickSurface operation, the split geometry and the separate CATPart to
save the partitioned geometry. To allow for a flexible definition of such
features by the user, some basic semantics were introduced to be added
to the respective feature names in the CAD specification tree during the
optimization problem setup:

• Add a separate CATPart to the prototype CATProduct. This CATPart
will be exported to STEP format.

• Add FE and the name of the newly added CATPart to the name
of the 3D geometry of which you want to generate the FE-view, e.g.
[FeatureName] FE [CATPartName].
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• Add FEOFFSET to the ThickSurface operation which transforms the
facial geometry to the 3D geometry previously marked with FE , e.g.
[FeatureName] FEOFFSET.

• If the created MID-SURFACE has to be split, place the feature by
which the mid-surface has to be split into the separate CATPart and
mark the feature with a seq prefix, e.g. seq [FeatureName].

Cutting Feature:
seq_Extrude_Kurve_innen

New CAD Geometry:
#Bauteil in Konstruktionslage_FE_CAE-INNENTEIL

Root Product

Partitioned & Trimmed CAD ModelThickSurface Operation

CAD Part

FE Part

Figure A.7: Specification tree extracts of a predefined CATProduct for mid-
surface extraction.

A.1.6 Connectors

Although the DCWeld connectors are specific corporate features, a short
description of their instantiation and some issues will be given here. The
solutions may still be of general interest, especially concerning the handling
of modified BRep entities.

In the CAD prototype, such DCWeld line UDF are applied to an
according curve - the curve represents the weld or glue line. During
topology variation of the CAD model, two cases concerning such curves
may occur:
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• The curve is appended to a variable feature and is instantiated each
time the according feature is instantiated

• The curve is affected by a variable feature and may be cut into several
pieces due to the instantiation of such variable features

In the first case, the according DCWeld UDF will be appended below
the variable feature as well and will therefore be instantiated as many
times as the curve (and the variable feature) is replicated. All the build-up
algorithm has to do is to collect the newly instantiated UDF and copy
them into a separate CATPart which will later be scanned by the DCWeld
Report generator.

The second case implies several steps of post-processing. The algorithm
has to detect the newly created curve segments belonging to the initial curve
segment to which the prototype DCWeld UDF was applied. The retrieval
of the new segments is done via the Split feature representing the result
geometry of the curve cut by a number of instantiated variable features.
Although being one single feature, its Boundary Representation (BRep)
contains all N segments, which can be retrieved and extracted by the STO
using the Geometrical Container (Appendix B.1) to generate individual
geometrical curves. In a second step, the algorithm instantiates the DCWeld
UDF applied to the original Split operation and assigns one instantiation
to each extracted segment. All UDF are then copied to the separate
CATPart for DCWeld Report generation.

DCWeld UDF (applied to 'LaceGlueLine_Split')
InnerGlueLine Cut by Variable Feature

Variable Cutting Feature (Prototype)
DCWeld UDF

3 x DCWeld UDF for 3 Curve Segments

Instantiated Cutting Features

DCWeld UDF

b)a)

Figure A.8: DCWeld affected by variable feature instantiation: prototype a)
and updated segments b)



Appendix B

Mechanical Structures in
CATIA V5

This chapter is dedicated to a short description of a few basic concepts
of CATIA V5 used by the STO for genotype-phenotype mapping. The
corresponding structures are accessed by the CATIA CAA RADE interface
and are a prerequisite for a reliable automated CAD build-up based on
the specification tree. The information originates from the CATIA CAA
RADE documentation [123] and Fors [42].

B.1 Containers

A CATIA V5 CAD model is represented by a set of containers. From
each container, specific functions, properties and entities can be retrieved.
The containers either belong to the CATIA Mechanical Modeler (CMM)
or to the CATIA Geometric Modeler (CGM), which represent the main
software packages of CATIA V5 for parametric and non-parametric 3D
modeling. The CGM is included as a sub-component into the CMM archi-
tecture to provide a comprehensive feature-based modeling and topological
representation framework.

The following three containers provide the most crucial functions for
automated CAD build-up performed by the STO module of the FEATOp.
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• Product Container, CMM: This is the main container of the
CMM package. The entire *.CATProduct and *.CATPart documents
are represented by this container.

• Specification Container, CMM: This is a sub-container of the
Product Container and manages all operations and entities related to
the specification tree. Feature creation, properties, attributes, update
and historical dependencies are accessed through this interface.

• Geometrical Container, CGM: The topological results of the
features contained in the Specification Container can be accessed via
this interface. Boundary representations such as faces, edges and
vertices are stored here.

The STO is strongly based on these containers, retrieving all information
and interdependencies for phenotype build-up through these interfaces
from the according CAD prototype. The data stored in these structures
is internal information used by CATIA V5 itself for CAD manipulation
and representation. In particular, the Specification Container provides the
entire build-up knowledge for features and assemblies.

B.2 The Specification Object

The information about each feature displayed in the specification tree
is stored in the Specification Container in a respective Specification

Object. These objects are the basis on which the entire CAD model is
built. Hence, the specification tree is nothing else than the result of the
sequentially inserted specification objects (operations and entities) into the
specification container. The visual result, the CAD model, is the topological
result of the specification tree represented by the Geometrical Container.

Each feature, i.e. Specification Object, is again a container itself,
carrying all relevant information about its location and function in the tree.
Such information may be:

• Input features: historically preceding features on which the actual
feature operates.

• Properties: hide (on/off), color, activation mode

• Tree parent : the feature on a hierarchically higher level in the specifi-
cation tree
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• Name: internal name and user-defined alias

The information is stored in attributes, which can be appended to or removed
from each feature - Fors [42] compares them with member variables in a C++

class. The attributes can be single values or lists of real, integer, boolean
or specification object type. The specification object type lists are
particularly useful as they contain the according input features on which
the current feature operates.

To determine whether an attribute contains input features or not,
CATIA V5 uses an according attribute labeling distinguishing between:
sp IN, sp OUT, and sp NEUTRAL (Figure B.1). Hence, such input feature
lists are marked as sp IN attributes, which can then be quickly retrieved
by the STO for the update procedure (see Appendix A.1.2).

Base_Plate

var_Fill.1

List of Attributes:
$OSM_LocalXts (sp_NEUTRAL)
$OSM_Xts (sp_NEUTRAL)
...
FromExternalSpeci�cation (sp_IN)
VisuGraph (sp_NEUTRAL)
Component (sp_NEUTRAL)
FeatureType (sp_NEUTRAL)
HideOnO� (sp_NEUTRAL)
...
Elements (sp_IN)
...
InvertDirection (sp_IN)
SubElementsToRemove (sp_IN)
FederationPropagation (sp_IN)
ElementsToFederate (sp_IN)
AngularToleranceMode (sp_IN)
AngularTolerance (sp_IN)
Manifold (sp_IN)
TangencyContinuity (sp_IN)

Figure B.1: Attribute list of a feature in CATIA V5

Using this attribute concept and the input/output labeling, it is even
possible to determine the historical interdependencies of the CAD model.
As a result, the requirement to strictly consider historical interdependencies
during specification tree build-up (Section 4.3) may become obsolete. How-
ever, a thorough investigation about all features reliably providing input
and output attributes and an accordingly adapted STO would be necessary.
Currently, these concepts are simply used to update single operations in
the tree receiving a varying number of variable input features.

The Specification Object further on allows the attachment of the
Geometry Container interface to retrieve the resulting topology of the
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Figure B.2: Extract of historical interdependencies retrieved through input- and
output-attribute scanning (CAA)

actual feature. This interface is used in the STO for face and edge retrieval
during mid-surface extraction and meshing area partitioning of the updated
CAD structure (Subsection 6.3.2). The Geometrical Container interface
is appended to the final CAD model to retrieve its faces and their list of
impacting features (Appendix A.1.5).

Summarizing, with the Specification Container and its Specification
Object carrying attributes, CATIA V5 provides comprehensive information
about each CAD feature. This data is essential for the applied model-
independent CAD build-up performed by the STO. However, this data
is only fully accessible via the CAA RADE interface, which renders the
implementation of the STO in VBA (for better maintainability) rather not
realizable.
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Spline Theory

C.1 Introduction

Although in Part III splines are used as provided by CATIA V5 and no
further mathematical background was needed, it would be neglectful not
to provide some basic spline theory. Comprehensive information can be
found in [94], [111] and [119].

The term spline is derived from ship design, originally describing the
wooden or metal slats forming the characteristic ship hull [78]. These
splines run through specific fix points or in a mathematical sense, they
smoothly connect neighboring fix points. The spline concept can thus be
used as a further method for data interpolation [115]:

1. Interpolation through linear connection of two neighboring points

2. Interpolation through a higher order polynomial to most accurately
approximate all provided data points

3. Interpolation through splines to connect two neighboring points with
the additional requirement of general and curvature continuity of two
neighboring splines (1st and 2nd derivatives)

The spline method is a combination of the first two approaches. The
entire data set of n control points is interpolated by n − 1 polynomials.
Each polynomial (e.g. cubic) connects two neighboring points. Hence,
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instead of solving a high order polynomial for the entire data set, low order
polynomials are solved for each interval between two points. As a result,
alteration of a control point has rather local effects instead of completely
changing the entire high order polynomial curve. The neighboring condi-
tions of two splines (general and curvature continuity) provide additional
constraints to completely solve each polynomial. In the following section,
basic spline types will be shortly described.

C.2 Spline Types

Generally, splines can be of interpolating (running through the control
points) or approximating (running near the control points) type [111]. The
type depends on the polynomials used to describe the spline sections.

C.2.1 Cubic Hermite Splines

Hermite splines are interpolating splines. Each polynomial is defined by
two control points P0, P1 on the interval t ∈ [0, 1] and two control tangents
with slopes m0, m1 [78]:

B(t) = (2t3 − 3t2 + 1)P0 + (t3 − 2t2 + t)m0 + (−2t3

+3t2)P1 + (t3 − t2)m1

= h00(t)P0 + h10(t)m0 + h01(t)P1 + h11(t)m1 (C.1)

t =
x− xk

xk+1 − xk

mk = 0.5

(
Pk+1 − Pk
xk+1 − xk

+
Pk − Pk−1

xk − xk−1

)

C.2.2 Bézier Splines

Bézier-Splines are composed of a series of Bézier curves and are of approxi-
mating type. Except for the starting and ending points, a Bézier curve of
degree n approximates all n− 1 intermediate points (a total of n+1 control
points is needed). A Bézier curve on the interval [a, b] is defined as:
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Figure C.1: Hermite spline interpolating control points Pi

B(t) =

n∑
i=0

bi,n(t)Pi t ∈ [a, b] (C.2)

bi,n(t) =

(
n

i

)
ti(1− t)n−i i = 0, ..., n (C.3)

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Control Polygon Point

Bézier Approximation Spline

Figure C.2: Bézier curve approximating control points Pi

Hence, the curve is a weighted sum of control points where the weights
are bi,n(t), the Bernstein polynomials of degree n. The polygon resulting
from the connection of the control points P0 to Pn is called the Bézier
or Control Polygon. The Bézier curve is contained in the convex hull
of the polygon. This yields a particularly useful behavior of the spline
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regarding curve control. Altering the control points results in smoother
curve behavior compared to interpolating splines. The spline is always kept
inside the polygon and no unexpected deflection can occur.

Introduced by Pierre Bézier in 1962 to automotive design, Bézier splines
are nowadays mainly used in computer graphics. The polygon allows for
easy shape manipulation to create complex shapes (connected Bézier curves)
or to define animation paths.

If further flexibility is required, the degree of the defining polynomial
can be increased or the Bézier curve can be sub-divided into several Bézier
curves [111]. However, the Bernstein basis implies two limitations to Bézier
curves:

• the degree of the curve-defining polynomial is strictly set by the
number of polygon control points, as the degree is always one lower
than the number of control points.

• because each point on the curve is created by blending all control
points, the alteration of one polygon vertex affects the entire curve.

C.2.3 (Non-Rational) B-Splines

B-splines are similar to Bézier curves and are of approximating type. The
curves are of the following form with n control points and basis functions
Ni,k of order k or degree k − 1 [36]:

B(t) =

n∑
i=0

Ni,k(t)Pi t ∈ [a, b] (C.4)

Ni,0(t) =

{
1 : if ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1

0 : otherwise

Ni,k(t) =
t− ti

ti+k−1 − ti
Ni,k−1(t) +

ti+k − t
ti+k − ti+1

Ni+1,k−1(t)

The basis functions are Cox-deBoor recursive blending functions, blend-
ing the control points to define each point on the curve [18]. However,
compared to Bézier curves, the order of B-Splines does not depend on the
number of control points. In addition, each control point has its own basis
polynomial, which is only defined over a limited interval. Thus, changes in
control points have only local effects.
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2nd Degree B-Spline Curve

3rd Degree B-Spline Curve source: TU Wien

Figure C.3: B-spline curves of different degrees

The knot vector (t1, t2, ..., tk+n+1), with ti ≤ ti+1,∀i, defines the
values of t where the spline segments join - each segment lies between two
neighboring knots. The vector can be any series of numbers with the only
requirement that the preceding number is lower than the actual one and
that its size is k+ (n+ 1), with the basis function order 2 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1 and
n+ 1 being the number of polygon control points [36].

If the knot values are equidistant, a uniform B-spline is created. In
non-uniform splines - the most general case - equal knots may also be
repeated several times giving added weight to the blending functions and
thus influencing the shape. A B-spline allows the following adaptations
[36]:

• Shape change: moving the control points changes the polygon’s shape,
which in turn alters the inscribed B-spline’s shape.

• Better approximation: moving adjacent control points on top of each
other causes the curve to pass closer to the actual point.

• Increase smoothness and continuity: increasing the order k results
in smoother curves, however, the curve is moved farther from the
polygon

• Closed loop: for an order k, the first k − 1 control points have to be
repeated at the end.
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C.2.4 Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS)

Dodgson [36] describes rational B-splines as follows. By applying equation
C.4 to homogeneous coordinates instead of the usual 3D coordinates,
rational B-splines are defined. The transformation between 3D and 4D
homogeneous space is done by:

(x′, y′, z′, w) →
(
x′

w
,
y′

w
,
z′

w

)
4D → 3D

(x, y, z) → (xh, yh, zh, h) 3D → 4D

With the 3D control point Pi = (xi, yi, zi) becoming a homogeneous
control point Ci = (xihi, yihi, zihi, hi), the NURBS curve can be written
as:

BH(t) =

n∑
i=0

Ni,k(t)Ci tmin ≤ t ≤ tmax (C.5)

Equation C.5 can be transformed back to 3D space by:

x′(t) =

n∑
i=0

xihiNi,k(t) y′(t) =
∑n
i=0 yihiNi,k(t)

z′(t) =

n∑
i=0

zihiNi,k(t) h′(t) =
∑n
i=0 hiNi,k(t)

x(t) =
x′(t)

h(t)
y(t) =

y′(t)

h(t)
z(t) =

z′(t)

h(t)

which yields the curve in 3D:

P (t) =

∑n
i=0Ni,k(t)Pihi∑n
i=0Ni,k(t)hi

tmin ≤ t ≤ tmax (C.6)

Hence, for the description of NURBS, an additional parameter hi for
each control point Pi is needed. If hi is set to 1, equation C.6 is reduced to
the non-rational form of equation C.4. If hi is increased, the curve runs
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closer to the control points Pi - with hi = 0, the control point Pi does not
affect the curve at all.

Through the involvement of homogeneous coordinates, NURBS curves
correctly represent shapes even under projective transformations (non-
rational B-splines are restricted to affine transformations). The knot values
of a NURBS knot vector are not monotonically ascending, as there are
multiple knots. A knot vector for order k = 3 and n+ 1 = 7 polygon points
will be of size k + (n+ 1) and may have the following form: [1 1 1 2 3 4
5 6 6 6]. By convention, each extreme knot value has a k multiplicity of
knot values. The continuity order Cx for internal values in contrast, is the
degree minus the multiplicity - the multiplicity of a knot cannot be greater
than the order k.

C.3 Splines in CAD

According to Rogers [111], NURBS curves and surfaces are the standard
modeling concept for curve and surface description in computer graphics
- especially in CAD. With their flexibility and restricted local influence
of control point changes, these curves are particularly suited for design
face representation in automotive, aerospace, naval and other engineering
disciplines.

These curves are either directly used to draw corresponding CAD
features or they are applied in shape reconstruction. If a shape is scanned
and transfered to CAD via point clouds, usually all points of a cross section
are connected via splines. Based on these single curves, corresponding faces
can be created applying loft1 operations.

C.3.1 CATIA V5

In CATIA V5, the general spline concept is based on NURBS2 as well.
However, CATIA distinguishes between different special sub-cases (Uniform
Polynomial B-Splines (UPBS), NUPBS3) depending on the needed geomet-
ric properties [19].

In GSD, NURBS are generally used to represent any free-form faces and
edges created e.g. through sweep, loft or fill operations. The actual spline

1The loft operation fills the space between two or more curves creating a surface.
2http://caav5.3ds.com/developers/cjava/v5r16sp4/online/

CAAGobTechArticles/Nurbs.htm
3http://www.coe.org/newsnet/July05/tips.cfm

http://caav5.3ds.com/developers/cjava/v5r16sp4/online/CAAGobTechArticles/Nurbs.htm
http://caav5.3ds.com/developers/cjava/v5r16sp4/online/CAAGobTechArticles/Nurbs.htm
http://www.coe.org/newsnet/July05/tips.cfm
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features built through explicit control point placement in 3D, however, are
cubic or quintic spline curves of interpolating type. With the option of
additional tangency to a surface or curve, CATIA chooses between 4th and
6th order splines. These features are internally described by the CATSpline

interface in CAA RADE. Hence, being of interpolating type, no control
polygon is provided for curve manipulation. As a result, the interpolated
points (also being explicit CATIA features) provide the only possibility for
parametric curve variation, which in turn results in a highly sensible curve
behavior (Subsection 8.1.2).

Apparently, CATIA V5 nevertheless converts these splines into conven-
tional B-splines when exporting the data to STEP format. Control polygon
points as well as knot vector and according multiplicity are provided and
result in a non-parametric curve when importing the file again into CATIA
V5 (Subsection 9.2.1).



Appendix D

Graph Theory

D.1 Introduction

To provide a CAD software independent representation of the specification
tree, directed graphs were introduced. Each required feature of the spec-
ification tree is converted into a graph node with according edges to its
parent and children.

For the sake of completeness, this appendix provides a brief overview
over the mathematical graph theory, its terminology, and some typical
problems known in graph theory. The appendix is taken over for the most
part from Ledermann [82], Appendix C.

D.2 Basic Concepts and Terminology

Mathematical graph theory is an extensive research field of considerable
complexity. This appendix covers only the most important concepts which
are used in the scope of this work. Slightly different definitions for graphs
are found in literature, e.g. [43, 28, 10]. A brief definition based on [49] is
given here.

A graph G is an ordered pair (V,E), where V is a finite, non-empty
set of members called vertices, and E is a finite set of unordered pairs of
distinct vertices of V . Each element e = (u, v) ∈ E (where u, v ∈ V ), is
called an edge and is said to be incident with its vertices u and v. Also,
the vertices u and v are then incident with e.
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Further notions will be explained with the help of an example graph
G(V,E) illustrated in Figure D.1.

v3

v4

v1 v5

v2

e2

e3

e5

e6
e1

e4

Figure D.1: Graph G(V,E)

V = v1, v2, v3, v4, v5 (D.1)

E = (v1, v2), (v1, v3), (v2, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, v4), (v3, v4) (D.2)

Vertices u and v in V are adjacent to each other if, and only if,
there is an edge in E with u and v as its endpoints. In the given example,
the vertices v1 and v2 are adjacent, since they are connected by the edge e1.

An isolated vertex is a vertex having no incident edges, i.e. it is not
connected to any other vertex, e.g. v5.

Parallel edges are two edges of a graph which have the same end-
points, e.g. e5 = (v3, v4) and e6 = (v3, v4).

A loop is an edge for which the two endpoints are the same, e.g.
e3 = (v2, v2).

The number of vertices and edges in the graph G(V,E) are denoted
order and size, respectively. The graph G(V,E) in Figure D.1 has order
n(G(V,E)) = 5 and size m(G(V,E)) = 6.

Properties can be assigned to graphs, i.e. to its vertices and edges.
These properties can contain any arbitrary information. Two special cases
of properties are labels for vertices and weights for edges.
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A graph is said to be labeled, if its vertices are distinguished from one
another by labels v1, v2, . . . , vn as it is done in the example.

The concept of a weighted graph associates a non-negative number
w(e) to each edge that is called edge weight. The sum of all edge weights is
therefore the total weight of the graph.

A graph can be directed or undirected. Directed graphs have edges
pointing to (in-edges) or from (out-edges) a vertex.

The graph illustrated in Figure D.2 is a directed and weighted graph.
The direction of an edge is indicated graphically by an arrow. The weight
of the edges is indicated with a floating-point number and may depend on
the direction.

b

a

1.3

c

d

f

3.1

0.1
2.3

2.5

0.4

e

0.8

Figure D.2: Directed and weighted graph

A path is a sequence of vertices (v0, v1, ..., vk) in a graph G = (V,E)
such that each of the edges (vi, vi+1) is in the edge set E (each vertex is
connected to the next vertex in the sequence). In the example of Figure
D.2 the path (a,c,d,f) is denoted by solid black lines.

D.3 Typical Problems in Graph Theory

This section describes some typical problems that can be solved efficiently
with the help of graph theory.

D.3.1 The Connector Problem

Problem: Various cities in a country are to be linked by means of roads.
Given the various possibilities of connecting the cities and the costs involved,
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what is the most economical way of laying roads so that in the resulting
road network any two cities are connected by a chain of roads?

The connector problem is also known as minimum-spanning-tree problem
and shows up in many application domains such as telephone network
planning, electronic circuit layout, designing railroad networks, water-line
transports, and data storage compression.

Two classical algorithms for solving the minimum-spanning-tree problem
are Kruskal’s [79] and Prim’s algorithm [107]. Both are available in the
Boost Graph Library (BGL).

D.3.2 Shortest-Path Problems

Problem: A city road network is made of thousands of roads and intersec-
tions. Different roads may have different speed limits. What is the fastest
way from location A to location B?

This problem can also be formulated as follows: Determine a shortest
path, that is, a minimum-weight path between two specified vertices of G.

In the shortest-path problem, each edge (u, v) is given a weight w(u, v).
The weight of a path is the sum of the weights for each edge in the path.
In the given example the weight of an edge may represent the average time
needed to pass the considered road section as a function of its length, speed
limit and possibly further impact factors like the density of the traffic or
traffic lights.

In Figure D.2 the shortest-path from vertex a to vertex f is denoted
with black lines.

Two classical algorithms for solving the shortest path problem are
Dijkstra’s [35] and the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Both are again available
in the BGL.

D.3.3 Timetable Problem

Problem: In an educational institution, teachers have to meet various
classes. Given the various classes each teacher has to meet in a day, how
can we fit in a timetable? It is presumed that a teacher can teach only one
class at a time and that each class could be taught by only one teacher at
a time.

The problem can be efficiently solved with the help of the graph theory.
An algorithm is described in [10].
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D.3.4 Maximum Flow Problem

Problem: The maximum flow problem is the problem of determining how
much of some quantity (e.g. water) can move through a network.

D.4 Graph Search

D.4.1 Adjacency List

The efficient determination of neighboring vertices in an undirected graph
is a particularly useful feature. Instead of scanning the entire data set to
determine any nodes directly connected to the actual node, the neighbors
can directly be accessed through the connecting edges. The calculation
effort being O(n) = n instead of O(n) = n2 to find every node’s neighbors,
with n being the total number of nodes.

The information of such adjacent nodes connected by edges is stored in
an adjacency list. The list contains the vertex numbers and their linked
neighbors; hence the fast access.

A

C

B

F E

D A C F

B C F

C A B

F A B

E D

D E

A

B E

C D F

a) b)

Figure D.3: Storing connected vertices in adjacency list a) and edges in directed
graphs b)

For directed graphs, BGL provides the source and target function to
quickly find the node’s children or parent. Source and target indicate the
corresponding ’side’ of the edge connecting two vertices.

D.4.2 Search Concepts

Two main concepts to iterate through a graph structure can be distinguished.
Both methods guarantee that each vertex is checked only once.

The Breadth First Search (BFS) allows to systematically check every
vertex just once without running through the list several times. Starting
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at a vertex, all vertices in the graph reachable from the one starting vertex
are checked. It can be compared with a 2D-wave spreading from a source
vertex. Nearer vertices are checked first, then the next outer region is
checked etc. (Figure D.4). At the same time, a visitor can be included.
A visitor is a function called at a specific event during the search (e.g.
when discovering a specific node). Such visitors allow to activate further
operations such as reading information from the discovered vertex, adding
edges etc.

Figure D.4: Breadth First Search (BFS)

The Depth First Search (DFS) is a second possibility to search the
graph. Similarly to the BFS, the DFS runs systematically through all
reachable vertices from a starting vertex. However, instead of expanding
the search like a 2D-wave, it travels as deep as possible in one direction,
then returns to the source, takes a different direction etc. This search type
is more suitable for tree searches where the search travels always to the
last leave, then returns to the root and so on, until the entire tree has been
checked. In FEATOp, the DFS was used for obvious reasons. Rather than
scanning an undirected graph, path information of a parameter, i.e. the
entire path from root to leaf, is frequently needed.

D.5 The Boost Graph Library, BGL

All modules of the FEATOp algorithm treating the directed graph genotype
are written in C++. The complete architecture is based on the BGL,
which provides efficient operating functions for such mathematical graphs.
The BGL is a collection of high-performance graph algorithms and data
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structures in C++. The modules are published as completely free open-
source code without any license restriction by Boost1.

The commonly used Standard Template Library (STL) is a well-known
and widely used library for C++ programmers. Containers such as vectors,
lists, and maps are provided and serve different needs for fast access to
unordered and ordered data. Iterators allow to navigate through the
containers and the STL algorithms represent a large and useful pool of
algorithms to insert, remove, change, count, or sort data via the iterators.

For the user of the BGL, there is a clear analogy between the types
of algorithms and data structures in STL and BGL [120]. Figure D.5
illustrates this analogy between the STL and the BGL [83].

Graph
Data Structures

STL Algorithms

STL Containers

Graph Algorithms

Vertex Iterator
Adjacency Iterator
Visitor, Property Accessor

Iterator
Functor

Figure D.5: Analogy between the Standard Template Library and the Boost
Graph Library

Nevertheless, there are important and fundamental differences between
the two libraries from the programming concept’s point of view [132]. Three
main concepts are necessary to define a graph: Graph, Vertex, and Edge.
The abstract iterator interface used by the STL is not sufficiently rich to
encompass the numerous ways that graph algorithms may compute with
a graph. Therefore an abstract interface, based on Visitor and Decorator
concepts, serves the same purpose for graphs that iterators do for basic
containers.

1http://www.boost.org

http://www.boost.org




Appendix E

Fitness Rating Functions

Choosing a suitable concept for fitness evaluation in EA to consider multiple
objectives and constraints is an intricate task. The main issue is to find an
according method to rate the individual’s ability to meet objectives F(x),
inequality constraints gi(x) ≤ 0 and equality constraints hi(x) = 0. The
cumulative fitness function implemented in the FEATOp algorithm (Section
5.1) and used in Parts I to III to assess the evaluated individuals was taken
over from König [72]. Hence, for the sake of completeness, the concept is
outlined in this appendix along with reflections for further improvements of
the method. For additional methods regarding fitness function formulation,
the reader is referred to Michalewicz [96] who investigated five different
methods to handle constraints in fitness functions for GA. Additional
investigations concerning soft, hard constraints, and different handling of
invalid individuals were conducted by Yu and Bentley [133].

E.1 Rating Functions

The fitness function is an aggregation of a user-defined number of normalized
and weighted rating functions Di(~p) for target constraints, limit constraints,
and design objectives. The rating values for each of these three types are
based on the following functions.
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E.1.1 Design Objective Rating

According to König, a rating function Di(O
′(~p)) for a design objective

O′(~p) should meet the following requirements. The fitness values are to be
normalized and thus lie in the interval of [0,1], design improvement has
to result in lower rating values (minimization problem), and the selection
pressure should decrease towards the end of the optimization run. Hence,
the following function was defined:

Di(O
′) = (aO′ + b)α

post

(E.1)

Where the exponential factor αpost can be varied to modify the curve
slope and the coefficients a and b are designed to result in:

Di(O
′ = O′init) = 1.0 (E.2)

Di(O
′ = O′estim) = 0.1

Thus, a and b are found through the following equations:

a =
1− α
√

0.1

O′init −O′estim
(E.3)

b = 1− aO′init

O′init is the initial value of the design objective, resulting in a fitness value
of 1.0 and O′estim is the estimated value to be achieved through optimization.
These values have to be set by the user and have a considerable influence
on the fitness curve behavior. It is therefore essential to have a good idea
about the fitness range of the initial population and the reachable value. α
is set to α = 5 by experience.

E.1.2 Limit Constraint Rating

Instead of using a step function for constraint values C(~p) that must not
exceed Climit, König introduces an alternative rating function for smoother
penalty assignment. Using a step function, such as:

Di(C) =

{
0 : C(~p) ≤ Climit
1 : else

(E.4)
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Figure E.1: Rating function for design objectives defined by O′init and O′estim

would not distinguish between solutions only marginally exceeding the
limiting value and solutions heavily violating the constraint. To still consider
such border individuals, which might contain important information, the
margins of the step function were smoothed:

Di(C) =
1

1 + e−λ(C(~p)−Climit−∆)
(E.5)

To control this smoothed step function, the two parameters ∆ (horizon-
tal positioning) and λ (slope) can be adjusted. However, as experimental
runs have shown some difficulties in directly adjusting these parameters,
König introduced an according calculation of these values via the more
intuitive values of Climit and Cfeas tol. Climit is the required or allowed
limit value and Cfeas tol the feasible tolerance determining the smooth-
ness/steepness of the step function.
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Di(C = Climit) = Dlimit = 0.01 (E.6)

Di(C = Climit + Cfeas tol) = Dfeas = 0.5

Dlimit is the penalty value for the limiting constraint. Dfeas is the
value for individuals still to be taken into account by the EA.

λ =
1

Cfeas tol

(
ln

(
1

Dlimit
− 1

)
− ln

(
1

Dfeas
− 1

))
∆ =

1

λ
ln

(
1

Dlimit
− 1

)
(E.7)
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Figure E.2: Rating function for limit constraints defined by Climit and Cfeas tol
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E.1.3 Target Constraint Rating

To reach a specific target value, similar considerations used in the previous
subsection apply. Penalizing all values not matching the value by a strict
step function would again be a considerable loss of possibly good individuals
(violating only marginally the target value constraint). Therefore, König
introduces a further smoothed function:

Di(C) =

{
0 : |C − Ctarget| ≤ Cadm tol

1− e−
(|C(~p)−Ctarget|−Cadm tol)

2

2σ2 : |C − Ctarget| ≥ Cadm tol

(E.8)

Where Cadm tol is a tolerance value defining an acceptance interval
where there is no penalty applied. To solve the difficulty of adjusting
the σ parameter (step function slope), again, a more intuitive value was
introduced. With,

Di(C = Ctarget + Cfeas tol) = Dfeas = 0.5 (E.9)

σ can be calculated as:

σ2 =
Cfeas tol − Cadm tol)

2

−2ln(1−Dfeas)
(E.10)

Dfeas corresponds to the penalty value of individuals still taken into
account by the EA.

E.2 Issues

Although these rating functions proved to be generally suitable for the
optimization problems investigated in the work at hand, some minor issues
remain. As mentioned, the estimation of the tuning parameters for each
rating function (O′init, O

′
estim, Climit, Cfeas tol, Ctarget, and Cadm tol)

requires a certain knowledge of the limit, target and objective value intervals
the candidate solutions may yield. If the entire population of a generation
lies far outside a limit or target constraint, the EA has no possibility to
determine a suitable optimization direction as all penalty values in the
neighborhood equal 1.0. This case has been observed in Part III, where the
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Figure E.3: Rating function for target constraints defined by Ctarget, Cadm tol,
and Cfeas tol

initial candidate solutions lie far outside the allowed limit weight due to the
entirely filled initial design space (Subsection 9.1.1). The valid range may
still be found by chance, however, the EA would have to find the allowed
range without any guidance (Monte Carlo search). Hence, to prevent such
difficulties, the limit and target functions were slightly modified at their
edges. From a penalty value of Di = 0.999, the functions continue to
linearly increase (Figure E.4). With the introduction of a gradient, the EA
may continuously move towards the valid area, even if it has to start far
outside the allowed range as could be clearly observed in Subsection 9.1.1.
For a more sophisticated approach, including automated and continuous
adaptation of the constraint rating functions, the reader may refer to Giger
[48].

A further issue remains with the possibility of final solutions still
exceeding a limit constraint, e.g. due to inappropriate weighting of other
components of the fitness function. During the optimization, using the
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presented rating functions, the EA may temporarily exceed limit constraints
as the fitness increase through this violation can be more than compensated
by e.g. a much better objective value. If the run is now ended (due to a
reached maximum number of generations), the solution has a low fitness,
however, it violates the limit constraint.
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Figure E.4: Modified limit a) and target b) rating functions

An alternative is suggested by Keller [65], which forces the EA to
always approach the limit constraint from the valid side. The idea is
to sort individuals for elitist selection not only according to their fitness
but also according to their constraint violation. An individual violating
the limit constraint is strictly worse than a ’valid’ individual. However,
comprehensive investigations would be required to assess this concept’s
advantages against the effect of loosing possibly good individuals only due
to one single constraint violation.
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